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The Facts: The Fermi-LAT GeV gamma-ray 
excess (GCE), backgrounds and properties.
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After more than 10 years, the Fermi GeV excess …
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We all agree: There is a significant excess of GeV gamma rays (GCE) toward the Galactic centre 
measured by Fermi-LAT above known astrophysical backgrounds.

CERN, 15 February 2023

An incomplete list of works:
Goodenough & Hooper (2009)
Vitale & Morselli (2009)
Hooper & Goodenough (2011)
Hooper & Linden (2011)
Boyarsky et al (2011)
Abazajian & Kaplinghat (2012)
Gordon & Macias (2013)
Macias & Gordon (2014)
Abazajian et al (2014, 2015)
Calore et al (2014)
Daylan et al (2014)
Selig et al (2015)
Huang et al (2015)
Gaggero et al (2015)
Carlson et al (2015, 2016)
de Boer et al (2016)
Yang & Aharonian (2016)
Fermi Coll. (2016)
Horiuchi et al (2016)
Linden et al (2016)
Ackermann et al (2017)
Macias et al (2018)
Bartels et al (2018)
Balaji et al (2018)
Zhong et al (2019)
Macias et al (2019)
Chang et al (2020)
Buschmann et al (2020)
Leane & Slatyer (2020)
Abazajian et al (2020)
List et L (2020)
Di Mauro (2020)
Burns et al (2020)
Cholis et al (2022)
Pohl, Macias+ (2022)
…

Fermi GeV excess

Where we do not agree:
1. What is the preferred spatial morphology of the excess?
2. What is causing the Fermi GeV excess?
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Figure 1. Flux of the components of the Sample Model (2.2) fitted to the all-sky data. Some templates are

summed together in several groups for presentation. “⇡0 + brems” includes the hadronic and bremsstrahlung

components. “ICS” includes the three IC templates corresponding to the three radiation fields. “Other”

includes Loop I, Sun, Moon, and extended sources. GC excess is modeled by gNFW template with index

� = 1.25. Left: the fluxes of the components integrated over the whole sky except for the PS mask. Right:

the flux of the components integrated inside 10 deg radius from the GC, the model is the same as in the left

plot, the only di↵erence is the area of integration for the flux. The bubbles are not present in the right plot,

since the Sample Model includes the bubbles template defined at latitudes |b| > 10�.

of the GC excess flux with the Sample Model is again shown in Figure 4 top left. There is a moderate

e↵ect on the spectrum at low energies only, where the LAT PSF gets worse.

3.2. Region of Interest Selection

One of the limitations of the template fitting approach we use is that to model gamma-ray emission

from gas we assume that the CR densities depend only on Galactocentric radius and distance from

the Galactic plane, and we rely on GALPROP to accurately predict the morphology of IC emission

at each energy. Therefore, variations of the CR spectrum or mismodeling in one part of the Galaxy

can lead to oversubtraction or unmodeled excesses in other regions.

One way to moderate this type of e↵ect is to restrict the fitting procedure to a smaller region of

interest around the GC, so that there is more freedom to reproduce the features in the data for this

specific part of the sky. To gauge the e↵ect on the spectrum of the GC excess, we repeat the analysis

in §2.2 restricting the ROI to some square regions: |b|, |`| < 10�, 20�, 30�. In this subsection we use

maps with order 7 resolution (for all-sky fits we use adaptive resolution as discussed in §2.1), which

gives more than one thousand pixels even for |b|, |`| < 10� case. This is generally su�cient to resolve

 [Fermi collab. ApJ 840 (2017) 1]
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FIG. 10: The raw gamma-ray maps (left) and the residual maps after subtracting the best-fit Galactic di↵use model, 20 cm
template, point sources, and isotropic template (right), in units of photons/cm2/s/sr. The right frames clearly contain a
significant central and spatially extended excess, peaking at ⇠1-3 GeV. Results are shown in galactic coordinates, and all maps
have been smoothed by a 0.25� Gaussian.

ing to a statical preference for such a component at the
level of ⇠17�. In Fig. 8, we show the spectrum of the
dark-matter-like component, for values of � = 1.2 (left
frame) and � = 1.3 (right frame). Shown for compari-
son is the spectrum predicted from a 35.25 GeV WIMP
annihilating to bb̄. The solid line represents the contribu-
tion from prompt emission, whereas the dot-dashed and
dotted lines also include an estimate for the contribution
from bremsstrahlung (for the z = 0.15 and 0.3 kpc cases,

as shown in the right frame of Fig. 2, respectively). The
normalizations of the Galactic Center and Inner Galaxy
signals are compatible (see Figs. 6 and 8), although the
details of this comparison depend on the precise mor-
phology that is adopted.

We note that the Fermi tool gtlike determines the
quality of the fit assuming a given spectral shape for
the dark matter template, but does not generally provide
a model-independent spectrum for this or other compo-
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[Daylan et al., Phys.Dark Univ. 12 (2016) ]
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The known* astrophysical backgrounds
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Main ingredients: diffuse emission + detected, localised gamma-ray sources

CERN, 15 February 2023

*modulo known unknowns: contribution of faint/unresolved sources, level of systematic uncertainties in models

4FGL-DR2

0.25813 5.65761log10 N

Fermi-LAT diÆuse model

2.12917 4.81516log10 N

Additional components: Sun/Moon, 
isotropic gamma-ray background, 
Loop I, etc.

Detected sources from catalogues

Cosmic-ray interactions with gas and  
interstellar radiation fields Fermi Bubbles

[credit: NASA]
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A word about the diffuse emission
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Product of charged cosmic rays interactions within the Milky Way:

— primary cosmic rays  accelerated and injected at source site

— propagate through the Milky Way (diffusion, convection, diffusive re-acceleration,  
     popular solvers: GALPROP, DRAGON)

— interactions with gas (hadronic processes, Bremsstrahlung) and radiation fields (inverse 
     Compton)


(p, e±)

CERN, 15 February 2023

°5.54 °3.75log10 N∞°9.529 °5.097log10 N∞

A&A proofs: manuscript no. gift
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Pohl et al. (2008)
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Fig. 7. Comparison of both our gas surface density construtions (top left and top right) with those of Nakanishi & Sofue (2006) (bottom left) and
Pohl et al. (2008) (bottom right).

However, looking at the mean of the posterior alone can be
misleading as some of the localised features also have a rather
large uncertainty. Unlike the previous deprojections, however,
we now have a means of judging the validity of certain features
by comparing the mean µ of the posterior with its uncertainty �.
To this end, we define a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) as µ/�. We
show S/N in Fig. 6, again for the BEG03 model in the top panel
and in the bottom panel for the SBM15 model. One can clearly
identify localised emission with a S/N ratio of 3 or higher. In
Fig. 6, we have also overlaid the spiral arms, as determined from
fits to a set of ⇠ 200 masers Reid et al. (2019). (See their Tbl. 2
for the fitted spiral parameters.) Many of the local emission fea-
tures obtained for either gas flow model can be easily associated
with a spiral arm: for the BEG03 model for all spiral arms, but
most impressively for the Norma, Sagittarius-Carina, Local and
Perseus arms. We comment on a couple of noteworthy di↵er-
ences and similarities between the significant features obtained
for the BEG03 and the SBM15 models:

– The gas density in the SBM15 model is generally more scat-
tered and does not cluster in regions as large as the emission

in the BEG03 model. This is again due to the presence of lo-
cal extrema in the radial velocity field in the BEG03 model
which boost the clustering. Such local extrema are all but ab-
sent in the SBM15 model and hence the gas density is less
clustered.

– Yet, some of the spiral arms are obvious also for the SBM15
model, e.g. the segments along the Scutum-Centaurus and
the Sagittarius-Carina arms for galacto-centric azimuths '
between ⇠ 200� and ⇠ 280�. Other examples are the seg-
ments along the Norma arm (90� . ' . 150�), the local arm
(330� . ' . 0�).

– Some emission, in particular beyond the solar circle, is
placed at di↵erent distances in the BEG03 and SBM15 mod-
els due to the di↵erent rotation curves adopted here. Given
the rather small velocity gradient, this easily translates into
di↵erences of the order of a kiloparsec and thus a↵ects
the association with spiral arms. One example is emission
around ` ⇠ 110� and with 3LSR between �60 and �50 km/s,
see Fig. 2, bottom panel. With the BEG03 model, this emis-
sion is located around (x, y) = (10,�6) kpc. With the SBM15
gas flow, this instead ends up at (x, y) = (9.5,�5) kpc. In the
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[Mertsch, Vittino; A&A, Volume 655, A64 ]
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IV. LOCAL RADIATION DENSITY

The radiation density in the Galaxy can far exceed
the CMB. The main component is star light (SL) which,
however, is partly processed by dust to form infrared ra-
diation (IR). In Fig. 2 we show the estimated spectral
energy distribution of these components in the Galaxy
near the solar neighborhood [61–63]. The IR energy den-
sity is comparable to the CMB whereas the SL provides
about 2.6 times more energy. At smaller galactocentric
distances, the non-CMB contributions are much larger.

Another way of estimating the importance of star light
is to use the total galactic luminosity of about 5⇥1010 L�
and, if the source were concentrated at the galactic cen-
ter, would provide ⇢EM/⇢CMB ⇠ (12 kpc/r)2. Of course,
the disk geometry requires a detailed model, e.g., the one
of the GALPROP code [63] that we used for Fig. 2.

The corresponding �� refractive index is shown in
Fig. 3 as a function of the test-photon energy. For

FIG. 2: Interstellar radiation field in the Galaxy near the Sun
[61, 62], consisting of the CMB, infrared radiation (IR) and
star light (SL). (Extracted from the GALPROP code [63] and
available in Ref. [64].)

FIG. 3: Photon-photon dispersion in the solar neighborhood
based on the EM radiation field components shown in Fig. 2.

! . 200 GeV, all background radiations contribute es-
sentially with their Euler-Heisenberg strength, whereas
for higher energies, first the star light and then the in-
frared radiation drop out. The CMB contribution be-
comes small and finally negative only at ! & 2000 TeV.

V. OTHER EFFECTS

Photon-photon refraction leads to deflection, e.g., in
the radiation field of the Sun. In the Euler-Heisenberg
limit and for photons grazing the Sun, we find an energy-
independent deflection of 6.7⇥10�24 arcsec, much smaller
than the gravitational deflection of 1.75 arcsec. Photon-
photon dispersion matters only in the context of �-ALP
oscillations where interference with the ALP dispersion
enhances the e↵ect
In the early universe, there is a brief epoch when ��

dispersion dominates. As the universe cools, the e+e�

density is ne�e+ = 21/2(meT/⇡)3/2e�me/T , producing
!2
pl = 4⇡↵ne�e+/me = 6.08⇥ 109 eV2(T/me)3/2e�me/T .

Photons provide �EM = 1.676⇥ 10�16 T 4
keV, correspond-

ing to m2
e↵ = �2�EM!2 and a thermal average hm2

e↵i ⇠
�3.47 ⇥ 10�9 eV2 T 6

keV. This is similar to �!2
pl at

T = 30 keV, in agreement with the crossover shown
in Fig. 3.6 of Ref. [50]. The cosmic e/� ratio is about
5.3⇥ 10�10 so that !2

pl = 2.32⇥ 10�8 eV2 T 3
keV. It takes

over from �� dispersion at T ⇠ 2 keV.
Therefore, in the primordial plasma, �� dispersion

dominates when 2 keV . T . 30 keV, providing photons
with a spacelike dispersion relation. Note, however, that
the photon gas does not support longitudinal excitations
and does not contribute to Debye screening [49].
We also mention a recent study of the impact of

photon-photon interaction on the polarization of CMB
photons after recombination [65], although the e↵ect
looks extremely small. Photon-photon interaction is a
polarization-dependent e↵ect and therefore can lead to
nontrivial birefringence e↵ects [66, 67].

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A photon gas is a dispersive medium for photon propa-
gation. The ubiquitous CMB alone produces nrefr = 1 +
0.511⇥ 10�42, independently of energy if ! . 1000 TeV.
This tiny e↵ect dominates the dispersion of TeV gamma
rays and, while it has always been ignored, can modify
the oscillation between TeV gamma rays and axionlike
particles in astrophysical magnetic fields.
If the energies of the background photons exceed the

pair-creation threshold, the dispersion e↵ect decreases,
i.e., soft background photons are more important. There-
fore, even though radiation in the Galaxy or the source
regions can far exceed the CMB, their harder spectra
prevent them from having a large impact on dispersion
except for relatively small energies of ! . 100 GeV. On
the other hand, �� dispersion is weaker for smaller !,

[Dobrynina et al.; PRD 95 (2017) 10]

-decay + Bremsstrahlungπ0

inverse Compton

mailto:eckner@lapth.cnrs.fr
https://ui.adsabs.harvard.edu/link_gateway/2021A&A...655A..64M/doi:10.1051/0004-6361/202141000
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevD.91.083003


The GCE’s characteristics in a nutshell
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FIG. 1. Intensity of the Fermi GeV excess at 2 GeV as function of Galactic latitude (see text for details), compared with the
expectations for a contracted NFW profile (dotted line). Error bars refer to statistical ±1� uncertainties, except for Refs. [13, 14]
for which we take into account the quoted systematics coming from di↵erent astrophysical models. The result from Ref. [26] for
the higher-latitude tail and the preliminary results by the Fermi-LAT team [17] on the Galactic center include an estimate of
the impact of foreground systematics. In these cases, the adopted ROIs are shown as bands (for Ref. [26], overlapping regions
correspond to the north and south parts of the sky). Gray areas indicate the intensity level of the Fermi bubbles, extrapolated
from |b| > 10�, and the region where HI and H2 gas emission from the inner Galaxy becomes important.

putative excess emission is – compared to other fore-
grounds/backgrounds – strongest, so the uncertainties
due to foreground/background subtraction systematics
are expected to be the smallest.

The intensities were derived by a careful rescaling of
results in the literature that fully takes into account
the assumed excess profiles. In most works, intensities
are quoted as averaged over a given Region Of Interest
(ROI). Instead of showing these averaged values, which
depend on the details of the adopted ROI, we use the
excess profiles to calculate the di↵erential intensity at a
fixed angular distance from the GC. These excess pro-
files usually follow the predictions similar to those of
a DM annihilation profile from a generalized Navarro-
Frenk-White (NFW) density distribution, which is given
by

⇢(r) = ⇢s
r3
s

r�(r + rs)3��
. (1)

Here, rs denotes the scale radius, � the slope of the in-
ner part of the profile, and ⇢s the scale density. As ref-
erence values we will – if not stated otherwise – adopt
rs = 20 kpc and � = 1.26, and ⇢s is fixed by the re-
quirement that the local DM density at r� = 8.5 kpc is
⇢� = 0.4 GeV cm�3 [95, 96].

We note that the intensities that we quote from
Ref. [26] refer already to a b̄b spectrum and take into
account correlated foreground systematics as discussed

below. In Ref. [26] a broken power-law was found to give
a fit as good as the DM b̄b spectrum. Assuming a broken
power-law, the intensities in Fig. 1 would be somewhat
larger.

We find that all previous and current results (with the
exception of Ref. [7], which we do not show in Fig. 1)
agree within a factor of about two with a signal morphol-
ogy that is compatible with a contracted NFW profile
with slope � = 1.26, as it was noted previously [15, 26].
As mentioned in our Introduction, the indications for a
higher-latitude tail of the GeV excess profile is a rather
non-trivial test for the DM interpretation and provides
a serious benchmark for any astrophysical explanation
of the excess emission. However, we have to caution
that most of the previous analyses make use of the
same model for Galactic di↵use emission (P6V11). An
agreement between the various results is hence not too
surprising. Instead in the work of Ref. [26], the ⇡0,
bremsstrahlung and ICS emission maps, where calcu-
lated as independent components, with their exact mor-
phologies and spectra as predicted from a wide variety
of foreground/background models. As it was shown in
Ref. [26], the exact assumptions on the CR propagation
and the Galactic properties along the line-of-sight can im-
pact both the spectrum and the morphology (which also
vary with energy) of the individual gamma-ray emission
maps. To probe the associated uncertainties on those
di↵use emissions, the authors of Ref. [26] built di↵er-

[F. Calore et al., PRD 91 (2015) 6]
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#ROI Definition ⌦ROI [sr]

I, II
p
`2 + b2 < 5�, ±b > |`| 6.0⇥ 10�3

III, IV 5� <
p
`2 + b2 < 10�, ±b > |`| 1.78⇥ 10�2

V, VI 10� <
p
`2 + b2 < 15�, ±b > |`| 2.93⇥ 10�2

VII, VIII 5� <
p
`2 + b2 < 15�, ±` > |b| 3.54⇥ 10�2

IX 15� <
p
`2 + b2 < 20� 1.51⇥ 10�1

X 20� <
p
`2 + b2 1.01⇥ 10�1

Table 3. Definition of the ten GCE segments that are
shown in figure 15, as function of Galactic latitude b and
longitude `, together with their angular size ⌦ROI.

the fit. The definition of the segments aims at studying the symmetries of the GCE around
the GC: Allowing regions in the North (I, III, and V) and South (II, IV, and VI) hemisphere,
as well as in the West (VII) and East (VIII) ones, to vary independently, we can test the
spectrum absorbed by the GCE template in the di↵erent regions of the sky. Moreover, with
the same segments, we can investigate its the extension in latitude.

To facilitate the study of morphological properties of the excess, we furthermore allow
additional latitudinal variations in the ICS components of the individual GDE models. We
split our ICS component into nine ICS segments, corresponding to 9 latitude strips with
boundaries at |b| = 2.0�, 2.6�, 3.3�, 4.3�, 5.6�, 7.2�, 9.3�, 12.0�, 15.5� and 20�. We then allow
the normalization of the ICS strips to vary independently, though we keep the normalization
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the Galactic disk (yellow boxes, in analogy to figure 12). See figure 28 below for the spectra of all
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[F. Calore et al., JCAP 03 (2015) 038]

Morphology: 
- Appears to be spherically symmetric  
  (a review on this later) with flux that  
   falls as  out to at least . 

- Consistent with a generalised NFW profile 
   with inner slope parameter .

∼ r−2.4 ∼ 10∘

γ ∼ 1.2
Spectrum:  
- Peaked around 1 - 3 GeV, presence above  
  ~10 GeV less robust  
- Noticeable asymmetries (North-South,  
   West-East)

Intensity: 
- Consistent with WIMP DM annihilation into quarks for a 
~40 - 60 GeV particle around the thermal annihilation 
cross-section.
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Figure 16. Same as figure 14, but from a fit with the segmented GCE template as illustrated in
figure 15. We show results for GDE model F (black dots), as well as the envelope for all 60 GDE
models (blue dotted lines) and the systematic errors that we derived from fits in 22 test regions along
the Galactic disk (yellow boxes, in analogy to figure 12). See figure 28 below for the spectra of all
components.
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5

A. Di↵use template: Model O

For the description of the di↵use �-ray emission from the Milky Way, we employ the recent Model O [36]. While an
injection test carried out in [39] showed that artificial DM flux added to the Fermi map is not recovered by NPTFit

below a certain flux threshold with the widely employed di↵use model p6v11 (gll iem v02 P6 V11 DIFFUSE
1), it was

demonstrated in [36, e.g. Fig. 12] that Model O resolves this issue.2 With di↵use emission accounting for the bulk of
the �-ray emission measured by Fermi -LAT, the di↵use template is the most critical and is expected to be the major
source of mismodeling (see the references within this section and the references therein). Model O consists of two
individual components that model distinct physical processes: 1) gas-correlated processes: cosmic-ray protons that
hit the interstellar gas produce neutral pions which then decay to photons via the process pp ! X + ⇡

0 ! X + ��.
Furthermore, the interaction of cosmic-ray electrons with the gas produces bremsstrahlung, although this process is
subdominant to the pion decay. Since these two processes trace the distribution of the interstellar gas (mostly HI and
HII), they are described by a joint template. 2) Photons from the CMB and interstellar radiation fields are upscattered
by cosmic-ray electrons via the inverse Compton (IC) e↵ect and can reach �-ray energies. The spatial distribution
of the arising �-ray emission is correlated with that of electrons and radiation fields and is therefore modeled with
a separate template. In addition, we use the GALPROP-based Model A and Model F [10, 72], and the model p6v11,
which is the last o�cial di↵use model from Fermi that does not incorporate large-scale structures such as the Fermi
bubbles. The model p6v11 accounts for the previously discussed processes with a single template, for which reason
only one normalization parameter Adif is needed, compared with two in the case of Models O, A, and F. It has been
pointed out that the p6v11 template may lead to over-subtraction in the data [10, 36], possibly in part due to its
hard IC component. Yet, considering various di↵use models and discussing the e↵ects of di↵use mismodeling is of
paramount importance in order to substantiate the preference for GCE DM that our NN finds (see Sections 5A, 8B,
and 9). This is because none of the di↵use models provide a perfect description of the actual data, for which reason
robustness with respect to mismodeling errors is crucial for any fitting method.

B. Isotropic emission

The spatial distribution of �-ray photons from sources outside the Milky Way can be assumed to be approximately
uniform on the sky, for which reason we take a uniform Poissonian template for modeling the extragalactic back-
ground, whose intensity is set by the normalization parameter Aiso. Additionally, this template can absorb cosmic-ray
contamination.

C. Fermi bubbles

The Fermi bubbles [47] are a large structure with sharp edges, extending 8�10 kpc north and south of the GC. They
emit �-rays with a harder spectrum than the emission arising from the processes described by the di↵use template.
While the exact origin of these structures is not well understood to date (see e.g. [77, 79]), mechanisms related to a
recent explosive outburst from Milky Way’s supermassive black hole, or the high star formation activity around it,
might provide an explanation. Since the �-ray emission from the Fermi bubbles does not show large spatial variations,
we model them with a spatially uniform Poissonian template (identical to the one used in [36]) with normalization
parameter Abub. We do not invoke hypothetical non-Poissonian emission from the Fermi bubbles that was used in [39]
in a proof-of-concept example. In Sec. 5C, we analyze the e↵ects of mismodeled Fermi bubbles on the NN estimates
by means of an alternate Fermi bubble template with a di↵erent spatial morphology (see Fig. S1).

D. GCE emission

The shape of the GCE has been found to be well described by a generalized NFW profile [48] parametrized as

⇢(r) / (r/rs)
��

(1 + r/rs)
3�� , (S1)

1 https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/ring_for_FSSC_final4.pdf
2 The NPTFit results can be further improved by applying a spherical-harmonic marginalization procedure.
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Template-based approaches
 
 

- Template-fitting (Poisson likelihood)  
(e.g. [F. Calore et al., PRD 91 (2015) 6], [Fermi-LAT collab., ApJ 840 (2017) 1], 

[Pohl et al., ApJ 929 (2022) 2], [Cholis et al., PRD 105 (2022) 10])
- Template-fitting (weighted Poisson likelihood)  

(e.g. [M. di Mauro, PRD 103 (2021) 6],  

[Fermi-LAT collab., AjS 247 (2020) 1]) 

- Adaptive template-fitting (SkyFACT)  
[E. Storm et al. JCAP 08 (2017) 022] 
[R. Bartels et al. Nature Astron. 2 (2018) 10] 

- Photon-count statistics: 
1) 1pPDF  
    [F. Calore & S. Manconi, PRL 127 (2021) 16] 
2) non-Poissonian template fitting (NPTF)  
    (e.g. [S. Lee et al., PRL 116 (2016) ])  

- Machine learning: 
[S. Caron et al., JCAP 05 (2018) 058]  
[F. List et al. PRL 125 (2020) 241102] 
[F. List et al. PRD 104 (2021) 12] 
[S. Mishra-Sharma and K. Cranmer, PRD 105 (2022) 6] 
[S. Caron, C. Eckner et al., arXiv:2211.09796]

Other methods

- Wavelet transform  
[R. Bartels et al., PRL 116 (2016) 5] 
[Y. Zhong et al., PRL 124 (2020) 23] 

- Spectral fits, D3P0  
[X. Huang et al., JCAP 04 (2016) 030] 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Figure 2: Compilation of the spatial (upper panel) and spectral (lower panel) morphology of
all gamma-ray templates used in our baseline setup to model the gamma-ray emission in the
GC region. The upper panel’s first image displays the Fermi-LAT data in our ROI between
1 GeV and 2 GeV, which is the same energy bin chosen for the remaining templates. The
templates are the output of the Fermi Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the
expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
� = 1.25 in Eq. 2.2. The adjacent MSP template is based on the same spatial profile whereas
the spectral parameters read �L = 0.76 and FMSP = 4.1 ⇥ 10�7 ph/cm2/s.

Millisecond pulsar template. To generate the MSP template together with the spatial
distribution (adopted as above) we need to specify the spectral shape and the luminosity

– 8 –

∑ Fermi-LAT data

2.44716 5.63231log10 N

=
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[R. Bartels et al., PRL 116 (2016) 5]Wavelet analyses: Spectral decomposition:
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Method 2) Spectral decomposition

“Cloud-like” component 

“Bubble-like” component 

“DM-like” component

Huang+ 2015 (using D3PO)

Pixel-by-pixel spectral decomposition:

De Boer, Gebauer, et al. 2016

But: other spectra lead to 

different results

Pixel-by-pixel spectral decomposition:
[X. Huang et al., JCAP 04 (2016) 030]

“Cloud-like” component “DM-like” component

“Bubble-like” component

Results: 
1. DM-like component favoured in innermost part.
2. Disfavoured by off-plane regions (steeper  
    drop of emission than expected from N-body  
    simulations).
3. Other spectra lead to different results  
    (tested in [W. De Boer et al., arXiv:1610.08926]).
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with an index of Γ = −2.5 and a hard cutoff at radius
r = 3 kpc [13, 15]. As a reference γ-ray energy spec-
trum, we adopt the stacked MSP spectrum from Ref. [35],
dN
dE ∝ e−E/3.78GeVE−1.57. The γ-ray luminosity func-
tion is modeled with a power law, dN

dL ∝ L−α, with index
α = −1.5 [32, 35–37], and with lower and upper hard cut-
offs at Lmin = 1029 erg s−1 and Lmax = 1034–1036 erg s−1,
respectively. Luminosities are integrated over 0.1–100
GeV. Our results depend little on Lmin. Given that
only about 70 MSPs have been detected in γ rays up
to now [33], Lmax is not well constrained. The γ-ray lu-
minosity of the brightest observed MSP is somewhere in
the range (0.5–2) × 1035 erg s−1 [33, 35], depending on
the adopted source distance [25, 32]. Diffuse emission is
modeled with the standard model for point source ana-
lysis gll iem v06.fits and the corresponding isotropic
background.

Data. For our analysis, we use almost seven years of
ultraclean Fermi-LAT P8R2 data taken between August
4 2008 and June 3 2015 (we find similar results for source
class data). We select both front- and back converted
events in the energy range 1–4 GeV, which covers the
peak of the GCE spectrum. The region of interest (ROI)
covers the Inner Galaxy and spans Galactic longitudes
|#| ≤ 12◦ and latitudes 2◦ ≤ |b| ≤ 12◦. The data are
binned in Cartesian coordinates with a pixel size of 0.1◦.

Wavelet peaks. The wavelet transform of the γ-ray
data is defined as the convolution of the photon count
map, C(Ω), with the wavelet kernel, W(Ω),

FW [C](Ω) ≡
∫

dΩ′ W(Ω− Ω′)C(Ω′) , (1)

where Ω denotes Galactic coordinates [38] [note that
∫

dΩW(Ω) = 0]. The central observable for the current
analysis is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the wavelet
transform, which we define as

S(Ω) ≡
FW [C](Ω)

√

FW2 [C](Ω)
, (2)

where in the denominator the wavelet kernel is squared
before performing the convolution. If the γ-ray flux var-
ied only on scales much larger than the extent of the
wavelet kernel, and in the limit of a large number of
photons, S(Ω) would behave like a smoothed Gaussian
random field. Consequentially, S(Ω) can be loosely in-
terpreted as the local significance for having a source at
position Ω in units of standard deviations.
As the wavelet kernel, we adopt the second member

of the mexican hat wavelet family, which was shown to
provide very good source discrimination power [39] and
which was used for the identification of compact sources
in Planck data [40]. The wavelet can be obtained by
a successive application of the Laplacian operator to a
two-dimensional Gaussian distribution with width σbR.
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FIG. 1. SNR of the wavelet transform of γ rays with energies
in the range 1–4 GeV, S(Ω). The black circles show the po-
sition of wavelet peaks with S ≥ 2; the red circles show the
position of third Fermi-LAT catalog (3FGL) sources. In both
cases, the circle area scales with the significance of the source
detection in that energy range. The dashed lines indicate the
regions that we use for the binned likelihood analysis, where
latitudes |b| < 2◦ are excluded because of the strong emis-
sion from the Galactic disk. The subset of 3FGL sources that
remains unmasked in our analysis is indicated by the green
crosses.

Here, σb = 0.4◦ corresponds to the Fermi-LAT angu-
lar resolution at 1–4 GeV, and R is a tuning parameter.
We find best results when R varies linearly with latitude
from R = 0.53 at b = 0◦ to R = 0.83 at b = ±12◦. This
compensates to some degree the increasing diffuse back-
grounds towards the Galactic disk, while optimizing the
source sensitivity at higher latitudes [40].
The resulting SNR of the wavelet transform S(Ω) is

shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the Galactic diffuse emis-
sion is almost completely filtered out by the wavelet
transform, whereas bright sources lead to pronounced
peaks. We adopt a simple algorithm for peak identifi-
cation: we find all pixels in S(Ω) with values larger than
in the four adjacent pixels. We then clean these results
from artifacts by forming clusters of peaks with cophe-
netic distances less than 0.3◦, and only keep the most
significant peak in each cluster.
In Fig. 1, we show the identified wavelet peaks with

peak significance S > 2, as well as all 3FGL sources for
comparison [1]. For sources that are bright enough in
the adopted energy range, we find a good correspondence
between wavelet peaks and the 3FGL, both in terms of
position and significance (we compare the significance of
wavelet peaks S with the 1–3 GeV detection significance
for sources).
It is worth emphasizing that for the adopted spheri-

cally symmetric and centrally peaked distribution of the
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FIG. 1. SNR of the wavelet transform of γ rays with energies
in the range 1–4 GeV, S(Ω). The black circles show the po-
sition of wavelet peaks with S ≥ 2; the red circles show the
position of third Fermi-LAT catalog (3FGL) sources. In both
cases, the circle area scales with the significance of the source
detection in that energy range. The dashed lines indicate the
regions that we use for the binned likelihood analysis, where
latitudes |b| < 2◦ are excluded because of the strong emis-
sion from the Galactic disk. The subset of 3FGL sources that
remains unmasked in our analysis is indicated by the green
crosses.

Here, σb = 0.4◦ corresponds to the Fermi-LAT angu-
lar resolution at 1–4 GeV, and R is a tuning parameter.
We find best results when R varies linearly with latitude
from R = 0.53 at b = 0◦ to R = 0.83 at b = ±12◦. This
compensates to some degree the increasing diffuse back-
grounds towards the Galactic disk, while optimizing the
source sensitivity at higher latitudes [40].
The resulting SNR of the wavelet transform S(Ω) is

shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the Galactic diffuse emis-
sion is almost completely filtered out by the wavelet
transform, whereas bright sources lead to pronounced
peaks. We adopt a simple algorithm for peak identifi-
cation: we find all pixels in S(Ω) with values larger than
in the four adjacent pixels. We then clean these results
from artifacts by forming clusters of peaks with cophe-
netic distances less than 0.3◦, and only keep the most
significant peak in each cluster.
In Fig. 1, we show the identified wavelet peaks with

peak significance S > 2, as well as all 3FGL sources for
comparison [1]. For sources that are bright enough in
the adopted energy range, we find a good correspondence
between wavelet peaks and the 3FGL, both in terms of
position and significance (we compare the significance of
wavelet peaks S with the 1–3 GeV detection significance
for sources).
It is worth emphasizing that for the adopted spheri-
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with an index of Γ = −2.5 and a hard cutoff at radius
r = 3 kpc [13, 15]. As a reference γ-ray energy spec-
trum, we adopt the stacked MSP spectrum from Ref. [35],
dN
dE ∝ e−E/3.78GeVE−1.57. The γ-ray luminosity func-
tion is modeled with a power law, dN

dL ∝ L−α, with index
α = −1.5 [32, 35–37], and with lower and upper hard cut-
offs at Lmin = 1029 erg s−1 and Lmax = 1034–1036 erg s−1,
respectively. Luminosities are integrated over 0.1–100
GeV. Our results depend little on Lmin. Given that
only about 70 MSPs have been detected in γ rays up
to now [33], Lmax is not well constrained. The γ-ray lu-
minosity of the brightest observed MSP is somewhere in
the range (0.5–2) × 1035 erg s−1 [33, 35], depending on
the adopted source distance [25, 32]. Diffuse emission is
modeled with the standard model for point source ana-
lysis gll iem v06.fits and the corresponding isotropic
background.

Data. For our analysis, we use almost seven years of
ultraclean Fermi-LAT P8R2 data taken between August
4 2008 and June 3 2015 (we find similar results for source
class data). We select both front- and back converted
events in the energy range 1–4 GeV, which covers the
peak of the GCE spectrum. The region of interest (ROI)
covers the Inner Galaxy and spans Galactic longitudes
|#| ≤ 12◦ and latitudes 2◦ ≤ |b| ≤ 12◦. The data are
binned in Cartesian coordinates with a pixel size of 0.1◦.

Wavelet peaks. The wavelet transform of the γ-ray
data is defined as the convolution of the photon count
map, C(Ω), with the wavelet kernel, W(Ω),

FW [C](Ω) ≡
∫

dΩ′ W(Ω− Ω′)C(Ω′) , (1)

where Ω denotes Galactic coordinates [38] [note that
∫
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analysis is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the wavelet
transform, which we define as
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cases, the circle area scales with the significance of the source
detection in that energy range. The dashed lines indicate the
regions that we use for the binned likelihood analysis, where
latitudes |b| < 2◦ are excluded because of the strong emis-
sion from the Galactic disk. The subset of 3FGL sources that
remains unmasked in our analysis is indicated by the green
crosses.

Here, σb = 0.4◦ corresponds to the Fermi-LAT angu-
lar resolution at 1–4 GeV, and R is a tuning parameter.
We find best results when R varies linearly with latitude
from R = 0.53 at b = 0◦ to R = 0.83 at b = ±12◦. This
compensates to some degree the increasing diffuse back-
grounds towards the Galactic disk, while optimizing the
source sensitivity at higher latitudes [40].
The resulting SNR of the wavelet transform S(Ω) is

shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the Galactic diffuse emis-
sion is almost completely filtered out by the wavelet
transform, whereas bright sources lead to pronounced
peaks. We adopt a simple algorithm for peak identifi-
cation: we find all pixels in S(Ω) with values larger than
in the four adjacent pixels. We then clean these results
from artifacts by forming clusters of peaks with cophe-
netic distances less than 0.3◦, and only keep the most
significant peak in each cluster.
In Fig. 1, we show the identified wavelet peaks with

peak significance S > 2, as well as all 3FGL sources for
comparison [1]. For sources that are bright enough in
the adopted energy range, we find a good correspondence
between wavelet peaks and the 3FGL, both in terms of
position and significance (we compare the significance of
wavelet peaks S with the 1–3 GeV detection significance
for sources).
It is worth emphasizing that for the adopted spheri-
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2

with an index of Γ = −2.5 and a hard cutoff at radius
r = 3 kpc [13, 15]. As a reference γ-ray energy spec-
trum, we adopt the stacked MSP spectrum from Ref. [35],
dN
dE ∝ e−E/3.78GeVE−1.57. The γ-ray luminosity func-
tion is modeled with a power law, dN

dL ∝ L−α, with index
α = −1.5 [32, 35–37], and with lower and upper hard cut-
offs at Lmin = 1029 erg s−1 and Lmax = 1034–1036 erg s−1,
respectively. Luminosities are integrated over 0.1–100
GeV. Our results depend little on Lmin. Given that
only about 70 MSPs have been detected in γ rays up
to now [33], Lmax is not well constrained. The γ-ray lu-
minosity of the brightest observed MSP is somewhere in
the range (0.5–2) × 1035 erg s−1 [33, 35], depending on
the adopted source distance [25, 32]. Diffuse emission is
modeled with the standard model for point source ana-
lysis gll iem v06.fits and the corresponding isotropic
background.

Data. For our analysis, we use almost seven years of
ultraclean Fermi-LAT P8R2 data taken between August
4 2008 and June 3 2015 (we find similar results for source
class data). We select both front- and back converted
events in the energy range 1–4 GeV, which covers the
peak of the GCE spectrum. The region of interest (ROI)
covers the Inner Galaxy and spans Galactic longitudes
|#| ≤ 12◦ and latitudes 2◦ ≤ |b| ≤ 12◦. The data are
binned in Cartesian coordinates with a pixel size of 0.1◦.

Wavelet peaks. The wavelet transform of the γ-ray
data is defined as the convolution of the photon count
map, C(Ω), with the wavelet kernel, W(Ω),

FW [C](Ω) ≡
∫

dΩ′ W(Ω− Ω′)C(Ω′) , (1)

where Ω denotes Galactic coordinates [38] [note that
∫

dΩW(Ω) = 0]. The central observable for the current
analysis is the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of the wavelet
transform, which we define as

S(Ω) ≡
FW [C](Ω)

√

FW2 [C](Ω)
, (2)

where in the denominator the wavelet kernel is squared
before performing the convolution. If the γ-ray flux var-
ied only on scales much larger than the extent of the
wavelet kernel, and in the limit of a large number of
photons, S(Ω) would behave like a smoothed Gaussian
random field. Consequentially, S(Ω) can be loosely in-
terpreted as the local significance for having a source at
position Ω in units of standard deviations.
As the wavelet kernel, we adopt the second member

of the mexican hat wavelet family, which was shown to
provide very good source discrimination power [39] and
which was used for the identification of compact sources
in Planck data [40]. The wavelet can be obtained by
a successive application of the Laplacian operator to a
two-dimensional Gaussian distribution with width σbR.
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FIG. 1. SNR of the wavelet transform of γ rays with energies
in the range 1–4 GeV, S(Ω). The black circles show the po-
sition of wavelet peaks with S ≥ 2; the red circles show the
position of third Fermi-LAT catalog (3FGL) sources. In both
cases, the circle area scales with the significance of the source
detection in that energy range. The dashed lines indicate the
regions that we use for the binned likelihood analysis, where
latitudes |b| < 2◦ are excluded because of the strong emis-
sion from the Galactic disk. The subset of 3FGL sources that
remains unmasked in our analysis is indicated by the green
crosses.

Here, σb = 0.4◦ corresponds to the Fermi-LAT angu-
lar resolution at 1–4 GeV, and R is a tuning parameter.
We find best results when R varies linearly with latitude
from R = 0.53 at b = 0◦ to R = 0.83 at b = ±12◦. This
compensates to some degree the increasing diffuse back-
grounds towards the Galactic disk, while optimizing the
source sensitivity at higher latitudes [40].
The resulting SNR of the wavelet transform S(Ω) is

shown in Fig. 1. As expected, the Galactic diffuse emis-
sion is almost completely filtered out by the wavelet
transform, whereas bright sources lead to pronounced
peaks. We adopt a simple algorithm for peak identifi-
cation: we find all pixels in S(Ω) with values larger than
in the four adjacent pixels. We then clean these results
from artifacts by forming clusters of peaks with cophe-
netic distances less than 0.3◦, and only keep the most
significant peak in each cluster.
In Fig. 1, we show the identified wavelet peaks with

peak significance S > 2, as well as all 3FGL sources for
comparison [1]. For sources that are bright enough in
the adopted energy range, we find a good correspondence
between wavelet peaks and the 3FGL, both in terms of
position and significance (we compare the significance of
wavelet peaks S with the 1–3 GeV detection significance
for sources).
It is worth emphasizing that for the adopted spheri-

cally symmetric and centrally peaked distribution of the

Results: 
1. Clustering of photons compatible with GCE  
    detected at 10 .
2. Small-scale diffuse mis-modelling may be  
    another source of such clustering.
3. A more recent study does not find such  
    evidence anymore. ([Y. Zhong et al., PRL 124 (2020) 23]).

σ
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Its Origin: Exciting New Physics or 
mundane?
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What produces the excess?
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The excess is tantalising since it coincides well with the expectations for the sought-after signal of 
thermal dark matter pair-annihilating in the Galactic centre. However, unresolved populations 
of gamma-ray sources are a strong contender! [See D. Hooper, arXiv:2209.14370 for a different view.]

�

�

SM

SM

indirect detection directdetection
collider searches

directdetection

Figure II.12: Schematic summary of DM search strategies based on the interactions of DM
with itself and SM particles. The circular shaded area is a placeholder for new physics
couplings and interactions which depend on a particular model. While the depicted situation
is only valid for thermally produced DM like WIMPs, some of the search strategies may be
nonetheless applicable to particle DM candidates with non-thermal production mechanisms
like axions and sterile neutrinos.

A schematic overview of how to turn these interactions into DM detection
strategies is shown in Fig. II.12. There are three main avenues:

• Direct detection: Based on interactions of the kind c + SM ! c + SM
describing two-body scattering processes. If DM existed, we should be
able to directly observe such scattering events with ordinary matter in
laboratory experiments.

• Indirect detection: Based on interactions of the kind c + c ! SM +
SM which refer to DM self-annihilation into SM final states. The idea
is to look for these SM final states among the plethora of cosmic rays
penetrating the Earth’s atmosphere. Depending on the exact DM model,
DM decays into SM particles also provide signals suitable for indirect
detection techniques.

• Collider searches: Based on interactions of the kind SM + SM ! c + c
encompassing all DM pair-production processes due to the interaction
of SM particles. Such interactions should occur at high-energy particle
colliders like the LHC and manifest themselves as missing momentum
or energy in the detected final states.

In this section, we provide a short summary of the overall scope of these three
DM search avenues highlighting current results, disputable detection claims
and constraints on the properties and nature of mainly thermally produced
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Thermal dark matter Unresolved Galactic source population 
(here: millisecond pulsars [MSPs])

[credit: NASA]
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Figure 5: One statistical realisation of the Galactic di↵erential intensity at 4 GeV, for the models
LOW and HIGH. In the left column, only the flux from the resolved substructures is shown (Jdrawn). In
the middle column, the flux from all substructures, resolved and unresolved, is shown (Jdrawn+hJsubsi).
In the right column, the total Galactic emission is shown (Jsm additionally included). Note the
di↵erent colour scales between the columns. The particle physics term is computed from a thermal
relic cross-section, m� = 200 GeV, and �� ! bb̄. The maps are drawn with a HEALPix resolution
Nside = 512.

CTA-like angular resolutions, we conclude that the mass-concentration relation is the most
important substructure property to pin down in order to make reliable detectability studies.

We use the distance-dependent concentration P-VLII by Pieri et al. in the HIGH model
and, unless stated otherwise, the remaining of the paper will use the HIGH model as an
optimistic template, while LOW remains default. For illustration purpose, we display in
figure 5 the two corresponding di↵erential flux skymaps computed at 4 GeV. The flux is
obtained assuming a 200 GeV DM candidate which annihilates exclusively in the bb̄ channel.
The left column shows maps of the substructures drawn by CLUMPY, while the middle column
displays the total (resolved+unresolved) substructure contribution. As discussed above, more
subhalos are resolved in model HIGH, and the flux of the unresolved component is also higher.
The right column displays the total flux in both cases, i.e. including the smooth Galactic
halo component, which is the dominant component towards the GC.

3.2 Comparison of the DM subhalo models to the known Milky Way satellites

More than twenty dSph galaxies are known to orbit the Milky Way. Formed from the most
massive DM subhalos, these objects are prime targets for indirect detection as their DM
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[M. Hütten et al., JCAP 1609 (2016) 047]

Dark matter signal shape:

Galactic centre

subhalos,  
extragalactic objects

gamma-ray event in the sky with the photon’s origin which may be far from
Earth or even the MW. Therefore, it is possible to study particular targets
which are expected to possess a high concentration of DM (c.f. Sec. II.3). In
fact, the signal strength of DM gamma-ray emission is proportional to the
squared DM density (pair-annihilation) or DM density (decay) of a galactic
or extragalactic object. Preferred search targets are galaxy clusters, distant
galaxies, MW satellites like dSphs or the Galactic centre of the MW. Currently,
the most stringent constraints on WIMP DM pair-annihilation were derived
via gamma-ray data of the MW’s dSphs collected by the Fermi satellite [23].
A description of the instruments and telescopes used to obtain information
about the gamma-ray sky is provided in Chp. III.

To make quantitative statements about the expected gamma-ray emission
from a particular target due to DM annihilation/decay, the so-called prompt
emission component receives most of the attention. Prompt emission encom-
passes all gamma rays that are the direct product of an annihilation/decay
event, i.e. created quasi-instantaneous at the original position of the initial DM
particle via processes like c + c ! g + g or c + c ! p0 + . . . ! g + g + . . ..
There is a second type of gamma-ray emission which is called secondary emis-
sion and mainly caused by leptonic primary DM annihilation/decay prod-
ucts that interact with the interstellar medium in the surroundings of the
DM particle or the Galactic magnetic field. Processes like synchrotron ra-
diation, Bremsstrahlung or Inverse Compton (IC) scattering on low-energy
photons consequently generate DM-related gamma rays. Section 6 of [324]
describes the necessary ingredients and formulae to compute DM secondary
emission.

As concerns prompt emission, the differential gamma-ray flux, per unit en-
ergy and solid angle, that is expected from annihilating DM particles with
density profile rc(r) is given by (see e.g. [372])

dFg

dW dEg
(Eg, y) =

1
4p

Z

l.o.s
d`(y)r2

c(r)

 
hsviann

2Scm2
c

Â
f

B f
dN f

g

dEg

!
, (II.19)

where the integration is performed along the line of sight (l.o.s.) in the observ-
ing direction (y). Particle physics parameters that enter here – all contained in
the parenthesis – are the average velocity-weighted annihilation cross section
hsviann, the DM mass mc, a symmetry factor that is Sc = 1 (Sc = 2) if the DM
particle is (not) its own antiparticle, the annihilation branching ratio Bf into
channel f and the number N f

g of photons per annihilation. If the annihilation
rate (and spectrum) is sufficiently independent of the small galactic DM ve-
locities v(~r) (so-called s�wave annihilation), as for the simplest DM models,
the factor in parenthesis can be pulled outside the line-of-sight and angular
integrals. Spatial and spectral information contained in the signal then fac-
torise, and hence are uncorrelated, such that the flux from a given angular
region DW becomes simply proportional to what is conventionally defined as
the ‘J-factor’,

J ⌘

Z

DW
dW

Z
d` r2

c . (II.20)
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[credit: NASA]

Millisecond Pulsars
§ Pulsars are rapidly spinning neutron   

stars, which gradually convert their 
rotational kinetic energy into radio         
and gamma-ray emission

§ Young pulsars exhibit periods on the 
order of ~1 second and slow down         
and become faint over ~106 -108 years

§ Accretion from a companion star can 
“spin-up” a dead pulsar to periods as    
fast as ~1.5 ms

§ Such millisecond pulsars have low 
magnetic fields (~108-109 G) and thus   
spin down much more gradually, 
remaining bright for >109 years

§ It seems plausible that large numbers of 
MSPs could exist near the Galactic Center

Dan Hooper – Status of the GC Gamma-Ray Excess 

— Sub-class of pulsars, rapidly spinning neutron   
     stars that gradually convert rotational kinetic  
     energy into gamma rays and radio emission.  

— In lifetime of a pulsar, starts with periods ~1 s and  
    slows down over time to become faint after ~  y. 

— Millisecond pulsars are old almost dead pulsars that  
     accrete from a companion star and spin-up to even  
     shorter periods than young pulsars (~1.5 ms).  

— Rather low magnetic fields (~  G), which results 
     in a less pronounced spin down leading to lifetimes  
     >  y.

106 − 108

108 − 109

109

Where do these MSPs in the Galactic centre come from? 
— primordial formation (from binaries born in the GC)

— dynamical formation (binary formation via stellar  
     encounters)

— deposition by disrupted globular clusters  
     [O. Gnedin et al., ApJ 785 (2014) 71] [T.D. Brandt & B. Kocsis, ApJ 812 (2015) 1]

— accretion-induced collapse of binaries containing white  
     dwarfs [A. Gautam et al., Nature Astron. 6 (2022) 6]

[credit: D. Hooper, IDM 2021]
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Hypothesis Testing: How can we discern 
different hypotheses based on the GCE’s 
characteristics?
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Figure 1: Previously-derived spectra of photon flux from the GCE in F� = E2dN�/dE,
integrated over the ROI with |l| < 20� and 2� < |b| < 20�, selected from nine analyses of the
GCE [4–9, 12] (note some of these references include multiple analyses). 1� error bars are
reproduced from the same references. Arrows on error bars denote upper limits (i.e. because
the 1� error bars overlap zero).

rs = 20 kpc, except for Refs. [7, 12], which use rs = 23.1 kpc; in any case, the GCE spectrum
is rather insensitive to rs [4]. In order to compare studies with different ROIs, we re-scale the
inferred flux by the method described in appendix A. The effect of varying � on the inferred
total flux within our ROI is non-negligible — for example, the total flux from the spectra
attained by Ref. [6] assuming � = 1.0 is ⇠ 40% larger than the flux inferred assuming � = 1.2
— but as we will see, there are other systematic uncertainties of comparable magnitude.

The manner in which uncertainties in the energy spectrum are reported also varies; some
studies report only statistical uncertainties, and some report both statistical and systematic.
Refs. [4, 5, 7] report both separately, and for our purposes, we add these in quadrature
(this approach may lead to an overestimate of uncertainties in some cases since it neglects
correlations between systematic uncertainties).

Figure 1 displays all the spectra mentioned above, with ROI rescaling included. Many
studies reported flux values in units of flux per steradian; we have multiplied those fluxes by
the area of their respective ROIs and then rescaled the flux as described in appendix A to
attain an absolute flux from the GCE in our ROI differential in energy. We report our results
in terms of F� = E2dN�/dE, where N� is the number of incident photons from the ROI per
unit exposure (measured in cm2 s).

We compare three methods of extracting the total GCE flux, integrated over energy,
from these spectrum analyses. The first method is direct numerical integration of the binned
spectrum. This method is most responsive to the data measured by Fermi and does not
attempt to abstract over it with a smooth function, but it is potentially somewhat noisy and
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[J.T. Dinsmore & T.R. Slatyer, JCAP 06 (2022) 06]
4.2. Other Interpretations
The GC excess has been found to be compatible with the combined emission of a population
of unresolved pulsars, the leading competitor to the DM interpretation. The evidence for this
interpretation is discussed in this section. CR outbursts also have been proposed as an explanation
of the GC excess, although the evidence is not as compelling.

4.2.1. Pulsars. A morphology that follows the square of an NFW distribution, which is com-
patible with the GC excess, is not uniquely representative of a DM annihilation signal, at least for
the GC region. It also traces the density pro!le of low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) observed
in the inner few hundred parsecs of the Andromeda galaxy (7). These sources are precursors to
MSPs, and their spatial distribution is a proxy for the distribution of MSPs. These sources have
γ -ray spectra that peak in the energy range of a few GeV and cut off at around 10 GeV.These ob-
servations are compatible, within uncertainties, with the measurement of the GC excess spectrum
and morphology (7, 77–79). The GC excess could in fact originate from a large number of MSPs
that are not individually resolved by Fermi–LAT, and their cumulative emission would manifest
as a distinct extended component of the γ -ray sky. An MSP interpretation of the GC excess is
very compelling and, it has been argued, is the leading one, although it faces some outstanding
challenges, as discussed below and in Section 4.3.

An MSP spectrum is, within uncertainties, compatible with the spectrum of the GC excess,
as shown in Figure 5 (11). However, it differs from the DM annihilation spectrum that explains
the excess. As an illustration, a comparison is shown in Figure 5: The DM annihilation spectrum
falls more steeply below the GC excess peak energy compared with the spectrum of MSPs. Also,
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Figure 5
GC excess spectrum from Reference 11 overlaid with the γ -ray spectrum of MSPs detected by Fermi–LAT
and with the spectrum of globular clusters (NGC 6266, 47 Tuc, and Terzan 5). The spectrum for DM
annihilations into bottom quarks for a 43-GeV DM particle is also included. Abbreviations: DM, dark
matter; GC, Galactic center; MSP, millisecond pulsar. Figure adapted with permission from Reference 11.
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GCE spectral reconstructions:

Potential spectra:

[S. Murgia, Ann.Rev.Nucl.Part.Sci. 70 (2020)]
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Figure 14. Spectrum of the GCE emission for model F (black dots) together with statistical and
systematical (yellow boxes, cf. figure 12) errors. We also show the envelope of the GCE spectrum for
all 60 GDE models (blue dashed line, cf. figure 7).
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Figure 15. Geometry of the ten GCE
segments used in our morphology anal-
ysis, see table 3.

#ROI Definition ⌦ROI [sr]

I, II
p
`2 + b2 < 5�, ±b > |`| 6.0⇥ 10�3

III, IV 5� <
p
`2 + b2 < 10�, ±b > |`| 1.78⇥ 10�2

V, VI 10� <
p
`2 + b2 < 15�, ±b > |`| 2.93⇥ 10�2

VII, VIII 5� <
p
`2 + b2 < 15�, ±` > |b| 3.54⇥ 10�2

IX 15� <
p
`2 + b2 < 20� 1.51⇥ 10�1

X 20� <
p
`2 + b2 1.01⇥ 10�1

Table 3. Definition of the ten GCE segments that are
shown in figure 15, as function of Galactic latitude b and
longitude `, together with their angular size ⌦ROI.

the fit. The definition of the segments aims at studying the symmetries of the GCE around
the GC: Allowing regions in the North (I, III, and V) and South (II, IV, and VI) hemisphere,
as well as in the West (VII) and East (VIII) ones, to vary independently, we can test the
spectrum absorbed by the GCE template in the di↵erent regions of the sky. Moreover, with
the same segments, we can investigate its the extension in latitude.

To facilitate the study of morphological properties of the excess, we furthermore allow
additional latitudinal variations in the ICS components of the individual GDE models. We
split our ICS component into nine ICS segments, corresponding to 9 latitude strips with
boundaries at |b| = 2.0�, 2.6�, 3.3�, 4.3�, 5.6�, 7.2�, 9.3�, 12.0�, 15.5� and 20�. We then allow
the normalization of the ICS strips to vary independently, though we keep the normalization
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Figure 16. Same as figure 14, but from a fit with the segmented GCE template as illustrated in
figure 15. We show results for GDE model F (black dots), as well as the envelope for all 60 GDE
models (blue dotted lines) and the systematic errors that we derived from fits in 22 test regions along
the Galactic disk (yellow boxes, in analogy to figure 12). See figure 28 below for the spectra of all
components.
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Discriminating power: 

- dark matter and MSP emission share  
similar spectra 


- spectral tails > 10 GeV may be decisive, 
however not robust against backgrounds


Verdict: Possible avenue but not convincing

[F. Calore et al., JCAP 03 (2015) 038]

mailto:eckner@lapth.cnrs.fr
https://doi.org/10.1088/1475-7516/2022/06/025
https://inspirehep.net/files/3cce1c8a10beb88e753bfe7e7051c70e
https://lss.fnal.gov/archive/2014/pub/fermilab-pub-14-289-a.pdf
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Best-fits of WIMP-y DM: 

Luminosity of MSP population:  

Discriminating power: 

- Vanilla WIMP models fit the intensity very 
well around the thermal cross-section 


- MSP population parameters uncertain, 
large variety of luminosity functions can 
explain reconstructed intensity


- MSP Formation/deposition mechanism 
unclear.


- Even claims that observed MSPs are not 
sufficient [Y. Zhong et al., PRL 124 (2020) 23] 


Verdict: More MSP research is necessary.
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FIG. 3. Preferred DM mass and annihilation cross-section (1,
2 and 3 � contours) for all single channel final states where
ICS emission can be safely ignored. Vertical gray lines refer
to the W , Z, h and t mass thresholds. The p-values for an-
nihilation to pure W+W �, ZZ and t̄t final states are below
0.05, indicating that the fit is poor for these channels; see
Tab. I. Uncertainties in the DM halo of the Milky Way are
parametrized and bracketed by A = [0.17, 5.3], see Sec. V.
The results shown here refer to A = 1.

that the interpolation at mass threshold agrees with our
own results from PYTHIA 8.186.

In addition to gamma rays, CR electrons and positrons
are produced as final (stable) products of DM annihila-
tions. These CR electrons/positrons, like all other elec-
trons/positrons propagate in the Galaxy and produce
ICS and bremsstrahlung emission.5 Generally, the ICS
emission is expected to be more important for DM mod-
els with significant branching ratios to (light) leptons.
Therefore we separate our discussion to first address the
cases when ICS emission can be safely ignored, before
discussing in detail ICS emission for annihilation to lep-
tons.

A. Single annihilation channels without ICS

We first discuss annihilation to pure two-body annihi-
lation states for the cases when ICS emission can be safely
ignored. This turns out to be all cases except annihila-
tion to electrons and muons. In Fig. 3 we show the best-

5 CR p and p̄ from DM annihilations can also give their own ⇡0

emission of DM origin, but are suppressed from the p̄/p measure-
ments already by at least five orders of magnitude compared to
the conventional Galactic di↵use ⇡0 emission.

Channel
h�vi

(10�26 cm3 s�1)
m�

(GeV) �2
min p-value

q̄q 0.83+0.15
�0.13 23.8+3.2

�2.6 26.7 0.22

c̄c 1.24+0.15
�0.15 38.2+4.7

�3.9 23.6 0.37

b̄b 1.75+0.28
�0.26 48.7+6.4

�5.2 23.9 0.35

t̄t 5.8+0.8
�0.8 173.3+2.8

�0 43.9 0.003

gg 2.16+0.35
�0.32 57.5+7.5

�6.3 24.5 0.32

W+W � 3.52+0.48
�0.48 80.4+1.3

�0 36.7 0.026

ZZ 4.12+0.55
�0.55 91.2+1.53

�0 35.3 0.036

hh 5.33+0.68
�0.68 125.7+3.1

�0 29.5 0.13

⌧+⌧� 0.337+0.047
�0.048 9.96+1.05

�0.91 33.5 0.055
⇥
µ+µ� 1.57+0.23

�0.23 5.23+0.22
�0.27 43.9 0.0036

⇤
��ICS

TABLE I. Results of spectral fits to the Fermi GeV excess
emission as shown in Fig. 2, together with ±1� errors (which
include statistical as well as model uncertainties, see text).
We also show the corresponding p-value. Annihilation into
q̄q, c̄c, b̄b, gg and hh all give fits that are compatible with
the observed spectrum. There is also a narrow mass where
annihilation into ⌧+⌧� is not excluded with 95% CL signifi-
cance. Annihilation to pure W+W �, ZZ and t̄t is excluded
at 95% CL, as is the µ+µ� spectrum without ICS emission
(��ICS). Bosons masses are from the PDG live [101].

fit annihilation cross-section and DM mass for all other
two-body annihilation states involving SM fermions and
bosons. The results are also summarized in Tab. I, where
we furthermore give the p-value of the fit as a proxy for
the goodness-of-fit. As with previous analyses, we find
that annihilation to gluons and quark final states q̄q, c̄c
and b̄b, provides a good fit. In the case of the canonical b̄b
final states, we find slightly higher masses are preferred
compared to previous analyses, see e.g. Refs. [12, 14, 15].
This is because of the additional uncertainty in the high-
energy tail of the energy spectrum that is allowed for in
this analysis. The highest mass to b̄b final states that
still gives a good fit (with a p-value > 0.05) is 73.9 GeV.

As the tail of the spectrum extends to higher energy, we
also consider annihilation to on-shell t̄t and SM bosons.
For t̄t, we find that the fit is poor because the DM spec-
trum peaks at too high an energy (⇠ 4.5 GeV rather than
the observed peak at 1–3 GeV). As the p-value is very low
for this channel, we do not consider it further. Pure an-
nihilation to pairs of W and Z gauge bosons are also ex-
cluded at a little over 95% CL significance. However, per-
haps surprisingly, annihilation to pairs of on-shell Higgs
bosons (colloquially referred to as “Higgs in Space” [102])
produce a rather good fit, so long as h is produced close
to rest. This is analogous to the scenario studied in
Ref. [103] in a di↵erent context. One interesting feature
of this channel is the gamma-ray line at m�/2 ' 63 GeV
from h decay to two photons. This is clearly visible in the
central panel of Fig. 2. The branching ratio for h ! ��

[F. Calore et al., PRD 91 (2015) 6]
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Figure 7: Left: Seven benchmark luminosity functions for GCE MSP luminosity functions,
normalized to give the luminosity probability density as in equations 4.1 to 4.3, for (left
panel) dN/dL, (right panel) LdN/dL, and (bottom panel) L2dN/dL. The references for each
benchmark are: Wavelet 1 [6], Wavelet 2 [21], GLC [34], GCE [39], AIC [42], NPTF [23], and
Disk [41].

to the Wavelet 1 benchmark (↵ = 1.94), to explore the effects of varying Lmin. The third row
explores the parameter space for log normal luminosity functions, in terms of L0 and �.

The observational constraints of Nr constant and Rr constant each trace out a one-
parameter family of luminosity functions that are also displayed for various reference values.
For Nr, we display f = 100%, 40%, 20%, 10%, and 5%, where f is the fraction of the DR2
catalog modeled as part of the GCE. For Rr, we display the fraction of GCE modeled as pro-
duced by resolved sources, with reference values Rr = 40%, 20%, 10%, and 5%. The regions
with even less Nr and Rr are marked with + symbols to denote that they are still consistent
with observations. Luminosity functions slightly above the observational constraints may still
be marginally allowed, given both the Poisson error bar in Nr and systematic uncertainties
arising e.g. from the choice of GCE flux. The observational curves are intended to indicate
the regions of parameter space where tension with observational constraints starts to become
a concern.

Relevant luminosity function benchmarks are also marked in figure 8; only the Wavelet 1
benchmark is shown in the second row because the choice of ↵ in the second row is inconsistent
with other benchmarks. The NPTF benchmark is not shown in the first row of power-law
plots because its best-fit value for ↵ is well off the left-hand side of the plot, near the bottom
of the figure. The expected values of Nr, Rr, and NGCE at the benchmark configurations are
given in table 1 for the standard sensitivity model and the alternatives.

Focusing on the standard sensitivity model, we observe that in the power-law case,
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[J.T. Dinsmore & T.R. Slatyer, JCAP 06 (2022) 06]
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Supplementary Information Figure 19. Source count distribution of our model population for g-ray energies

1.9-11.9 GeV and a normalising solid angle of 234 square degrees (as roughly compatible with [84].) shown as the blue band;
the red band shows the best-fit source-count function for point sources within the given solid angle using non-Poissonian
template fitting and with 3FGL sources unmasked as obtained from [84]. Both coloured error bands encompass 1-s errors. The
vertical, dashed, blue line shows approximately the flux equivalent to an expected 1 photon per source; the vertical, dashed,
gray lines subtend the (variable) approximate point source flux sensitivity threshold [82].

the prompt emission and the IC-emitting CR e± pairs, respectively) to float; rather, we set these equal to their best-fit

values found in fitting the broadband emission from the Boxy Bulge. This procedure ensures that our overall model is

physically self-consistent in the sense that the MSPs in the BB and NB are taken to emit prompt radiation and launch CR

e± pairs described by the same distributions.

5. As for the BB fitting, we introduce a term into the c2 function that penalises the fit for any difference between the

estimated spin-down power of the MSP population as derived from the BPS and the total non-thermal luminosity of the

MSPs (i.e., a good fit requires that the prompt + IC + synchrotron emission more-or-less saturates the spin-down power).

With all these in place, we arrive at the GeV-TeV g-ray spectral fit shown by the coloured curves in Figure 23. We find a

minimum c2 = 29.8 for 33 (data points) - 5 (fitting parameters) = 28 (degrees of freedom), or a reduced c2 = 1.06, an excellent

fit. Lending us further confidence in this scenario, although it is not enforced, for the best fit we find that the ratio of prompt

luminosity to overall CR e± pair luminosity is 0.088+0.005
�0.006, while the modelling of the BB returned a best fit value of 0.098+0.039

�0.034

for this quantity. (Of course, the current absolute luminosity per stellar mass differs between the BB and NB because these

systems have different star formation histories, so their MSP populations have different aggregate spin-down luminosities per

stellar mass today.) Other best-fit values of other NB parameters are: magnetic field amplitude BNB = 46+19
�7 µG (which is

43/49

[A. Gautam et al., Nature Astron. 6 (2022) 6]
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detection  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flux distribution
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Discrimination via intensity
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Stellar density profile in the Galactic  
bulge:

DM spatial distribution:

Discriminating power: 

- Data seems to exhibit asymmetries in both 
directions. 


- Standard assumptions for DM-/MSP-like 
morphology are not fully degenerate.


- Recent debate about the reconstructed 
morphology of the GCE (more later!) 

- Baryonic feedback on DM density profile not 
fully understood. 


Verdict: Very promising!

Discrimination via spatial morphology
The Fermi-LAT GCE Traces Stellar Mass in the Bulge 3

20 �20�1001020

` [deg]
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Figure 1: Left panel: Fermi -LAT data above 1 GeV in the inner 40�
⇥ 40� around the Galactic center. Other panels:

Spatial templates used to fit the GCE, with arbitrary normalization. From left to right: DM profile (NFW126),
boxy-bulge, nuclear bulge, X-shaped bulge.

rived using the runs with fixed spectra.
We emphasize that, given the large modeling uncer-

tainties of cosmic-ray induced �-ray emission from the
inner Galaxy, we do not explicitly include a source of
cosmic rays at the GC when modeling the di↵use com-
ponents. However, such sources are expected, e.g., from
star formation in the central molecular zone (CMZ, Gag-
gero et al. 2015; Carlson et al. 2016a,b). The associated
emission will depend on the e�ciency of cosmic-ray accel-
eration, the e↵ects of potentially strong advective winds
or anisotropic di↵usion, which are di�cult to model in
detail. In our analysis, the expected hard emission would
be instead absorbed by our Fermi Bubbles component
(see supplemental material, B.4, for a discussion).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Comparison of templates

Run �2 lnL
free spectrum MSP spectrum

r5 RCG NB X 647808.1 648020.2

r5 RCG NB 647831.2 648027.5

r5 RCG 647884.7 648061.7

r5 BulgeGC 647916.5 648140.3

r5 Einasto 647961.4 648188.6

r5 NFW126 648021.8 648242.4

r5 NFW100 648049.8 648278.6

Table 1: Log-likelihood values for fits with various GCE
templates. Column 2 shows results for a unconstrained
GCE spectrum, and column 3 for a spectrum fixed to
stacked MSPs.

In Tab. 1 we compare the values of the total (Poisson
plus constraints; see Storm et al. (2017) for details) log-
likelihood, �2 ln L, from the SkyFACT runs, of the vari-
ous modifications of Run5 with di↵erent GCE templates
with constrained morphology. We find that, formally,
the combination of boxy bulge as traced by RCG and
NB (r5 RCG NB) provides a better fit to the data than

the other runs (except the one including the X-shaped
bulge, see below). The total flux associated with the
bulge is (2.1 ± 0.1) ⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 for the compo-
nent traced by RCG and (2.3 ± 0.4)⇥10�10 erg cm�2 s�1

for the NB component (in the range 0.1–100 GeV). The
quoted errors are statistical; we emphasize that typical
systematic uncertainties from modeling assumptions (the
range of allowed modulation parameters, etc.) are gen-
erally smaller than a factor ⇠ 2.

We find that the addition of the X-shaped bulge can
only mildly improve the fit quality. Its total flux is (3 ±

1)% of that of the boxy bulge for the fixed spectrum run
(r5 RCG NB X msp). This value is only slightly smaller
than the expectations from Li & Shen (2012) and Cao
et al. (2013), who find the X-shape to be, by mass, about
6–7% of the boxy bulge (although fractions of 20–30%
(Portail et al. 2015b) and ⇠ 45% (Portail et al. 2015a)
have also been argued). We find that this component
is not critical for providing a good fit to the data (2.7�
improvement), and will concentrate subsequently on the
RCG+NB model. For a more detailed discussion of the
X-shaped bulge and the from Macias et al. (2016) see the
supplementary material B.3.

We find that RCG+NB model provides a significantly
better fit than any of the DM models. These DM profiles
can be excluded with a high significance of about 12.5�.

In Fig. 2, we show the longitudinal and latitudinal de-
pendences of the various model components compared
with Fermi -LAT data, for two di↵erent GCE models,
namely the r5 NFW126 and r5 RCG NB runs. The solid
lines correspond to the components of the r5 RCG NB run,
while the dashed lines of the same color correspond to
the r5 NFW126 components, except for the GCE com-
ponent, which is red (RCG) and orange (NB) for the
r5 RCG NB run and brown (NFW126) for the r5 NFW126

run. The dotted black and yellow lines are point sources
and extended sources, respectively, which have the same
total flux in both runs. There is very little variation in
any components except those of the GCE (in the lati-
tude profile, the extended source flux peaks just below
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Figure 1: Left panel: Fermi -LAT data above 1 GeV in the inner 40�
⇥ 40� around the Galactic center. Other panels:

Spatial templates used to fit the GCE, with arbitrary normalization. From left to right: DM profile (NFW126),
boxy-bulge, nuclear bulge, X-shaped bulge.

rived using the runs with fixed spectra.
We emphasize that, given the large modeling uncer-

tainties of cosmic-ray induced �-ray emission from the
inner Galaxy, we do not explicitly include a source of
cosmic rays at the GC when modeling the di↵use com-
ponents. However, such sources are expected, e.g., from
star formation in the central molecular zone (CMZ, Gag-
gero et al. 2015; Carlson et al. 2016a,b). The associated
emission will depend on the e�ciency of cosmic-ray accel-
eration, the e↵ects of potentially strong advective winds
or anisotropic di↵usion, which are di�cult to model in
detail. In our analysis, the expected hard emission would
be instead absorbed by our Fermi Bubbles component
(see supplemental material, B.4, for a discussion).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Comparison of templates

Run �2 lnL
free spectrum MSP spectrum

r5 RCG NB X 647808.1 648020.2

r5 RCG NB 647831.2 648027.5

r5 RCG 647884.7 648061.7

r5 BulgeGC 647916.5 648140.3

r5 Einasto 647961.4 648188.6

r5 NFW126 648021.8 648242.4

r5 NFW100 648049.8 648278.6

Table 1: Log-likelihood values for fits with various GCE
templates. Column 2 shows results for a unconstrained
GCE spectrum, and column 3 for a spectrum fixed to
stacked MSPs.

In Tab. 1 we compare the values of the total (Poisson
plus constraints; see Storm et al. (2017) for details) log-
likelihood, �2 ln L, from the SkyFACT runs, of the vari-
ous modifications of Run5 with di↵erent GCE templates
with constrained morphology. We find that, formally,
the combination of boxy bulge as traced by RCG and
NB (r5 RCG NB) provides a better fit to the data than

the other runs (except the one including the X-shaped
bulge, see below). The total flux associated with the
bulge is (2.1 ± 0.1) ⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 for the compo-
nent traced by RCG and (2.3 ± 0.4)⇥10�10 erg cm�2 s�1

for the NB component (in the range 0.1–100 GeV). The
quoted errors are statistical; we emphasize that typical
systematic uncertainties from modeling assumptions (the
range of allowed modulation parameters, etc.) are gen-
erally smaller than a factor ⇠ 2.

We find that the addition of the X-shaped bulge can
only mildly improve the fit quality. Its total flux is (3 ±

1)% of that of the boxy bulge for the fixed spectrum run
(r5 RCG NB X msp). This value is only slightly smaller
than the expectations from Li & Shen (2012) and Cao
et al. (2013), who find the X-shape to be, by mass, about
6–7% of the boxy bulge (although fractions of 20–30%
(Portail et al. 2015b) and ⇠ 45% (Portail et al. 2015a)
have also been argued). We find that this component
is not critical for providing a good fit to the data (2.7�
improvement), and will concentrate subsequently on the
RCG+NB model. For a more detailed discussion of the
X-shaped bulge and the from Macias et al. (2016) see the
supplementary material B.3.

We find that RCG+NB model provides a significantly
better fit than any of the DM models. These DM profiles
can be excluded with a high significance of about 12.5�.

In Fig. 2, we show the longitudinal and latitudinal de-
pendences of the various model components compared
with Fermi -LAT data, for two di↵erent GCE models,
namely the r5 NFW126 and r5 RCG NB runs. The solid
lines correspond to the components of the r5 RCG NB run,
while the dashed lines of the same color correspond to
the r5 NFW126 components, except for the GCE com-
ponent, which is red (RCG) and orange (NB) for the
r5 RCG NB run and brown (NFW126) for the r5 NFW126

run. The dotted black and yellow lines are point sources
and extended sources, respectively, which have the same
total flux in both runs. There is very little variation in
any components except those of the GCE (in the lati-
tude profile, the extended source flux peaks just below
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Figure 2: Measured flux compared to modeled flux as function of Galactic latitude (left panel, assuming |`| < 2�)
and longitude (right panel, assuming |b| < 2�), for the best-fit run r5 RCG NB (solid lines). The dashed lines show the
best-fit fluxes obtained for run r5 NFW126 for comparison. Dotted black and yellow lines represent the total point and
extended source emission, respectively.

the lower limit of the plot). The shape di↵erences be-
tween the RCG+NB templates compared to the NFW
template are, however, quite large. The NFW is much
more strongly peaked, and is of course spherically sym-
metric, while the oblateness and asymmetry of the RCG
profile can be seen by comparing the shape of the tails
in the latitude and the longitude profile plots.

In Fig. 3 on the left hand side, we show the spectra
for all components of the r5 RCG NB run in the inner
40�

⇥ 40� around the Galactic center. On the right, we
show the spectra for the RCG and NB components for sep-
arate runs where the spectral shape was left free to vary
in one case and fixed to an MSP-like spectrum (with
free overall normalization) in the other in the same re-
gion. The results from the free-spectra and fixed-spectra
runs agree reasonably well, although the spectrum of the
RCG component is somewhat more pronounced in the
free-spectrum run. However, we find that the general
preference for the RCG+NB scenario over DM-inspired
templates is the same in both cases.

3.2. Light/mass ratios

We now estimate the light-to-mass ratio for the RCG
and NB components separately. The stellar mass of the
nuclear bulge is (1.4 ± 0.6) ⇥ 109 M� (Launhardt et al.
2002), while the mass of the boxy-bulge is (0.91 ± 0.7) ⇥

1010 M� (Licquia & Newman 2015)1.
Combining the mass measurements with the luminosi-

ties of the boxy-bulge and nuclear bulge components
(mentioned above), the light-to-mass ratio for the bulge
component is found to be (2.1±0.2)⇥1027 erg s�1 M�1

� ,

1 The bulge mass from Licquia & Newman (2015) is derived by
combining bulge mass estimates from the literature in a hierarchi-
cal Bayesian analysis. We take this bulge mass as our reference
value. However, we note that individual estimates range in best-fit
value from 0.48 ⇥ 1010 M� to 2.74 ⇥ 1010 M�, the range coming
from di↵erent model assumptions and measurement techniques (see
Licquia & Newman 2015, for a thorough discussion).

and for the NB component (1.4±0.6)⇥1027 erg s�1 M�1
� ,

from 0.1–100 GeV. The light/mass ratios of the two com-
ponents are consistent within uncertainties, providing
further circumstantial evidence that the GCE emission
is correlated with stellar mass in the bulge.

The relation between stellar mass and the GCE lumi-
nosity is illustrated in Fig. 4. It shows the observed GCE
intensity of various components compared to their stel-
lar mass. This figure shows that, within uncertainties,
the GCE emission indeed scales with stellar mass of the
RCG and the NB component. Also shown is the excess
of � rays recently observed from the direction of M31,
interpreted as a potential “GCE” in this galaxy (Acker-
mann et al. 2017b). We find that if this interpretation
were correct, it would correspond to a larger emission per
unit stellar mass by a factor ⇠ 4 than what is observed
in the Milky Way (for details see the Methods section
A.4).

Given that MSPs are the most likely candidate source
class for the GCE, it is useful to quantify the corre-
sponding emission expected from MSPs in the Galac-
tic disk. We estimate the flux from the MSP disk pop-
ulation, using 3FGL �-ray flux measurements of local
MSPs (Acero et al. 2015) and distance and period infor-
mation from the ATNF catalog (Manchester et al. 2005)
(for details see supplementary material, Sect. A.3). From
this, the expected bulge-to-disk flux (luminosity) ratio
is ⇠ 0.9 (2.3) which implies a ⇠ 10⇥ larger number of
MSPs per unit of stellar mass in the bulge compared
to the disk. Interestingly, this number is comparable to
what is measured for another mysterious emission in the
inner Galaxy, namely the 511 keV positron-annihilation-
line emission (Knodlseder et al. 2005). This so-called
511 keV line emission has also been observed in the disk,
with the latest estimate for the bulge-to-disk flux ratio
being B/D = 0.58± 0.13 (Siegert et al. 2016). We stress
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Figure 1: Left panel: Fermi -LAT data above 1 GeV in the inner 40�
⇥ 40� around the Galactic center. Other panels:

Spatial templates used to fit the GCE, with arbitrary normalization. From left to right: DM profile (NFW126),
boxy-bulge, nuclear bulge, X-shaped bulge.

rived using the runs with fixed spectra.
We emphasize that, given the large modeling uncer-

tainties of cosmic-ray induced �-ray emission from the
inner Galaxy, we do not explicitly include a source of
cosmic rays at the GC when modeling the di↵use com-
ponents. However, such sources are expected, e.g., from
star formation in the central molecular zone (CMZ, Gag-
gero et al. 2015; Carlson et al. 2016a,b). The associated
emission will depend on the e�ciency of cosmic-ray accel-
eration, the e↵ects of potentially strong advective winds
or anisotropic di↵usion, which are di�cult to model in
detail. In our analysis, the expected hard emission would
be instead absorbed by our Fermi Bubbles component
(see supplemental material, B.4, for a discussion).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Comparison of templates

Run �2 lnL
free spectrum MSP spectrum

r5 RCG NB X 647808.1 648020.2

r5 RCG NB 647831.2 648027.5

r5 RCG 647884.7 648061.7

r5 BulgeGC 647916.5 648140.3

r5 Einasto 647961.4 648188.6

r5 NFW126 648021.8 648242.4

r5 NFW100 648049.8 648278.6

Table 1: Log-likelihood values for fits with various GCE
templates. Column 2 shows results for a unconstrained
GCE spectrum, and column 3 for a spectrum fixed to
stacked MSPs.

In Tab. 1 we compare the values of the total (Poisson
plus constraints; see Storm et al. (2017) for details) log-
likelihood, �2 ln L, from the SkyFACT runs, of the vari-
ous modifications of Run5 with di↵erent GCE templates
with constrained morphology. We find that, formally,
the combination of boxy bulge as traced by RCG and
NB (r5 RCG NB) provides a better fit to the data than

the other runs (except the one including the X-shaped
bulge, see below). The total flux associated with the
bulge is (2.1 ± 0.1) ⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 for the compo-
nent traced by RCG and (2.3 ± 0.4)⇥10�10 erg cm�2 s�1

for the NB component (in the range 0.1–100 GeV). The
quoted errors are statistical; we emphasize that typical
systematic uncertainties from modeling assumptions (the
range of allowed modulation parameters, etc.) are gen-
erally smaller than a factor ⇠ 2.

We find that the addition of the X-shaped bulge can
only mildly improve the fit quality. Its total flux is (3 ±

1)% of that of the boxy bulge for the fixed spectrum run
(r5 RCG NB X msp). This value is only slightly smaller
than the expectations from Li & Shen (2012) and Cao
et al. (2013), who find the X-shape to be, by mass, about
6–7% of the boxy bulge (although fractions of 20–30%
(Portail et al. 2015b) and ⇠ 45% (Portail et al. 2015a)
have also been argued). We find that this component
is not critical for providing a good fit to the data (2.7�
improvement), and will concentrate subsequently on the
RCG+NB model. For a more detailed discussion of the
X-shaped bulge and the from Macias et al. (2016) see the
supplementary material B.3.

We find that RCG+NB model provides a significantly
better fit than any of the DM models. These DM profiles
can be excluded with a high significance of about 12.5�.

In Fig. 2, we show the longitudinal and latitudinal de-
pendences of the various model components compared
with Fermi -LAT data, for two di↵erent GCE models,
namely the r5 NFW126 and r5 RCG NB runs. The solid
lines correspond to the components of the r5 RCG NB run,
while the dashed lines of the same color correspond to
the r5 NFW126 components, except for the GCE com-
ponent, which is red (RCG) and orange (NB) for the
r5 RCG NB run and brown (NFW126) for the r5 NFW126

run. The dotted black and yellow lines are point sources
and extended sources, respectively, which have the same
total flux in both runs. There is very little variation in
any components except those of the GCE (in the lati-
tude profile, the extended source flux peaks just below
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Figure 1: Left panel: Fermi -LAT data above 1 GeV in the inner 40�
⇥ 40� around the Galactic center. Other panels:

Spatial templates used to fit the GCE, with arbitrary normalization. From left to right: DM profile (NFW126),
boxy-bulge, nuclear bulge, X-shaped bulge.

rived using the runs with fixed spectra.
We emphasize that, given the large modeling uncer-

tainties of cosmic-ray induced �-ray emission from the
inner Galaxy, we do not explicitly include a source of
cosmic rays at the GC when modeling the di↵use com-
ponents. However, such sources are expected, e.g., from
star formation in the central molecular zone (CMZ, Gag-
gero et al. 2015; Carlson et al. 2016a,b). The associated
emission will depend on the e�ciency of cosmic-ray accel-
eration, the e↵ects of potentially strong advective winds
or anisotropic di↵usion, which are di�cult to model in
detail. In our analysis, the expected hard emission would
be instead absorbed by our Fermi Bubbles component
(see supplemental material, B.4, for a discussion).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Comparison of templates

Run �2 lnL
free spectrum MSP spectrum

r5 RCG NB X 647808.1 648020.2

r5 RCG NB 647831.2 648027.5

r5 RCG 647884.7 648061.7

r5 BulgeGC 647916.5 648140.3

r5 Einasto 647961.4 648188.6

r5 NFW126 648021.8 648242.4

r5 NFW100 648049.8 648278.6

Table 1: Log-likelihood values for fits with various GCE
templates. Column 2 shows results for a unconstrained
GCE spectrum, and column 3 for a spectrum fixed to
stacked MSPs.

In Tab. 1 we compare the values of the total (Poisson
plus constraints; see Storm et al. (2017) for details) log-
likelihood, �2 ln L, from the SkyFACT runs, of the vari-
ous modifications of Run5 with di↵erent GCE templates
with constrained morphology. We find that, formally,
the combination of boxy bulge as traced by RCG and
NB (r5 RCG NB) provides a better fit to the data than

the other runs (except the one including the X-shaped
bulge, see below). The total flux associated with the
bulge is (2.1 ± 0.1) ⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 for the compo-
nent traced by RCG and (2.3 ± 0.4)⇥10�10 erg cm�2 s�1

for the NB component (in the range 0.1–100 GeV). The
quoted errors are statistical; we emphasize that typical
systematic uncertainties from modeling assumptions (the
range of allowed modulation parameters, etc.) are gen-
erally smaller than a factor ⇠ 2.

We find that the addition of the X-shaped bulge can
only mildly improve the fit quality. Its total flux is (3 ±

1)% of that of the boxy bulge for the fixed spectrum run
(r5 RCG NB X msp). This value is only slightly smaller
than the expectations from Li & Shen (2012) and Cao
et al. (2013), who find the X-shape to be, by mass, about
6–7% of the boxy bulge (although fractions of 20–30%
(Portail et al. 2015b) and ⇠ 45% (Portail et al. 2015a)
have also been argued). We find that this component
is not critical for providing a good fit to the data (2.7�
improvement), and will concentrate subsequently on the
RCG+NB model. For a more detailed discussion of the
X-shaped bulge and the from Macias et al. (2016) see the
supplementary material B.3.

We find that RCG+NB model provides a significantly
better fit than any of the DM models. These DM profiles
can be excluded with a high significance of about 12.5�.

In Fig. 2, we show the longitudinal and latitudinal de-
pendences of the various model components compared
with Fermi -LAT data, for two di↵erent GCE models,
namely the r5 NFW126 and r5 RCG NB runs. The solid
lines correspond to the components of the r5 RCG NB run,
while the dashed lines of the same color correspond to
the r5 NFW126 components, except for the GCE com-
ponent, which is red (RCG) and orange (NB) for the
r5 RCG NB run and brown (NFW126) for the r5 NFW126

run. The dotted black and yellow lines are point sources
and extended sources, respectively, which have the same
total flux in both runs. There is very little variation in
any components except those of the GCE (in the lati-
tude profile, the extended source flux peaks just below

stellar bulge nuclear stellar cluster

+

[R. Bartels et al. Nature Astron. 2 (2018) 10]
Spherical symmetry found in earlier works.

Pile-up of evidence for GCE tracing the stellar  
density: [C. Eckner et al., ApJ 862 (2018) 1] 
[R. Bartels et al. Nature Astron. 2 (2018) 10][Pohl et al., ApJ 929 (2022) 2] 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A decisive feature of the GeV excess is its photon clustering behaviour, spectrally they can be almost

identical.

DM annihilation 
(smooth morphology,  

Poisson-distributed photon events)

Faint millisecond pulsar population 
(photon clustering on small scales, 
non-Poissonian noise component)
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Figure 2: Compilation of the spatial (upper panel) and spectral (lower panel) morphology of
all gamma-ray templates used in our baseline setup to model the gamma-ray emission in the
GC region. The upper panel’s first image displays the Fermi-LAT data in our ROI between
1 GeV and 2 GeV, which is the same energy bin chosen for the remaining templates. The
templates are the output of the Fermi Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the
expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
� = 1.25 in Eq. 2.2. The adjacent MSP template is based on the same spatial profile whereas
the spectral parameters read �L = 0.76 and FMSP = 4.1 ⇥ 10�7 ph/cm2/s.

Millisecond pulsar template. To generate the MSP template together with the spatial
distribution (adopted as above) we need to specify the spectral shape and the luminosity
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Figure 2: Compilation of the spatial (upper panel) and spectral (lower panel) morphology of
all gamma-ray templates used in our baseline setup to model the gamma-ray emission in the
GC region. The upper panel’s first image displays the Fermi-LAT data in our ROI between
1 GeV and 2 GeV, which is the same energy bin chosen for the remaining templates. The
templates are the output of the Fermi Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the
expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
� = 1.25 in Eq. 2.2. The adjacent MSP template is based on the same spatial profile whereas
the spectral parameters read �L = 0.76 and FMSP = 4.1 ⇥ 10�7 ph/cm2/s.

Millisecond pulsar template. To generate the MSP template together with the spatial
distribution (adopted as above) we need to specify the spectral shape and the luminosity
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Figure 2: Compilation of the spatial (upper panel) and spectral (lower panel) morphology of
all gamma-ray templates used in our baseline setup to model the gamma-ray emission in the
GC region. The upper panel’s first image displays the Fermi-LAT data in our ROI between
1 GeV and 2 GeV, which is the same energy bin chosen for the remaining templates. The
templates are the output of the Fermi Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the
expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
� = 1.25 in Eq. 2.2. The adjacent MSP template is based on the same spatial profile whereas
the spectral parameters read �L = 0.76 and FMSP = 4.1 ⇥ 10�7 ph/cm2/s.

Millisecond pulsar template. To generate the MSP template together with the spatial
distribution (adopted as above) we need to specify the spectral shape and the luminosity
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Figure 2: Compilation of the spatial (upper panel) and spectral (lower panel) morphology of
all gamma-ray templates used in our baseline setup to model the gamma-ray emission in the
GC region. The upper panel’s first image displays the Fermi-LAT data in our ROI between
1 GeV and 2 GeV, which is the same energy bin chosen for the remaining templates. The
templates are the output of the Fermi Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the
expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
� = 1.25 in Eq. 2.2. The adjacent MSP template is based on the same spatial profile whereas
the spectral parameters read �L = 0.76 and FMSP = 4.1 ⇥ 10�7 ph/cm2/s.

Millisecond pulsar template. To generate the MSP template together with the spatial
distribution (adopted as above) we need to specify the spectral shape and the luminosity
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1 - 2 GeV  
energy band

• Traditional likelihood methods cannot explore this difference in any practical way (probabilistic 
nature of point source locations and fluxes!)


• Effective methods have been proposed: 1p-PDF (seminal work: [D. Malyshev & D.W. Hogg, ApJ 738 (2011) 181]), 
non-Poissonian template fitting, wavelet analysis. 
These approaches seem to prefer an excess due to MSPs (e.g. [M. Buschmann et al. PRD 102 (2020) 2]; [R. Bartels et 

al., PRL 116 (2016) 5]).

• Machine learning with convolutional networks could generalise over point source distribution 

as a generic feature and include uncertainties in astrophysical background modelling!
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Figure 2: Compilation of the spatial (upper panel) and spectral (lower panel) morphology of
all gamma-ray templates used in our baseline setup to model the gamma-ray emission in the
GC region. The upper panel’s first image displays the Fermi-LAT data in our ROI between
1 GeV and 2 GeV, which is the same energy bin chosen for the remaining templates. The
templates are the output of the Fermi Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the
expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
� = 1.25 in Eq. 2.2. The adjacent MSP template is based on the same spatial profile whereas
the spectral parameters read �L = 0.76 and FMSP = 4.1 ⇥ 10�7 ph/cm2/s.

Millisecond pulsar template. To generate the MSP template together with the spatial
distribution (adopted as above) we need to specify the spectral shape and the luminosity
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templates are the output of the Fermi Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the
expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
� = 1.25 in Eq. 2.2. The adjacent MSP template is based on the same spatial profile whereas
the spectral parameters read �L = 0.76 and FMSP = 4.1 ⇥ 10�7 ph/cm2/s.

Millisecond pulsar template. To generate the MSP template together with the spatial
distribution (adopted as above) we need to specify the spectral shape and the luminosity
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Current Status: A brief summary of recent 
results and controversies.

1. What do photon-count statistics approaches tell us?  

2. Recent advances based on machine learning  

3. Multi-wavelength picture of the GCE  

4. The GCE morphology debate
} And where  

mis-modelling

of backgrounds 
enters in 
connection with 
template-based 
approaches!
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The situation of non-Poissonian template fitting4
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FIG. 2: (Left) Best-fit source-count functions within 10� of the GC and |b| � 2�, with the 3FGL sources unmasked. The
median and 68% confidence intervals are shown for each of the following PS components: NFW (dashed, orange), thin-disk
(solid, blue), and isotropic (dotted, green). The number of observed 3FGL sources in each bin is indicated. The normalization
for the di↵use emission in the fit is consistent with that at high latitudes, as desired. (Right) Posteriors for the flux fraction
within 10� of the GC with |b| � 2� arising from the separate PS components, with 3FGL sources unmasked. The inset shows
the result of removing the NFW PS template from the fit. Dashed vertical lines indicate the 16th, 50th, and 84th percentiles.

FIG. 3: Same as Fig. 2, except with 3FGL sources masked.

sources. When the NFW PS template is omitted (inset),
the fraction of flux absorbed by the disk PS population is
essentially unchanged at 6.8+0.7

�0.9%, and the DM template

absorbs 7.7+0.7
�0.8% of the flux. The DM flux obtained in

absence of an NFW PS template is consistent with other
estimates in the literature [12, 14]. The model including
the NFW PS contribution is preferred over that without
by a Bayes factor ⇠106.4

When the 3FGL sources are masked, the NPTF proce-
dure yields a best-fit source-count function given by the
orange band in the left panel of Fig. 3. Below the break,
the source-count function agrees well with that found by
the unmasked fit. In this case, the contributions from the
isotropic and disk-correlated PS templates are negligible.

4 For reference, this corresponds to test statistic 2� lnL ⇡ 36.

The flux fraction attributed to the NFW PS component
is 5.3+1.0

�1.1%, while the NFW DM template absorbs no
significant flux.

In the masked analysis, the Bayes factor for a model
that contains an NFW PS component, relative to one
that does not, is ⇠102, substantially reduced relative to
the result for the unmasked case. Masking the 3FGL
sources removes most of the ROI within ⇠5� of the GC,
reducing photon statistics markedly, especially for any
signal peaked at the GC. Furthermore, in the masked
ROI, non-NFW PS templates can absorb a substantial
fraction of the excess. For example, if only disk and
isotropic PS templates are added, the flux fraction at-
tributed to the disk template is 2.5+0.70

�0.62%, while that

attributed to NFW DM is 2.2+1.6
�2.2% (the flux attributed

to isotropic PSs is negligible). When no PS templates
are included in the fit, the NFW DM template absorbs
4.1+1.1

�1.2% of the total flux. As we will discuss later, this

 [S. Lee et al., PRL 116 (2016)]

Answers: Is the GCE smooth (DM-like) or granular (point-
source-like)? (Point sources follow DM spatial distribution)

5

FIG. 2. Flux posteriors when an artificial DM signal with increasing normalization is injected into the Fermi data, and the
data are analyzed with NFW PS, Disk PS, Isotropic PS, DM, Bubbles, Isotropic and Galactic Di↵use templates (note if any
template has flux peaked below 0.1% (other than DM), it is omitted from the plots for simplicity). Vertical dashed lines
indicate posterior medians and 68% containment bands. Di↵erent amounts of DM flux have been injected in each plot, the
correct amount that should have been recovered is shown as the blue line labeled “Injected DM”. Top-Left: Zero DM injection.
Top-Right: 1.8% DM flux injection. No DM is recovered, and DM is instead attributed to NFW PS. Bottom-Left: 6.7%
DM flux injection. DM is still not recovered, and the NFW PS flux has been pushed up further. Bottom-Right: 15.2% DM
flux injection. Some DM flux is finally identified, albeit clearly not all of it.

sults of a fit on the real data, without any injected DM
signal, to serve as a baseline for comparison. By com-
parison with the no-injection case, we see two important
e↵ects: firstly that (as noted above) the flux attributed
to the DM template is consistent with zero and inconsis-
tent with the injected value, and secondly that the NFW
PS flux fraction increases, approximately absorbing the
injected DM signal. As the DM injection amount in-
creases, we see that the NFW PS flux fraction continues
to increase, until it reaches a saturation point and the
DM template begins to absorb some of the flux. In order

for the DM to be detected with non-zero flux, the in-
jected DM signal appears to require a total flux a factor
& 5 larger than the GCE itself.

Conclusions and Outlook. We have studied examples
of how NPTF methods can be biased in both real and
simulated gamma-ray data, and how this could impact
explanations of the GCE. We have showed a proof-of-
principle example in simulated data where a DM signal
can incorrectly be attributed to PSs by the NPTF, as
a result of PSs with a spatial distribution that is not
described by the standard templates.

Fermi-LAT data + injected DM signal

[R. K. Leane and T. R. Slatyer, PRL 123 (2019) 24]

2016: First application of NPTF to inner Galaxy; strong evidence  
          for a 100% point-source origin of the GCE.  
[S. Lee et al., PRL 116 (2016)]

2019: Rebuttal of 2016 results; NPTF approach mis-attributes  
          injected DM-like signal to point sources  
[R. K. Leane and T. R. Slatyer, PRL 123 (2019) 24]

2019 & 2020: Robustness check of NPTF method by independent 
                       group: Mis-modelling of backgrounds led to  
                       reported inconsistency; GCE at least partially made  
                       of point-source population. 
[M. Buschmann et al., PRD 102 (2020) 2] [L.J. Chang et al., PRD 101 (2020) 2]

2020: Evidence for point-source origin may be driven by spurious  
          sources due to un-modelled North-South asymmetry of the  
          GCE in earlier works.  
[R. K. Leane and T. R. Slatyer, PRL 125 (2020) 12] [R. K. Leane and T. R. Slatyer, PRD 102 (2020) 6]

Status: Background model uncertainties inhibit progress.
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FIG. 5: We show in the left panel the map of the residuals obtained using the Model 2 and the Baseline IEM to fit the ROI
in the energy range 1-10 GeV. Instead, in the right panel we have added to the residuals the counts of the GCE. The di↵erent
colors represent the fractional residual, i.e., the residual counts (data minus model) divided by the total counts.

FIG. 6: Flux, integrated between 1 � 10 GeV, absorbed by
the DM template when it is placed at di↵erent positions along
the Galactic plane. We show the results obtained with three
di↵erent IEMs.

apply the fits to the SED measured with the Baseline

IEM. Similar results are found by fitting the SED ob-
tained with the other models. We find a much better
match with the data using the log-parabola shape and
we find best-fit values for the spectral index of �2.0 and
curvature index of 0.27. In particular the TS calculated
as 2(LogLLP � LogLPLE), where LogLLP (LogLPLE) is
the fit obtained by using the LP (PLE) SED, is 380.
Ref. [5] also found a preference for the fit with a LP with
a roughly similar value for the spectral and curvature in-
dexes. We display in Fig. 8 the comparison between the
data and the LP best-fit. A LP shape is able to reproduce
the GCE spectrum between 0.1� 10 GeV but is not able

to properly capture the high-energy tail. However, this
tail is not significant for all the IEMs (see Fig. 8 where
the convolution of the results obtained for all the IEMs
is displayed).

Possible interpretations of the GCE are associated
with the �-ray emission from cosmic-ray protons and/or
electrons and positrons injected from the Galactic cen-
ter. We test these possibilities using the CMZ 4kpc, CMZ
8kpc, and IC bulge models. We also run the analy-
sis for the case without the presence of the low-latitude
bubbles component (no low-lat bubbles). The results
obtained with these models are presented in Fig. 9.
The case no low-lat bubbles, as expected, provides a
20�30% larger SED because the GCE absorbs part of the
low-latitude bubble emission. This model fits much worse
the ROI giving a LogL lower by 2100 with respect to the
Baseline model. In the cases CMZ 4kpc, CMZ 8kpc, IC
bulge we measure a smaller GCE flux since the addi-
tional cosmic-ray components take part, but not all, the
GCE emission. The GCE SED changes significantly with
these latter models, but an excess peaked at a few GeV
still remains with a high significance. In particular, the
model for which the GCE spectrum decreases the most,
roughly by a factor of two, is the IC bulge case. This
model represents the possible flux of a population of pul-
sars located around the bulge of our Galaxy. This result
demonstrates the viability of the millisecond pulsar in-
terpretation for the GCE [15, 16].

Since the cases CMZ 4kpc, CMZ 8kpc, IC bulge absorb
a significant fraction of the GCE and they have been
considered in the past as possible interpretations to the
GCE (see, e.g., [23–25]), we have tested these model
without including the DM template. Therefore, we try
to fully explain the GCE with the �-ray emission pro-
duced for inverse Compton scattering, bremsstrahlung
or ⇡0 decays, by cosmic rays injected from the Galactic

15

FIG. 10. Comparison between the predictions for one composite diffuse model (using background Model I) and the observed
data for three different energy ranges. In the top panels we show results for the energy range of 1.02 � 2.24 GeV, in the middle

panels for the energy range of 3.77 � 8.29 GeV, and in the bottom panels the range of 10.8 � 23.7 GeV. Left panels show the
observed counts maps to which we fit, including the mask. Middle panels show the composite best fit model with the PSF
included. The right panels show the difference ⌘ Data-Model, i.e., “Residual Emission”. Including the GCE component in the
fit of the inner galaxy’s emission does not cause any over-subtraction. The most evident residuals appear at positive longitudes
(see top right panel), near a couple of bright point sources (see e,g. ` = �17�, b = �3�), but far from the GCE.

factor of 2. We find that the edge-brightened Bubbles
over-predict the observed fluxes in the relevant regions.

In Fig. 11, we give the modeled diffuse emission compo-
nents using Model I again as a reference. We show fluxes
in units of E2

⇥d�/dE, averaged over the 40�
⇥40� region

and excluding the galactic disk, i.e. |b|  2�. While in
the fit 4FGL-DR2 point sources with |b| > 2� are masked,
we include the predicted diffuse background model emis-
sion from these masked regions for simplicity. We use

Model I, because for E > 0.5 GeV the best-fit fluxes
for the dominant Pi0+Bremss component of the galactic
diffuse emission is always within ⇠ 10% of the original
template model assumption, and the ICS component is
largely within this same realm of accuracy. Only at the
lowest energies, for which its contribution is subdomi-
nant, is the ICS roughly 50% of the initial prediction.
We show this by presenting the pre-fit predictions for
the Pi0+Bremss and the ICS components as solid lines,

Our explicit radiation transport modeling can reproduce the
negative line signals that one often finds within a few degrees
off the Galactic center. Atomic gas seen in absorption can thus
be accounted for. We find an enhanced column density
attributed to the Galactic plane at r� 3.5 kpc, where H I
absorption is particularly strong. Within a few degrees of the
Galactic center, this signal is not simply taken from other
locations on the line of sight. Instead it results from the proper
modeling of H I absorption and the strong continuum emission
from that direction.

We test various values of the hydrogen excitation temper-
ature, Texc, ranging from 130 to 700 K. The lower the excitation
temperature, the easier it is to reproduce absorption features in
the spectra, in particular negative line signals. At the same time,
one cannot model line signals with brightness temperatures
exceeding Texc, and in the presence of continuum emission the
achievable line brightness can be well below this limit. For a
constant excitation temperature, we find that the HI4PI spectra
are best reproduced for Texc= 200 K with an average mismatch
below 0.08 K or about twice the survey sensitivity. The
mismatch increases slowly for higher excitation temperatures
and does so quite rapidly for Texc 170 K. We also constructed
a model of the Galactic distribution of atomic hydrogen, in
which we allowed Texc to vary as a function of l and b. This
model fits the line data best and serves as a fiducial model for

the subsequent analysis of the diffuse gamma-ray emission
from the inner Galaxy.
We then updated our model of the diffuse gamma-ray

emission from the inner Galaxy (Macias et al. 2018) with the
new maps of Galactic atomic hydrogen and new templates for
the dust correction. The model comprises components that
describe cosmic-ray induced gamma-ray emission, large-scale
features like the Fermi bubbles, a nuclear bulge, and a boxy
bulge, and minor aspects like the Sun and the Moon. The new
H I map affects the cosmic-ray induced gamma-ray emission
through hadronic interactions and nonthermal bremsstrahlung.
We find with high significance, ΔTS≈ 5000, a much better fit
to the diffuse gamma-ray emission from the inner 40°× 40° of
the Galaxy as observed with the Fermi-LAT, if our new H I
model is used. A similar improvement in fit quality is seen for
all choices of Texc that we probed. The likelihood fit still
requires that templates for the nuclear bulge (Nishiyama et al.
2013) and the boxy bulge (Coleman et al. 2020) are included in
the model, as was the case in earlier analyses. Already without
the boxy bulge, but also with it, there is no evidence for any of
the dark-matter scenarios we tested. These include, with
arbitrary spectral form, cuspy and cored dark-matter profiles
and ellipsoidal versions thereof.
We performed various checks for potential systematic issues

without finding an indication of any. The results appear to be
robust. Compared to previous studies, we now find a much
greater discriminant power for the templates for the Galactic-
center excess. While the dark-matter templates do not
significantly improve the fit, the boxy bulge template is
detected at nearly the 15σ level. We conclude that our new
hydrodynamic gas maps, allowing Texc to vary as a function of
l and b, not only provide an unprecedented reconstruction of
H I line spectra, but also drastically improve the sensitivity to
the spatial morphology of the various components of diffuse
Galactic gamma-ray emission for the much-discussed Galactic
center excess.
We foresee that our new H I maps will be very useful for the

ambitious Galactic center survey program of the forthcoming
Cherenkov Telescope Array (Acharyya et al. 2021) and
particularly for characterizing the high-energy tail of the
GCE at TeV-scale energies (Song et al. 2019; Macias et al.
2021).

We thank Shin’ichiro Ando, Roland M. Crocker, and
Shunsaku Horiuchi for fruitful discussions. We are also

Figure 10. The fractional residuals, (Data −Model)/Model, for the “Base+NB+BB” model. Detailed descriptions of the templates included in the ROI model can be
found in Appendix B, likewise the gamma-ray spectrum for the “Base+NB+BB” model. The images have been smoothed with a Gaussian filter of radius 0°. 6.

Figure 11. $logD ( ) as a function of the stellar density slope, s, with respect to
the primordial formation model, for which s = 1. The GCE data show strong
support for scenarios in which the MSPs are formed in situ.
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Our explicit radiation transport modeling can reproduce the
negative line signals that one often finds within a few degrees
off the Galactic center. Atomic gas seen in absorption can thus
be accounted for. We find an enhanced column density
attributed to the Galactic plane at r� 3.5 kpc, where H I
absorption is particularly strong. Within a few degrees of the
Galactic center, this signal is not simply taken from other
locations on the line of sight. Instead it results from the proper
modeling of H I absorption and the strong continuum emission
from that direction.

We test various values of the hydrogen excitation temper-
ature, Texc, ranging from 130 to 700 K. The lower the excitation
temperature, the easier it is to reproduce absorption features in
the spectra, in particular negative line signals. At the same time,
one cannot model line signals with brightness temperatures
exceeding Texc, and in the presence of continuum emission the
achievable line brightness can be well below this limit. For a
constant excitation temperature, we find that the HI4PI spectra
are best reproduced for Texc= 200 K with an average mismatch
below 0.08 K or about twice the survey sensitivity. The
mismatch increases slowly for higher excitation temperatures
and does so quite rapidly for Texc 170 K. We also constructed
a model of the Galactic distribution of atomic hydrogen, in
which we allowed Texc to vary as a function of l and b. This
model fits the line data best and serves as a fiducial model for

the subsequent analysis of the diffuse gamma-ray emission
from the inner Galaxy.
We then updated our model of the diffuse gamma-ray

emission from the inner Galaxy (Macias et al. 2018) with the
new maps of Galactic atomic hydrogen and new templates for
the dust correction. The model comprises components that
describe cosmic-ray induced gamma-ray emission, large-scale
features like the Fermi bubbles, a nuclear bulge, and a boxy
bulge, and minor aspects like the Sun and the Moon. The new
H I map affects the cosmic-ray induced gamma-ray emission
through hadronic interactions and nonthermal bremsstrahlung.
We find with high significance, ΔTS≈ 5000, a much better fit
to the diffuse gamma-ray emission from the inner 40°× 40° of
the Galaxy as observed with the Fermi-LAT, if our new H I
model is used. A similar improvement in fit quality is seen for
all choices of Texc that we probed. The likelihood fit still
requires that templates for the nuclear bulge (Nishiyama et al.
2013) and the boxy bulge (Coleman et al. 2020) are included in
the model, as was the case in earlier analyses. Already without
the boxy bulge, but also with it, there is no evidence for any of
the dark-matter scenarios we tested. These include, with
arbitrary spectral form, cuspy and cored dark-matter profiles
and ellipsoidal versions thereof.
We performed various checks for potential systematic issues

without finding an indication of any. The results appear to be
robust. Compared to previous studies, we now find a much
greater discriminant power for the templates for the Galactic-
center excess. While the dark-matter templates do not
significantly improve the fit, the boxy bulge template is
detected at nearly the 15σ level. We conclude that our new
hydrodynamic gas maps, allowing Texc to vary as a function of
l and b, not only provide an unprecedented reconstruction of
H I line spectra, but also drastically improve the sensitivity to
the spatial morphology of the various components of diffuse
Galactic gamma-ray emission for the much-discussed Galactic
center excess.
We foresee that our new H I maps will be very useful for the

ambitious Galactic center survey program of the forthcoming
Cherenkov Telescope Array (Acharyya et al. 2021) and
particularly for characterizing the high-energy tail of the
GCE at TeV-scale energies (Song et al. 2019; Macias et al.
2021).

We thank Shin’ichiro Ando, Roland M. Crocker, and
Shunsaku Horiuchi for fruitful discussions. We are also

Figure 10. The fractional residuals, (Data −Model)/Model, for the “Base+NB+BB” model. Detailed descriptions of the templates included in the ROI model can be
found in Appendix B, likewise the gamma-ray spectrum for the “Base+NB+BB” model. The images have been smoothed with a Gaussian filter of radius 0°. 6.
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the primordial formation model, for which s = 1. The GCE data show strong
support for scenarios in which the MSPs are formed in situ.
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data - model (data - model)/model(data - model)/(data+model)

1 - 10 GeV[M. di Mauro, PRD 103 (2021) 6] [Pohl et al., ApJ 929 (2022) 2]

[I. Cholis et al., PRD 105 (2022) 10]

∑ Fermi-LAT data

2.44716 5.63231log10 N

=
Reminder: When templates are involved we do something along the lines of:

more or less rigid spatial morphology + spectral freedom

1. Residuals of best-fitting models can still reach ~30% and exhibit “some structure”.
2. Trade-off between masking complex regions and having physically motivated/realistic models.
3. Mis-modelling typically impacts small-scales: See spurious sources due to North-South  
    asymmetry reported in [R. K. Leane and T. R. Slatyer, PRL 125 (2020) 12] [C. Karwin et al., arXiv:2206.02809] 
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https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4357/ac6032
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https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.121105
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How people tackled the problem of mis-modelling
Data-driven approaches: Model improvements:

• Spherical harmonic marginalisation 
(—> improvement of diffuse templates by  
allowing for nuisance parameters on a 
range of angular scales) 
[M. Buschmann et al., PRD 102 (2020) 2]  

• Gaussian processes  
[S. Mishra-Sharma and K. Cranmer, PRD 105 (2022) 6] 

• Adaptive template-fitting: SkyFACT 
[E. Storm et al. JCAP 08 (2017) 022]  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Figure 5. Significance of residuals for Run1 (top row) to Run5 (bottom row), for energies > 0.34
GeV (left column) and > 1.24 GeV (right column).

they can be absorbed by small changes of the local intensity of model components without
significantly changing their spectra, are largely removed, whereas irreducible residuals remain.
Structures that become now evident are the bubble-shaped positive residuals that appear
from the second energy band on, and, at high energies, numerous localized residuals along
the Galactic plane.

Run3. This model is similar to the previous one, except that we split the gas component
into three rings that cover the radial ranges 0–3.5 kpc, 3.5–6.5 kpc and 6.5–19.0 kpc. Details
about the construction of gas rings can be found in section 3. The main e↵ect is that
residuals along the Galactic disk are further reduced, as can be seen in the third row of
figures 5 and 6. However, localized residuals remain along the Galactic plane, both close to
and at the Galactic center, as well as further away. Most of these residuals grow stronger
at higher energies, indicating rather hard fluxes. Indeed, many of the residuals correspond
to extended emission associated with the positions of various extended sources observed by
Fermi -LAT. Below, we will be able to absorb most of these sources with extended source
templates from the Fermi 3FGL.

In figure 8, we show the modulation parameters that correspond to the four di↵use
components in Run3. For the gas ring I and gas ring II, the modulation parameters stay
close to one except for a few bright spots along the Galactic disk. Most of these correspond
to extended sources in the Fermi 3FGL. However, in gas ring III, which reaches up to high
latitudes, we can see the e↵ects of ‘dark gas’, which is not included in our gas templates and
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Figure 5. Significance of residuals for Run1 (top row) to Run5 (bottom row), for energies > 0.34
GeV (left column) and > 1.24 GeV (right column).

they can be absorbed by small changes of the local intensity of model components without
significantly changing their spectra, are largely removed, whereas irreducible residuals remain.
Structures that become now evident are the bubble-shaped positive residuals that appear
from the second energy band on, and, at high energies, numerous localized residuals along
the Galactic plane.

Run3. This model is similar to the previous one, except that we split the gas component
into three rings that cover the radial ranges 0–3.5 kpc, 3.5–6.5 kpc and 6.5–19.0 kpc. Details
about the construction of gas rings can be found in section 3. The main e↵ect is that
residuals along the Galactic disk are further reduced, as can be seen in the third row of
figures 5 and 6. However, localized residuals remain along the Galactic plane, both close to
and at the Galactic center, as well as further away. Most of these residuals grow stronger
at higher energies, indicating rather hard fluxes. Indeed, many of the residuals correspond
to extended emission associated with the positions of various extended sources observed by
Fermi -LAT. Below, we will be able to absorb most of these sources with extended source
templates from the Fermi 3FGL.

In figure 8, we show the modulation parameters that correspond to the four di↵use
components in Run3. For the gas ring I and gas ring II, the modulation parameters stay
close to one except for a few bright spots along the Galactic disk. Most of these correspond
to extended sources in the Fermi 3FGL. However, in gas ring III, which reaches up to high
latitudes, we can see the e↵ects of ‘dark gas’, which is not included in our gas templates and
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from vanilla model to model including GCE 

• new atomic HI reconstr, with radiation 
model of emission & absorption  
[A. Shmakov et al., arXiv:2206.02819]


• convolutional neural nets to fill gaps in 
molecular  -tracers like CO  
[C. Karwin et al., arXiv:2206.02809][A. Shmakov et al., 
arXiv:2206.02819]


• Bayesian inference of CO and HI maps  
[P. Mertsch, Vittino; A&A, Volume 655, A64] [P. Mertsch, Vo Hong 
Minh Phan; arXiv:2202.02341]

H2

Main target: Improving our model for gas  
(HI, HII, ) in the Galaxy via spectral lines, 
dispersion measures, etc.   
—> reduced small-scale mis-modelling

H2

A&A proofs: manuscript no. gift
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Fig. 7. Comparison of both our gas surface density construtions (top left and top right) with those of Nakanishi & Sofue (2006) (bottom left) and
Pohl et al. (2008) (bottom right).

However, looking at the mean of the posterior alone can be
misleading as some of the localised features also have a rather
large uncertainty. Unlike the previous deprojections, however,
we now have a means of judging the validity of certain features
by comparing the mean µ of the posterior with its uncertainty �.
To this end, we define a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) as µ/�. We
show S/N in Fig. 6, again for the BEG03 model in the top panel
and in the bottom panel for the SBM15 model. One can clearly
identify localised emission with a S/N ratio of 3 or higher. In
Fig. 6, we have also overlaid the spiral arms, as determined from
fits to a set of ⇠ 200 masers Reid et al. (2019). (See their Tbl. 2
for the fitted spiral parameters.) Many of the local emission fea-
tures obtained for either gas flow model can be easily associated
with a spiral arm: for the BEG03 model for all spiral arms, but
most impressively for the Norma, Sagittarius-Carina, Local and
Perseus arms. We comment on a couple of noteworthy di↵er-
ences and similarities between the significant features obtained
for the BEG03 and the SBM15 models:

– The gas density in the SBM15 model is generally more scat-
tered and does not cluster in regions as large as the emission

in the BEG03 model. This is again due to the presence of lo-
cal extrema in the radial velocity field in the BEG03 model
which boost the clustering. Such local extrema are all but ab-
sent in the SBM15 model and hence the gas density is less
clustered.

– Yet, some of the spiral arms are obvious also for the SBM15
model, e.g. the segments along the Scutum-Centaurus and
the Sagittarius-Carina arms for galacto-centric azimuths '
between ⇠ 200� and ⇠ 280�. Other examples are the seg-
ments along the Norma arm (90� . ' . 150�), the local arm
(330� . ' . 0�).

– Some emission, in particular beyond the solar circle, is
placed at di↵erent distances in the BEG03 and SBM15 mod-
els due to the di↵erent rotation curves adopted here. Given
the rather small velocity gradient, this easily translates into
di↵erences of the order of a kiloparsec and thus a↵ects
the association with spiral arms. One example is emission
around ` ⇠ 110� and with 3LSR between �60 and �50 km/s,
see Fig. 2, bottom panel. With the BEG03 model, this emis-
sion is located around (x, y) = (10,�6) kpc. With the SBM15
gas flow, this instead ends up at (x, y) = (9.5,�5) kpc. In the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of both our gas surface density construtions (top left and top right) with those of Nakanishi & Sofue (2006) (bottom left) and
Pohl et al. (2008) (bottom right).
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SkyFACT and photon-count statistics
Idea:
- SkyFACT: Derive optimised diffuse template (while injecting GCE template: DM- or MSP-like). 
- Model faint sources with 1pPDF method (after reducing the residuals).  
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FIG. S5. Di↵use emission systematics. Source count distribution in the IG obtained from the 1pPDF analysis cutting the inner
2� (left panel) and 4�(right panel). The black line is obtained from the 1pPDF when using the model for the Galactic di↵use
emission obtained from skyFACT (without any component modeling the GCE, sF-noGCE). The colored lines are instead obtained
from the 1pPDF using the o�cial Fermi-LAT model for Pass 8 (cyan line), or modA and modB (orange and indaco lines). The
black (gray) points represent the count distribution of 4FGL sources (without any analysis flag, intended as a cautionary index
for the reality of a source or the magnitude of its systematic uncertainties [36]).

FIG. S6. North and South Inner Galaxy. Left (right) panel: Source-count distribution of the North (South) region of the IG
obtained from the 1pPDF analysis. Results are here reported using the O�cial P8 and the sF-B models for the di↵use emission.
Points as in Fig. S5.

We therefore confirm previous findings [20] that large residuals due to mis-modelling of di↵use emission induce a
bias in the reconstruction of PS in the inner Galaxy.

We also identify spatially critical regions within the IG where this mis-modeling e↵ect is more pronounced, notably
the Northern hemisphere (both West and East quadrants). This might be connected to the North/South asymmetry
found within the NPTF analysis of the GCE discussed in [18]. As shown in Fig. S6 the spurious IPS peak of the
dN/dS reconstructed with the 1pPDF using the O�cial P8 template is found to be strongly pronounced in the North
IG ROI in the same flux region as found in Fig. S5, while it is not present in the analysis of the South IG ROI.
When using the di↵use emission templates as obtained with skyFACT, we find instead a smoother dN/dS which is
compatible within 1� uncertainty with the 4FGL unflagged sources. Moreover, the 1pPDF results for the dN/dS using
the O�cial P8 and the skyFACT di↵use templates in the South IG ROI are compatible within the obtained 1� bands.

4

TABLE I. Results for the 1pPDF analysis of the IG LAT data. First four columns: setup of the analysis and latitude mask of
the IG. The ln(Z) is the nested sampling global log-evidence extracted from Multinest [30]. Last two columns: flux percentage
of di↵erent model components with respect to the total emission in the ROI (for S < 10�8 ph cm�2 s�1 , see [37]), and
normalization of smooth GCE template in the 1pPDF. Flux percentage always sum to unity within errors.

Description 1pPDF setup skyFACT di↵use |b| cut [�] ln(Z) Point sources/di↵use/GCE % AB/NFW126

No GCE (both) 1pPDF-noGCE sF-noGCE 2 �6113 12/89/� -
Bulge (1pPDF only) 1pPDF-B sF-noGCE 2 �6076 13/81/7 0.8 ± 0.1
DM (1pPDF only) 1pPDF-NFW126 sF-noGCE 2 �6084 10/84/6 1.8+0.4

�0.2

Bulge (skyFACT only) 1pPDF-noGCE sF-B 2 �6169 11/89/� -
Bulge (both) 1pPDF-B sF-B 2 �6074 13/77/10 1.1 ± 0.1
DM (both) 1pPDF-NFW126 sF-NFW126 2 �6084 11/82/7 2.3 ± 0.3

No GCE (both) 1pPDF-noGCE sF-noGCE 0.5 �7822 13/86/� -
Bulge (1pPDF only) 1pPDF-B sF-noGCE 0.5 �7802 14/83/3 0.3 ± 0.1
DM (1pPDF only) 1pPDF-NFW126 sF-noGCE 0.5 �7818 14/85/1 0.3 ± 0.1
Bulge (skyFACT only) 1pPDF-noGCE sF-B 0.5 �7907 15/85/� -
Bulge (both) 1pPDF-B sF-B 0.5 �7796 14/79/7 0.8 ± 0.1
DM (both) 1pPDF-NFW126 sF-NFW126 0.5 �7820 14/84/2 0.6 ± 0.2
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FIG. 2. Radial (left) and longitude (right) source density dN/d⌦ profiles, as reconstructed by the 1pPDF-B fit using the
sF-B di↵use model. We also display source density profiles for 4FGL sources (black points), and average source densities in the
OG and EG ROIs.

ing the IG ROI into three concentric annuli, masked
for latitudes |b| < 0.5�. We extract the dN/dS sepa-
rately in each ring, and integrate it over the flux interval
[10�11

� 10�9] ph cm�2 s�1. The result is reported in
Fig. 2 as a function of the mean ⇥GC =

p
b2 + l2 in each

ring, for our baseline 1pPDF-B, sF-B setup. We observe a
decreasing trend of the dN/d⌦ in the IG with ⇥GC. Also,
the dN/d⌦ in the innermost ring is about a factor of three
higher than 4FGL sources, as well as than in OG and EG.
For the most external ring, the source density is instead
comparable with the catalog, OG and EG ones. This cor-
roborates the evidence that the IG PS population is not
purely isotropic nor extragalactic in origin, but rather it
peaks towards the GC. Similarly, we build the longitude
profile of IG PS, Fig. 2. The dN/dS has been fitted in
6 longitude slices from the GC bound at |l| = 6�, 12�

and 20�. The derived dN/d⌦ shows again a distribution

peaked around the GC, and compatible with OG (and
partially with 4FGL and EG) sources only in the most
external longitude interval. This result adds a piece of
evidence that the GCE (defined as an excess of photons
above traditionally adopted foreground/background as-
trophysical models) is contributed by faint PS on lines-
of-sight toward the Galactic center, and, perhaps, in the
Galactic bulge, supporting their Galactic origin.

Conclusions. For the first time, we analyzed the IG
Fermi-LAT sky by means of the 1pPDF photon-count
statistics technique in order to understand the role of
PS to the GCE. To minimize the systematic e↵ects in-
herent the modeling of the �-ray sky, we introduced im-
portant methodological novelties. First, we implemented
within the 1pPDF new, optimized, models for the di↵use
emission from skyFACT adaptive template fits, developing
a self-consistent procedure which e↵ectively reduces dif-

[F. Calore & S. Manconi, PRL 127 (2021) 16]

• Reconstruction of faint sources strongly depends on diffuse model.

• Still some spurious sources in 4FGL catalogue.

• Stellar bulge morphology preferred over spherically symmetric NFW profile.

• Faint sources not completely symmetric in longitude. 

1pPDF sensitivity

Optimising the diffuse model corroborates the hypothesis that the GCE is (at least) 
partially due to unresolved source populations.
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Machine vision on the GCE
Disclaimer: All machine learning works so far assumed DM and point-source-like GCE to follow 
the same spatial profile (generalised NFW).

Generally, the flux fraction estimates are similar to our
findings in Paper I (note that work used ∼8 years of Fermi
data, whereas here we use ∼11 years) and consistent with
those of theNPTF implementationNPTFit in the sameROI
(see Appendix B). Based on the estimated flux fractions for
the purely Poissonian templates (all but GCE and disk), the
best-fit Poisson model is determined, and the residual count
map is provided as an input to the NN gϖ alongside the
original Fermi map for the SCD estimation in Step 2. The
GCE is visible near the Galactic Center in the residual map.
The resulting SCD estimates for the GCE and the disk are
plotted in the lower left corner, where the different colors
again correspond to quantile levels from τ ¼ 0.05 to 0.95 in

steps of 0.05. We show the cumulative histograms on the left
and the density histograms on the right, where the solid black
lines mark the median predictions. The NN places 72% of
the GCE flux in the three bins corresponding to a flux
of F = (0.8–5.0Þ × 10−11 counts cm−2 s−1 (or equivalently
S̄ ¼ 0.7–4.5 expected counts) for the median pre-
diction, and less than 1% (≈13% for a quantile level of
τ ¼ 0.05) is assigned to PSs brighter than F ¼ 9.4 ×
10−11 counts cm−2 s−1 (or S̄ ≥ 8.4 expected counts).
Below the one-photon line, there is substantial uncertainty
and for τ ≳ 0.9 (i.e., with an expected probability of∼10%),
more than half of the GCE flux is attributed to PSs that on
average even contribute less than∼1 count to theFermimap.

FIG. 8. Results for the Fermi map. The flux fraction estimates of fω in Step 1 are shown in the upper right panel. Our NN identifies
ð7.9$ 0.5Þ%GCE emission within our ROI (25° around the Galactic Center, jbj ≤ 2° and 3FGL sources masked). The resulting Poisson
model, which accounts for all the templates except for GCE and disk PS, as well as the residual after subtracting the model from the
Fermi map are depicted on the lower right, where we use identical colormap limits for the counts in the Fermi map and the Poisson
model. This residual map, together with the original Fermi map, form the input for gϖ, which predicts the (normalized) SCD function
FdN=dðlog10 FÞ in Step 2 (lower left). We plot the cumulative histograms and the corresponding density histograms for the GCE and
the disk PSs, where the colors illustrate the estimated 5%–95% quantiles in steps of 5% (from red to blue). In the density histogram
axes, the black lines show the median predictions. The gray vertical bars mark the location of the 3FGL threshold at
F ≈ ð4 − 5Þ × 10−10 counts cm−2 s−1, above which PSs can be expected to be individually resolved. The upper x axis indicates the
expected number of counts S̄ associated with the logarithm of the flux F on the lower x axis. The predicted GCEmedian histogram peaks
at S̄ ≈ 3–4 counts and ranges below the one-photon line, with substantial uncertainty at the lower end. Nearly the entire GCE flux is
attributed to PSs emitting less than ten counts. A much brighter SCD is preferred by the NN for the disk PSs, which is roughly delineated
by the one-photon line and the 3FGL threshold at the faint and bright end, respectively.

NEURAL NETS FOR THE GCE’S SCD PHYS. REV. D 104, 123022 (2021)

123022-19

[F. List et al. PRL 125 (2020) 241102] [F. List et al. PRD 104 (2021) 12]

Combination of decomposing the gamma-ray 
sky with convolutional neural networks (CCN) 
and histogramme regression. 
 

Point-source contribution to GCE < 66% 
and peaked around .4 × 10−11 ph cm−2 s−1
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FIG. 1. A schematic overview of the inference framework used in this work. A normalizing flow is used to model posterior
distribution of the parameters of interest characterizing the contribution of point source populations as well as di↵use (“smooth”)
components to the �-ray data. The flow transformation from the base distribution to the posterior is conditioned on learned
summaries of the �-ray map extracted using a convolutional neural network. The normalizing flow and feature-extractor neural
networks are trained simultaneously using maps simulated from the forward model. Once trained, samples from the flow can
be generated conditioned on a new dataset of interest in order to obtain an estimate of the corresponding parameter posteriors,
which can be used to infer physical quantities of interest such as source-count distributions of modeled PS populations as well
as fluxes associated with the di↵use components. See Sec. II for a detailed description of the analysis pipeline.

A. Datasets and the forward model

Datasets and region of interest: We use the datasets
and spatial templates from Refs. [48, 49] to create sim-
ulated maps of Fermi -LAT data in the Galactic Cen-
ter region. The templates and data used correspond
to 413 weeks of Fermi -LAT Pass 8 data taken between
August 4, 2008 and July 7, 2016. The top quartile
of photons as graded by quality of PSF reconstruc-
tion in the energy range 2–20 GeV and event class
ULTRACLEANVETO are used. The conventional quality cuts
are applied: zenith angle less than 90�, LAT CONFIG==1,
and DATA QUAL==1.1 The maps are binned spatially
using the HEALPix [50] pixelization scheme with reso-
lution parameter nside=128, roughly corresponding to
pixel area ⇠ 0.5 deg2. This dataset has been previously
used in the literature for analyses based on explicit like-

1 https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/
documentation/Cicerone/Cicerone_Data_Exploration/Data_
preparation.html

lihoods [32–34] as well as machine learning-based anal-
yses [41] for characterizing the GCE. All templates are
normalized, per-pixel, within a region defined by r < 30�.

The inner region of the Galactic plane, where the
observed emission is especially di�cult to model, is
masked at |b| < 2�, and a radial cut r < 25� defines the
region of interest (ROI) for our analysis. Even though
the GCE is spatially confined to the inner 10–15� of the
Galactic Center [10, 11], using a larger ROI improves the
ability to constrain other spatially extended templates
and helps mitigate spatial degeneracies that would
otherwise crop up in a smaller ROI. On the other hand,
using a ROI that is too large can exacerbate the e↵ects
of misspecified spatial templates [51]. We mask resolved
PSs from the 3FGL catalog [52] at a radius of 0.8�,
approximately corresponding to 99% PSF containment
for photons in the data type employed [52].

Di↵use emission forward model: The simulated
data maps are a combination of di↵use (alternatively
referred to as smooth or Poissonian) and PS contribu-
tions. The smooth contributions include (i) the Galactic
di↵use foreground emission, (ii) spatially isotropic emis-

[S. Mishra-Sharma and K. Cranmer, PRD 105 (2022) 6]

Simulation-based inference with CCN to derive 
summary statistics and normalising flows for 
posterior estimation. 
+ Gaussian processes to inject large-scale  
   variations of diffuse model 
 

Point-source contribution to GCE >= 40%.
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The GCE beyond GeV gamma rays
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Figure 1: Previously-derived spectra of photon flux from the GCE in F� = E2dN�/dE,
integrated over the ROI with |l| < 20� and 2� < |b| < 20�, selected from nine analyses of the
GCE [4–9, 12] (note some of these references include multiple analyses). 1� error bars are
reproduced from the same references. Arrows on error bars denote upper limits (i.e. because
the 1� error bars overlap zero).

rs = 20 kpc, except for Refs. [7, 12], which use rs = 23.1 kpc; in any case, the GCE spectrum
is rather insensitive to rs [4]. In order to compare studies with different ROIs, we re-scale the
inferred flux by the method described in appendix A. The effect of varying � on the inferred
total flux within our ROI is non-negligible — for example, the total flux from the spectra
attained by Ref. [6] assuming � = 1.0 is ⇠ 40% larger than the flux inferred assuming � = 1.2
— but as we will see, there are other systematic uncertainties of comparable magnitude.

The manner in which uncertainties in the energy spectrum are reported also varies; some
studies report only statistical uncertainties, and some report both statistical and systematic.
Refs. [4, 5, 7] report both separately, and for our purposes, we add these in quadrature
(this approach may lead to an overestimate of uncertainties in some cases since it neglects
correlations between systematic uncertainties).

Figure 1 displays all the spectra mentioned above, with ROI rescaling included. Many
studies reported flux values in units of flux per steradian; we have multiplied those fluxes by
the area of their respective ROIs and then rescaled the flux as described in appendix A to
attain an absolute flux from the GCE in our ROI differential in energy. We report our results
in terms of F� = E2dN�/dE, where N� is the number of incident photons from the ROI per
unit exposure (measured in cm2 s).

We compare three methods of extracting the total GCE flux, integrated over energy,
from these spectrum analyses. The first method is direct numerical integration of the binned
spectrum. This method is most responsive to the data measured by Fermi and does not
attempt to abstract over it with a smooth function, but it is potentially somewhat noisy and

– 5 –

[J.T. Dinsmore & T.R. Slatyer, JCAP 06 (2022) 06]

A TeV inverse-Compton tail:

16 Macias et al.

[erg s�1]

Figure 9. Same as Fig. 6, except that here we assume mismodeling of the Galactic di�use emission.

Minimum 54± for detection [%]
Baseline Inj1 Inj2 Inj3 Inj4

FBmin, perfect GDE.
10.5% 2.9% 158.4% 24.3% 8.2%

FBmin, mismodeling of the GDE.
14.5% 3.8% 163.4% 25.3% 10.8%

FBmax, perfect GDE.
57.5% 41.3% 259.4% 55.0% 58.4%

FBmax, mismodeling of the GDE.
72.9% 51.8% 326.7% 70.4% 74.1%

Table 5. Minimum MSPs 4
± injection e�ciency ( 54± ) required for a 5f

significance detection with CTA. The computation of these e�ciencies use
the implied 4

± luminosities (see Sec. 6.1) based on the minimum luminosi-
ties reported in Table 4, the measured Fermi GeV excess W-ray luminosity,
and Eq. 2. The calculation of the e�ciencies assumed energies greater than
700 MeV.

evaluate this value in Eq. 2, along with the inferred nominal GCE
luminosity [!W,prompt = 2.6 ⇥ 1037 erg/s obtained in e.g., Macias
et al. (2019)]. However, the threshold IC luminosities presented
in Table 4 are estimated in the energy range 16 GeV to 158 TeV,
while the GCE luminosity in Macias et al. (2019) was computed
for ⇢W & 700 MeV. So, in order for us to connect the threshold IC
luminosities with the 4± injection luminosities that were used in our
������� runs, we need to extend the 4

± luminosity calculation to
700 MeV 10.

In summary, our luminosity computations assume; ⇢
4
± � 700

MeV, ⇢W � 700 MeV, a distance from the Sun to the GC of 8.5 kpc
(as assumed in �������), and a region of interest of size 10� ⇥ 10�

around the GC. It is useful to compare the fractional luminosities
(!

4
±/!

W,IC) predicted by �������—estimated by calculating the
luminosity in the ������� IC maps, and the !

4
± used as input in

10 This is a good approximation since the injected MSPs 4
±’s can reach

roughly the same minimum energies as the W-rays. Also, note that by com-
paring the 4± luminosities included in �������—before propagation—with
the threshold IC luminosities, we automatically account for the e�ects of
propagation and other energy losses (like synchrotron) for the MSPs 4±.

�������—so as to have a better understanding of the impact of
di�usion and energy losses. We obtain that !

4
±/!

W,IC is 21.0 for
the baseline injection model, 14.3 for inj1, 124.7 for inj2, 23.4 for
inj3, and 21.1 for inj4 (see also Table 2). The very large luminosity
fraction obtained for inj2 is explained by the fact that this injection
spectrum is very soft.

Using the prescription described above, we are now able to
compute the threshold 5

4
± values for the cases considered in our

study. We show the results of this calculation in Table 5. Depending
on assumptions about the astrophysical background components
and the 4

± injection model, we obtain threshold 4
± e�ciencies in

the range 5
4
± ⇡ 2.9%�74.1%, excluding inj2—which is the softest

4
± injection spectra considered in our sample. Indeed, we obtain

that the 4
± luminosity needed for CTA to detect a soft spectrum

like inj2 would exceed the total budget of the MSPs spin-down
energy. This means that, if the most pessimistic GDE mismodeling
scenario (“FB max” and mismodeling of the GDE) considered here
is realized in nature, CTA will only be able to reliably detect the
Galactic bulge population of MSPs if the overall e�ciency of this
population satisfies 5

4
± & 51.8% (see the last row of Table 5).

Notice that CTA might still be suited to detect this signal with
percentage-level 5

4
± ’s under some specific conditions considered

in Table 5.
Interestingly, the recent study of Song et al. (2021) obtained

5
4
± ⇡ 10%, from a population analysis of the globular clusters of

the Milky Way. Furthermore, dedicated models of MSP populations
in globular clusters (Bednarek et al. 2016; Ndiyavala et al. 2018)
have been recently constrained using MAGIC observations of the
globular cluster M15. In particular, Acciari et al. (2019) constrained
the electron e�ciency to be 5

4
± ⇡ (0.2� 2.0)%, for MSPs in M15.

However, very likely these strong constraints cannot be directly
extrapolated to other systems containing MSPs. This is because
the overall apparent e�ciency in globular clusters can be strongly
decreased by rapid winds from Red Clump giants in globular clus-
ters (Bednarek et al. 2016). Note that winds can advect cosmic-ray
4
± out of the globular clusters systems before they can radiate.

Additional clues about the 5
4
± in systems containing MSP

populations have been obtained in the recent analysis by Sudoh
et al. (2020). Based on the break-down of a correlation between far-

MNRAS 000, 1–23 (2021)

[O. Macias et al., MNRAS 506 (2021) 2]

MSP population could produce detectable TeV  
emission via inverse Compton processes, CTA  
should see it (see also [C: Keith et al., arXiv:2212.08080]).

Finding bulge MSPs in radio data:

5

FIG. 4. X-ray energy flux distribution (0.5 � 7 keV) of the
synthetic MSP population, averaged over 100 Monte Carlo
simulations: Total MSPs in the ROI (orange filled), total de-
tectable MSPs (green solid) including MSPs from BB (red
dot-dashed), NB (blue dashed) and disk (not shown). The
vertical dotted lines illustrate the validity range of our model
extrapolation (see text for details). Errors from Monte Carlo
dispersion are not shown here for clarity, see text for details.

In the ACIS broad band, sources with lower spectral in-
dices are less a↵ected by absorption and therefore have
a larger flux than sources with higher spectral indices.
Moreover, the observed correlation between the flux ra-
tio log

10
(F�/FX) and the spectral index � favors high

FX for low � (see Fig. 2). The mean MSP spectral index
in our ROI is 2.41, while it drops to 1.76 in the detectable
population. The spectral index distribution for the two
populations is shown in Fig. 5. The mean distance to
detectable MSPs, 8.48 kpc, is slightly smaller than the
mean distance to ROI MSPs, 8.85 kpc. The latter is
larger than the distance between the Sun and the Galac-
tic center (8.5 kpc) because of the volume of the ROI:
More sources behind the Galactic center than in front of
it falls in the ROI considered. Finally, the column den-
sity distribution shows a clear dichotomy between the BB
MSPs, with a mean value of 2.92⇥1022 erg/cm2

/s and the
NB MSPs, with a mean value of 6.81⇥1022 erg/cm2

/s. In
Sec. VI, we comment about the robustness of the charac-
teristics of the detectable population against systematic
uncertainties associated with the model.

V. CHANDRA CANDIDATES SELECTION

For a meaningful comparison between Monte Carlo and
Chandra catalogs, from the CSC we select non-variable
compact sources whose energy flux in the ACIS wide
band, i.e. flux aper90 b, is larger than the limiting sen-
sitivity at the source position. With these minimal cuts
we select 6918 sources in our ROI, including 6837 sources
having at least one intra-wide-band flux information pro-

FIG. 5. Spectral index density histograms for all MSPs in the
ROI (oranged filled) and all detectable MSPs (green solid).

vided. Hence, according to our model, detectable MSP
sources represent 1.4% of the full Chandra catalog in the
ROI of interest. We show below that this fraction can
be significantly enhanced with appropriate spectral and
distance cuts.

V.1. Spectral constraints with Chandra

In order to exploit the X-ray spectral information and
reject Chandra candidates unsuitable to be MSPs, we
define the flux ratios:

�ij =
Fi � Fj

Fi + Fj
, (2)

where Fi is the absorbed energy flux in the i band
(flux aper90 i in the CSC): Hard (H, 2 � 7 keV),
medium (M , 1.2 � 2 keV), and soft (S, 0.5 � 1.2 keV).
We also introduce the band fractions:

�i =
Fi

FB
, (3)

where i refers to the H, M or S bands defined above,
and B is the ACIS broad band. From the simulated (ab-
sorbed) energy fluxes, we calculate these quantities for
the detectable bulge MSP population. From over 100
Monte Carlo simulations, the extreme ranges of MSP
spectral observables are: �0.066 < �HM < 1, �0.015 <

�HS < 1. and 0.051 < �MS < 1, and 0.32 < �H < 1,
0.00015 < �M < 0.44 and 0 < �S < 0.33.

V.2. Optical astrometry with Gaia

The Gaia ESA mission [55] provides µ-arcsec astrom-
etry for more than 1 billion stars down to magnitudes

Despite being undetected in gamma rays, bulge 
MSPs may shine bright enough to be resolved in 
X rays/radio! [J. Berteaud et al., PRD 104 (2021) 4]

• Expectations for X-ray emission of bulge 
MSPs consistent with Chandra. 


• There are promising detected X-ray objects 
that may be MSPs in the bulge —> observe 
them with radio telescopes to measure 
pulsation period!


• MeerKAT and SKA are potent enough to 
observe the population with  of 
observation time.

&(100h)
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Figure 1: Left panel: Fermi -LAT data above 1 GeV in the inner 40�
⇥ 40� around the Galactic center. Other panels:

Spatial templates used to fit the GCE, with arbitrary normalization. From left to right: DM profile (NFW126),
boxy-bulge, nuclear bulge, X-shaped bulge.

rived using the runs with fixed spectra.
We emphasize that, given the large modeling uncer-

tainties of cosmic-ray induced �-ray emission from the
inner Galaxy, we do not explicitly include a source of
cosmic rays at the GC when modeling the di↵use com-
ponents. However, such sources are expected, e.g., from
star formation in the central molecular zone (CMZ, Gag-
gero et al. 2015; Carlson et al. 2016a,b). The associated
emission will depend on the e�ciency of cosmic-ray accel-
eration, the e↵ects of potentially strong advective winds
or anisotropic di↵usion, which are di�cult to model in
detail. In our analysis, the expected hard emission would
be instead absorbed by our Fermi Bubbles component
(see supplemental material, B.4, for a discussion).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Comparison of templates

Run �2 lnL
free spectrum MSP spectrum

r5 RCG NB X 647808.1 648020.2

r5 RCG NB 647831.2 648027.5

r5 RCG 647884.7 648061.7

r5 BulgeGC 647916.5 648140.3

r5 Einasto 647961.4 648188.6

r5 NFW126 648021.8 648242.4

r5 NFW100 648049.8 648278.6

Table 1: Log-likelihood values for fits with various GCE
templates. Column 2 shows results for a unconstrained
GCE spectrum, and column 3 for a spectrum fixed to
stacked MSPs.

In Tab. 1 we compare the values of the total (Poisson
plus constraints; see Storm et al. (2017) for details) log-
likelihood, �2 ln L, from the SkyFACT runs, of the vari-
ous modifications of Run5 with di↵erent GCE templates
with constrained morphology. We find that, formally,
the combination of boxy bulge as traced by RCG and
NB (r5 RCG NB) provides a better fit to the data than

the other runs (except the one including the X-shaped
bulge, see below). The total flux associated with the
bulge is (2.1 ± 0.1) ⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 for the compo-
nent traced by RCG and (2.3 ± 0.4)⇥10�10 erg cm�2 s�1

for the NB component (in the range 0.1–100 GeV). The
quoted errors are statistical; we emphasize that typical
systematic uncertainties from modeling assumptions (the
range of allowed modulation parameters, etc.) are gen-
erally smaller than a factor ⇠ 2.

We find that the addition of the X-shaped bulge can
only mildly improve the fit quality. Its total flux is (3 ±

1)% of that of the boxy bulge for the fixed spectrum run
(r5 RCG NB X msp). This value is only slightly smaller
than the expectations from Li & Shen (2012) and Cao
et al. (2013), who find the X-shape to be, by mass, about
6–7% of the boxy bulge (although fractions of 20–30%
(Portail et al. 2015b) and ⇠ 45% (Portail et al. 2015a)
have also been argued). We find that this component
is not critical for providing a good fit to the data (2.7�
improvement), and will concentrate subsequently on the
RCG+NB model. For a more detailed discussion of the
X-shaped bulge and the from Macias et al. (2016) see the
supplementary material B.3.

We find that RCG+NB model provides a significantly
better fit than any of the DM models. These DM profiles
can be excluded with a high significance of about 12.5�.

In Fig. 2, we show the longitudinal and latitudinal de-
pendences of the various model components compared
with Fermi -LAT data, for two di↵erent GCE models,
namely the r5 NFW126 and r5 RCG NB runs. The solid
lines correspond to the components of the r5 RCG NB run,
while the dashed lines of the same color correspond to
the r5 NFW126 components, except for the GCE com-
ponent, which is red (RCG) and orange (NB) for the
r5 RCG NB run and brown (NFW126) for the r5 NFW126

run. The dotted black and yellow lines are point sources
and extended sources, respectively, which have the same
total flux in both runs. There is very little variation in
any components except those of the GCE (in the lati-
tude profile, the extended source flux peaks just below
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Figure 1: Left panel: Fermi -LAT data above 1 GeV in the inner 40�
⇥ 40� around the Galactic center. Other panels:

Spatial templates used to fit the GCE, with arbitrary normalization. From left to right: DM profile (NFW126),
boxy-bulge, nuclear bulge, X-shaped bulge.

rived using the runs with fixed spectra.
We emphasize that, given the large modeling uncer-

tainties of cosmic-ray induced �-ray emission from the
inner Galaxy, we do not explicitly include a source of
cosmic rays at the GC when modeling the di↵use com-
ponents. However, such sources are expected, e.g., from
star formation in the central molecular zone (CMZ, Gag-
gero et al. 2015; Carlson et al. 2016a,b). The associated
emission will depend on the e�ciency of cosmic-ray accel-
eration, the e↵ects of potentially strong advective winds
or anisotropic di↵usion, which are di�cult to model in
detail. In our analysis, the expected hard emission would
be instead absorbed by our Fermi Bubbles component
(see supplemental material, B.4, for a discussion).

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

3.1. Comparison of templates

Run �2 lnL
free spectrum MSP spectrum

r5 RCG NB X 647808.1 648020.2

r5 RCG NB 647831.2 648027.5

r5 RCG 647884.7 648061.7

r5 BulgeGC 647916.5 648140.3

r5 Einasto 647961.4 648188.6

r5 NFW126 648021.8 648242.4

r5 NFW100 648049.8 648278.6

Table 1: Log-likelihood values for fits with various GCE
templates. Column 2 shows results for a unconstrained
GCE spectrum, and column 3 for a spectrum fixed to
stacked MSPs.

In Tab. 1 we compare the values of the total (Poisson
plus constraints; see Storm et al. (2017) for details) log-
likelihood, �2 ln L, from the SkyFACT runs, of the vari-
ous modifications of Run5 with di↵erent GCE templates
with constrained morphology. We find that, formally,
the combination of boxy bulge as traced by RCG and
NB (r5 RCG NB) provides a better fit to the data than

the other runs (except the one including the X-shaped
bulge, see below). The total flux associated with the
bulge is (2.1 ± 0.1) ⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 for the compo-
nent traced by RCG and (2.3 ± 0.4)⇥10�10 erg cm�2 s�1

for the NB component (in the range 0.1–100 GeV). The
quoted errors are statistical; we emphasize that typical
systematic uncertainties from modeling assumptions (the
range of allowed modulation parameters, etc.) are gen-
erally smaller than a factor ⇠ 2.

We find that the addition of the X-shaped bulge can
only mildly improve the fit quality. Its total flux is (3 ±

1)% of that of the boxy bulge for the fixed spectrum run
(r5 RCG NB X msp). This value is only slightly smaller
than the expectations from Li & Shen (2012) and Cao
et al. (2013), who find the X-shape to be, by mass, about
6–7% of the boxy bulge (although fractions of 20–30%
(Portail et al. 2015b) and ⇠ 45% (Portail et al. 2015a)
have also been argued). We find that this component
is not critical for providing a good fit to the data (2.7�
improvement), and will concentrate subsequently on the
RCG+NB model. For a more detailed discussion of the
X-shaped bulge and the from Macias et al. (2016) see the
supplementary material B.3.

We find that RCG+NB model provides a significantly
better fit than any of the DM models. These DM profiles
can be excluded with a high significance of about 12.5�.

In Fig. 2, we show the longitudinal and latitudinal de-
pendences of the various model components compared
with Fermi -LAT data, for two di↵erent GCE models,
namely the r5 NFW126 and r5 RCG NB runs. The solid
lines correspond to the components of the r5 RCG NB run,
while the dashed lines of the same color correspond to
the r5 NFW126 components, except for the GCE com-
ponent, which is red (RCG) and orange (NB) for the
r5 RCG NB run and brown (NFW126) for the r5 NFW126

run. The dotted black and yellow lines are point sources
and extended sources, respectively, which have the same
total flux in both runs. There is very little variation in
any components except those of the GCE (in the lati-
tude profile, the extended source flux peaks just below
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Figure 1: Left panel: Fermi -LAT data above 1 GeV in the inner 40�
⇥ 40� around the Galactic center. Other panels:

Spatial templates used to fit the GCE, with arbitrary normalization. From left to right: DM profile (NFW126),
boxy-bulge, nuclear bulge, X-shaped bulge.

rived using the runs with fixed spectra.
We emphasize that, given the large modeling uncer-

tainties of cosmic-ray induced �-ray emission from the
inner Galaxy, we do not explicitly include a source of
cosmic rays at the GC when modeling the di↵use com-
ponents. However, such sources are expected, e.g., from
star formation in the central molecular zone (CMZ, Gag-
gero et al. 2015; Carlson et al. 2016a,b). The associated
emission will depend on the e�ciency of cosmic-ray accel-
eration, the e↵ects of potentially strong advective winds
or anisotropic di↵usion, which are di�cult to model in
detail. In our analysis, the expected hard emission would
be instead absorbed by our Fermi Bubbles component
(see supplemental material, B.4, for a discussion).
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Run �2 lnL
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r5 RCG NB X 647808.1 648020.2
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Table 1: Log-likelihood values for fits with various GCE
templates. Column 2 shows results for a unconstrained
GCE spectrum, and column 3 for a spectrum fixed to
stacked MSPs.

In Tab. 1 we compare the values of the total (Poisson
plus constraints; see Storm et al. (2017) for details) log-
likelihood, �2 ln L, from the SkyFACT runs, of the vari-
ous modifications of Run5 with di↵erent GCE templates
with constrained morphology. We find that, formally,
the combination of boxy bulge as traced by RCG and
NB (r5 RCG NB) provides a better fit to the data than

the other runs (except the one including the X-shaped
bulge, see below). The total flux associated with the
bulge is (2.1 ± 0.1) ⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 for the compo-
nent traced by RCG and (2.3 ± 0.4)⇥10�10 erg cm�2 s�1

for the NB component (in the range 0.1–100 GeV). The
quoted errors are statistical; we emphasize that typical
systematic uncertainties from modeling assumptions (the
range of allowed modulation parameters, etc.) are gen-
erally smaller than a factor ⇠ 2.

We find that the addition of the X-shaped bulge can
only mildly improve the fit quality. Its total flux is (3 ±

1)% of that of the boxy bulge for the fixed spectrum run
(r5 RCG NB X msp). This value is only slightly smaller
than the expectations from Li & Shen (2012) and Cao
et al. (2013), who find the X-shape to be, by mass, about
6–7% of the boxy bulge (although fractions of 20–30%
(Portail et al. 2015b) and ⇠ 45% (Portail et al. 2015a)
have also been argued). We find that this component
is not critical for providing a good fit to the data (2.7�
improvement), and will concentrate subsequently on the
RCG+NB model. For a more detailed discussion of the
X-shaped bulge and the from Macias et al. (2016) see the
supplementary material B.3.

We find that RCG+NB model provides a significantly
better fit than any of the DM models. These DM profiles
can be excluded with a high significance of about 12.5�.

In Fig. 2, we show the longitudinal and latitudinal de-
pendences of the various model components compared
with Fermi -LAT data, for two di↵erent GCE models,
namely the r5 NFW126 and r5 RCG NB runs. The solid
lines correspond to the components of the r5 RCG NB run,
while the dashed lines of the same color correspond to
the r5 NFW126 components, except for the GCE com-
ponent, which is red (RCG) and orange (NB) for the
r5 RCG NB run and brown (NFW126) for the r5 NFW126

run. The dotted black and yellow lines are point sources
and extended sources, respectively, which have the same
total flux in both runs. There is very little variation in
any components except those of the GCE (in the lati-
tude profile, the extended source flux peaks just below
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Figure 1: Left panel: Fermi -LAT data above 1 GeV in the inner 40�
⇥ 40� around the Galactic center. Other panels:

Spatial templates used to fit the GCE, with arbitrary normalization. From left to right: DM profile (NFW126),
boxy-bulge, nuclear bulge, X-shaped bulge.
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We emphasize that, given the large modeling uncer-

tainties of cosmic-ray induced �-ray emission from the
inner Galaxy, we do not explicitly include a source of
cosmic rays at the GC when modeling the di↵use com-
ponents. However, such sources are expected, e.g., from
star formation in the central molecular zone (CMZ, Gag-
gero et al. 2015; Carlson et al. 2016a,b). The associated
emission will depend on the e�ciency of cosmic-ray accel-
eration, the e↵ects of potentially strong advective winds
or anisotropic di↵usion, which are di�cult to model in
detail. In our analysis, the expected hard emission would
be instead absorbed by our Fermi Bubbles component
(see supplemental material, B.4, for a discussion).
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templates. Column 2 shows results for a unconstrained
GCE spectrum, and column 3 for a spectrum fixed to
stacked MSPs.

In Tab. 1 we compare the values of the total (Poisson
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likelihood, �2 ln L, from the SkyFACT runs, of the vari-
ous modifications of Run5 with di↵erent GCE templates
with constrained morphology. We find that, formally,
the combination of boxy bulge as traced by RCG and
NB (r5 RCG NB) provides a better fit to the data than

the other runs (except the one including the X-shaped
bulge, see below). The total flux associated with the
bulge is (2.1 ± 0.1) ⇥ 10�9 erg cm�2 s�1 for the compo-
nent traced by RCG and (2.3 ± 0.4)⇥10�10 erg cm�2 s�1

for the NB component (in the range 0.1–100 GeV). The
quoted errors are statistical; we emphasize that typical
systematic uncertainties from modeling assumptions (the
range of allowed modulation parameters, etc.) are gen-
erally smaller than a factor ⇠ 2.

We find that the addition of the X-shaped bulge can
only mildly improve the fit quality. Its total flux is (3 ±

1)% of that of the boxy bulge for the fixed spectrum run
(r5 RCG NB X msp). This value is only slightly smaller
than the expectations from Li & Shen (2012) and Cao
et al. (2013), who find the X-shape to be, by mass, about
6–7% of the boxy bulge (although fractions of 20–30%
(Portail et al. 2015b) and ⇠ 45% (Portail et al. 2015a)
have also been argued). We find that this component
is not critical for providing a good fit to the data (2.7�
improvement), and will concentrate subsequently on the
RCG+NB model. For a more detailed discussion of the
X-shaped bulge and the from Macias et al. (2016) see the
supplementary material B.3.

We find that RCG+NB model provides a significantly
better fit than any of the DM models. These DM profiles
can be excluded with a high significance of about 12.5�.

In Fig. 2, we show the longitudinal and latitudinal de-
pendences of the various model components compared
with Fermi -LAT data, for two di↵erent GCE models,
namely the r5 NFW126 and r5 RCG NB runs. The solid
lines correspond to the components of the r5 RCG NB run,
while the dashed lines of the same color correspond to
the r5 NFW126 components, except for the GCE com-
ponent, which is red (RCG) and orange (NB) for the
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run. The dotted black and yellow lines are point sources
and extended sources, respectively, which have the same
total flux in both runs. There is very little variation in
any components except those of the GCE (in the lati-
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supported by (incomplete):
[R. Bartels et al., Nature Astron. 2 (2018) 10]; 
[O. Macias et al., JCAP 09 (2019) 042];
[F. Calore et al., PRL 127 (2021) 16]
[Pohl et al., ApJ 929 (2022) 2]

Doubts have recently been cast against the historically grown evidence for a preference in 
the data for a GCE tracing the distribution of old stellar populations.

supported by (incomplete):  
[M. di Mauro, PRD 103 (2021) 6]
[I. Cholis et al., PRD 105 (2022) 10]
[S. D. McDermott et al., arXiv:2209.00006]

- Early works finding spherical symmetry  
usually applied non-refined diffuse  
templates and only tried one spatial profile.


- The more recent works employ a large 
model variety (cosmic-ray propagation 
parameters or diffuse components).

- Preference even stable when optimising 
the diffuse model with SkyFACT or 
advanced hydrodynamical simulations of 
gas in the MW.
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FIG. 13. Testing the morphology of the GCE for all 80 diffuse galactic emission background models. The y-axis gives difference
in the quality of the fit between choices for the GCE morphology, defined as �2 ln(L) for the alternative model minus �2 ln(L) of
the best fit GCE from the entire sample. Colored lines show the resulting GCE using five specific galactic emission background
models, while the gray lines show the GCE under every single background model. Left : assuming spherical symmetry we change
the NFW cuspiness parameter � of Eq. 6, within the range of 0.8 and 1.4. Center : using � = 1.2 we change the ellipticity
parameter ✏ (see text for details). We find some preference for a GCE being elongated either along the galactic disk, which
we explore further in App. A. Right : We compare the GCE with � = 1.2 and ✏ = 1.0 to the Boxy Bulge and the X-shaped
Bulge that have been suggested in [29, 36] as alternative morphologies for the GCE. The NFW with � = 1.2 is systematically
preferred in our fits.

Boxy Bulge with its Nuclear Bulge component and the X-
shaped Bulge templates favored in [29, 36], respectively,
as alternative morphologies for the GCE. Some of the new
diffuse models produced in this work, which differ from
the diffuse models used in [29, 36], lead to a preference
for these alternative templates, but these combinations of
diffuse models and alternative morphologies provide sig-
nificantly poorer overall fits to the data, and the spherical
NFW profile with � = 1.2 is globally preferred in our fits
at the level of �2� ln(L) & 1000. We conclude that these
alternative morphologies cannot accommodate the obser-
vations in the 2�

 |b|  20�, |`|  20� region of interest
with as good of a fit as the moderately contracted spher-
ically symmetric NFW profile when used with the diffuse
templates generated in this work. We also explore fur-
ther the possible contribution of the Stellar Bulge to the
GCE in the 2�

 |b|  20�, |`|  20� region in App. C.

B. The GCE in the North and the South

In Fig. 14, we repeat the same analysis for all diffuse
models listed in Tab. VIII, assuming a spherical GCE
centered at the origin with inner slope � = 1.2, but now
restricting the fit only to either the northern or southern
hemisphere. As in Fig. 12, we show only the GCE com-
ponent of the fit, omitting the galactic diffuse emission
components, the Bubbles, and the isotropic emission. For
clarity, we restrict to the five best models in each hemi-
sphere, although for completeness we again tested all 80
models for the north and the south independently and
found the GCE to be present in both hemispheres for all
models. The bands give the combined 2� fit ranges. As
described above, we allow the normalization of the GCE,
cGCE,j , to be negative, although we require that the total

counts, Cj,p as defined in Eq. 11, is non-negative in each
pixel.

The magenta lines in Fig. 14 show the results for the
GCE normalization in the northern sky only, using the
five best models for that region of the sky. The five best-
fit models in the north are Models XV, XLI, XLIX, L and
LIII from Tab. VIII. The absolute best fit of these models
prefers a negative value for the GCE in the first bin,
which we graphically represent by dropping that data
point. As before, the fit strongly prefers positive values
of the GCE at all energies above 1 GeV.

The cyan lines give the equivalent information from
the southern sky only, using the five best models for that
region of the sky. The five best fit models in the south are
Models X, XLVII, XLVIII, LII and LIII. The fit strongly
prefers positive values of the GCE up to the final energy
bin in our analysis, at which point the fit is compatible
with zero GCE at the 2� level.

For the bulk of the energy range we have tested, the
results from Fig. 14 are compatible with one another and
also with the results for the full 40�

⇥ 40� region shown
in Fig. 12. Below 1 GeV and above 10 GeV, however,
we begin to observe some differences in the fits: at low
(high) energies the preferred value of the GCE is roughly
half (twice) as bright in the north as it is in the south. At
high energies, the results from the north and the south
even appear to be in tension at the 2� level in our penul-
timate energy bin. However, even at high energies, they
both remain compatible with the analysis of the 40�

⇥40�

shown in Fig. 12. Across the whole energy range, these
differences do become meaningful – the GCE has a softer
spectrum in the southern sky than in the north, which
leads to evidently different outcomes in the fits to differ-
ent underlying models, which we discuss in Sec. VII.

For ease of reference, in Tab. IV we provide the cen-

for the case in which we have as our baseline model the “Di
Mauro Base” and BB and NB templates. If we replace the
monolithic IC component in Di Mauro’s model by an IC
divided into six concentric rings, then we observe that the
significance of the DM component drops to 6.2σ. This is
consistent with earlier work by the Fermi-LAT
collaboration (Ajello et al. 2016) that indicated a large increase
in the IC emission in the inner Galaxy, modeling of which
requires an IC map divided into concentric rings. Figure 7 also
shows that the DM significance drops to 0.1σ when both the IC
and the hadronic/bremsstrahlung components are divided into
concentric rings.

In summary, we have demonstrated that fitting the highly
complex region of the inner Galaxy with inflexible emission
models has the potential to create a spurious excess in the data
that could resemble a DM signal. Once Galactic diffuse
emission models that are divided into concentric rings are
included in the fits, the evidence for such an excess disappears.

3.4. Fit Validations

In Section 3.1, we established that the “Base+NB+BB”
model provides the best fit for our ROI. We now assess
whether or not this model is appropriate in an absolute sense,
using a similar method to that introduced in Buschmann et al.
(2020). First, we Monte Carlo (MC) simulate 100 data sets,
each with 15 bands, drawn from the “Base+NB+BB” model—
assuming the data are Poisson distributed. Second, we subject
these synthetic data sets to exactly the same bin-by-bin fitting
procedure as was used on real data. Note that fitting one model
to different data is not the same as fitting different models to the
same data. Hence we can only find consistency or incon-
sistency of model and data, indicated by the fit likelihood to the
data being, or not being, in the range of likelihoods for the MC
data that are drawn from the same model as is used to fit them.

Some level of disagreement is to be expected, partly on account
of model imperfections, but in particular because we did not
run a full scan of sources in the 4FGL and a search for new
ones. It is well known that variations in the diffuse emission
model will change the count and the properties of sources,
including their location (Selig et al. 2015).
We present the results of the fit validation in Figure 8. As

each MC simulation may have a different number of gamma-
ray events in each pixel, n, we needed to include the usually
dropped n! term in the Poisson likelihood. The marked areas
represent the full performance range of the 100 MC models
compared to that of the LAT data. To be noted is the large
range of $ln( ) values for the simulated data. It exemplifies that
when comparing different data to the same model the
likelihood is not distributed as for different models adapted
to the same data. If the marked area includes the zero level,
then the model-based MC data and the LAT data would be
statistically consistent.
Crudely speaking we expect the true model to be outside of

the areas in about 1% of cases for 100 MC data sets. Fifteen
energy bands imply 15 trials, and so there should be a
probability of roughly 15% to find the true model outside the
area in one energy band. Some additional deviation will arise
from the limited treatment of point sources, because for
expedience we optimized the normalization of only a quarter of
the 4FGL sources and varied the location of none of them.
Even a perfectly good gas model may therefore give more than
one outlier in this test. To remedy this would require refitting
the whole Fermi point-source catalog with the new templates
and so we postpone it for a future project. Considering the full
region |b|� 20°, our best-fit model is outside of the range of
MC results in five energy bands. For |l|, |b|� 15° we see only
four outliers below about 2 GeV, and these stray about a third
as far from the zero level with 56% of the pixel count,
indicating a 2.5 times better fit per pixel at |l|, |b|� 15° than in
the outer parts of the ROI. The number of gamma-ray events is

Figure 7. Statistical significance of the DM template over a baseline model that
includes the BB+NB templates and the Galactic diffuse emission (GDE) model
in Di Mauro (2021). The bars show the TS for the DM template, and the red
points the significance in units of σ for 15 degrees of freedom. The gray bar
applies to the Base model of Di Mauro (2021). The blue bar results when we
divide the IC model of Di Mauro (2021) into six concentric rings. The gold bar
and 0.1σ significance for the DM template are found when both the hadronic
(four concentric rings) and IC (six concentric rings) components in Di Mauro
(2021) are divided into concentric rings.

Figure 8. Difference in $ln between our best-fitting model (Base+NB+BB),
including the H I maps with Texc varying with l and b, applied to the real Fermi-
LAT data and the same applied to Poissonian Monte Carlo simulations of the
best-fit “Base+NB+BB” model. The green band shows the range of values for
100 MC expectations. The blue hachure indicates the same for an analysis
restricted to |l|, |b| � 15°.
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On the NFW preference side:

[I. Cholis et al., PRD 105 (2022) 10]
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FIG. 9. The 4FGL-DR2 masks for two energy bins (left and center) and (right) the 4FGL-DR1 mask for the lower energy bin
at 1.02 � 1.32 GeV. White pixels are masked out and not included on the fits.

All maps are pixelized in 0.1�
⇥ 0.1� pixels. Consid-

ering the mask along the Milky Way disk, and the fact
that additional pixels are subject to point source mask-
ing, there are at most 3.36 ⇥ 105 pixels per energy bin.
To reduce the computational expense but maintaining
our sensitivity to the sky region of greatest interest, we
further restrict to a 40�

⇥ 40� inner region, which re-
duces the maximum number of pixels for each energy bin
to 1.44 ⇥ 105. In the fit, we will have discrete labels for
each pixel,

C(`, b, E|{c}) ! Cj,p({c}) (11)
D(`, b, E|{c}) ! Dj,p({c}), (12)

where j refers to the energy bin and p to the pixel num-
ber. We use emcee [157], a Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) program, to fit the coefficient parameters cgas,j ,
cICS,j , cBub,j , cIso,j , and cGCE,j of Eq. 7, which are inher-
ited by Cj,p. Because the data Dj,p are given by counting
a discrete number of events, the likelihood of a given
model is a Poisson likelihood, and the best fit model will
maximize this quantity. Using emcee, we in fact seek the
parameters that minimize the negative log-likelihood,

�2 ln(L|{c})j = 2
X

p

[Cj,p + ln(Dj,p!) � Dj,p ln Cj,p]

+ �2
Bubbles,j + �2

Iso,j , (13)

where the index p goes over unmasked pixels. The “ex-
ternal �2” functions �2

Bubbles,j and �2
Iso,j are constraints

that act as penalties when the cBub,j and cIso,j values
in the fit deviate too much from their spectra measured
at high latitudes [79, 154]. For our emcee runs, we use
the EnsembleSampler with 100 walkers and 1000 steps to
assess convergence. After getting the MCMC chains, we
discard the first 300 steps and draw posterior probabili-
ties for the parameters using ChainConsumer [158]. For
many of our fits we allow the normalization of the GCE,
cGCE,j , to be negative, but we always require the total
modeled masked counts, Cj,p({c}), to be non-negative for
all pixels.

The total log-likelihood for a model is given by a sum
over all the energy bins,

ln(L|{c}) =
X

j

ln(L|{c})j . (14)

We stress that we fit each energy bin independently, but
we use the total log-likelihood in Eq. 14 to assess the
best fit parameters for a particular model and to compare
competing models.

V. THE GCE AFTER THE TEMPLATE FITS

In Fig. 10, we present as an example Model I as eval-
uated at its best fit parameter values and we compare
its performance with respect to the observed gamma-ray
data. We present results for three different energy ranges:
the 1.02�2.24 GeV bin in which the energy output of the
GCE emission is approximately peaked; the 3.77 � 8.29
GeV bin in which the GCE brightness is nearly constant,
and for which it achieves its highest relative brightness;
and the 10.8 � 23.7 GeV bin where the GCE is still de-
tected at high confidence, but the emission has decreased
by a factor ⇠ 2. While our fits are performed only in the
inner 40�

⇥ 40� window, we show the larger region of
the 60�

⇥ 60� window. In the left panels of Fig. 10, we
show the observed Fermi -LAT count maps. In the middle
panels we show the composite diffuse model count maps,
including all components of Eq. 7 with best-fit normal-
izations and after accounting for the PSF. In the right
panels we show the residual count maps. Our highest
positive residuals are the result of point source leakage,
while the most negative residuals are from gas emission
far away from the inner galaxy and in fact in sky regions
that are not fitted. Once subtracting the GCE, there is
no visible positive or negative residual within the inner
galaxy. We tested both the case of the Fermi Bubbles
with their edge as given by [78] and the case where the
outer two degrees of the Bubbles are brightened by a

analysis mask On the stellar density profile side:

Our explicit radiation transport modeling can reproduce the
negative line signals that one often finds within a few degrees
off the Galactic center. Atomic gas seen in absorption can thus
be accounted for. We find an enhanced column density
attributed to the Galactic plane at r� 3.5 kpc, where H I
absorption is particularly strong. Within a few degrees of the
Galactic center, this signal is not simply taken from other
locations on the line of sight. Instead it results from the proper
modeling of H I absorption and the strong continuum emission
from that direction.

We test various values of the hydrogen excitation temper-
ature, Texc, ranging from 130 to 700 K. The lower the excitation
temperature, the easier it is to reproduce absorption features in
the spectra, in particular negative line signals. At the same time,
one cannot model line signals with brightness temperatures
exceeding Texc, and in the presence of continuum emission the
achievable line brightness can be well below this limit. For a
constant excitation temperature, we find that the HI4PI spectra
are best reproduced for Texc= 200 K with an average mismatch
below 0.08 K or about twice the survey sensitivity. The
mismatch increases slowly for higher excitation temperatures
and does so quite rapidly for Texc 170 K. We also constructed
a model of the Galactic distribution of atomic hydrogen, in
which we allowed Texc to vary as a function of l and b. This
model fits the line data best and serves as a fiducial model for

the subsequent analysis of the diffuse gamma-ray emission
from the inner Galaxy.
We then updated our model of the diffuse gamma-ray

emission from the inner Galaxy (Macias et al. 2018) with the
new maps of Galactic atomic hydrogen and new templates for
the dust correction. The model comprises components that
describe cosmic-ray induced gamma-ray emission, large-scale
features like the Fermi bubbles, a nuclear bulge, and a boxy
bulge, and minor aspects like the Sun and the Moon. The new
H I map affects the cosmic-ray induced gamma-ray emission
through hadronic interactions and nonthermal bremsstrahlung.
We find with high significance, ΔTS≈ 5000, a much better fit
to the diffuse gamma-ray emission from the inner 40°× 40° of
the Galaxy as observed with the Fermi-LAT, if our new H I
model is used. A similar improvement in fit quality is seen for
all choices of Texc that we probed. The likelihood fit still
requires that templates for the nuclear bulge (Nishiyama et al.
2013) and the boxy bulge (Coleman et al. 2020) are included in
the model, as was the case in earlier analyses. Already without
the boxy bulge, but also with it, there is no evidence for any of
the dark-matter scenarios we tested. These include, with
arbitrary spectral form, cuspy and cored dark-matter profiles
and ellipsoidal versions thereof.
We performed various checks for potential systematic issues

without finding an indication of any. The results appear to be
robust. Compared to previous studies, we now find a much
greater discriminant power for the templates for the Galactic-
center excess. While the dark-matter templates do not
significantly improve the fit, the boxy bulge template is
detected at nearly the 15σ level. We conclude that our new
hydrodynamic gas maps, allowing Texc to vary as a function of
l and b, not only provide an unprecedented reconstruction of
H I line spectra, but also drastically improve the sensitivity to
the spatial morphology of the various components of diffuse
Galactic gamma-ray emission for the much-discussed Galactic
center excess.
We foresee that our new H I maps will be very useful for the

ambitious Galactic center survey program of the forthcoming
Cherenkov Telescope Array (Acharyya et al. 2021) and
particularly for characterizing the high-energy tail of the
GCE at TeV-scale energies (Song et al. 2019; Macias et al.
2021).

We thank Shin’ichiro Ando, Roland M. Crocker, and
Shunsaku Horiuchi for fruitful discussions. We are also

Figure 10. The fractional residuals, (Data −Model)/Model, for the “Base+NB+BB” model. Detailed descriptions of the templates included in the ROI model can be
found in Appendix B, likewise the gamma-ray spectrum for the “Base+NB+BB” model. The images have been smoothed with a Gaussian filter of radius 0°. 6.

Figure 11. $logD ( ) as a function of the stellar density slope, s, with respect to
the primordial formation model, for which s = 1. The GCE data show strong
support for scenarios in which the MSPs are formed in situ.
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Our explicit radiation transport modeling can reproduce the
negative line signals that one often finds within a few degrees
off the Galactic center. Atomic gas seen in absorption can thus
be accounted for. We find an enhanced column density
attributed to the Galactic plane at r� 3.5 kpc, where H I
absorption is particularly strong. Within a few degrees of the
Galactic center, this signal is not simply taken from other
locations on the line of sight. Instead it results from the proper
modeling of H I absorption and the strong continuum emission
from that direction.

We test various values of the hydrogen excitation temper-
ature, Texc, ranging from 130 to 700 K. The lower the excitation
temperature, the easier it is to reproduce absorption features in
the spectra, in particular negative line signals. At the same time,
one cannot model line signals with brightness temperatures
exceeding Texc, and in the presence of continuum emission the
achievable line brightness can be well below this limit. For a
constant excitation temperature, we find that the HI4PI spectra
are best reproduced for Texc= 200 K with an average mismatch
below 0.08 K or about twice the survey sensitivity. The
mismatch increases slowly for higher excitation temperatures
and does so quite rapidly for Texc 170 K. We also constructed
a model of the Galactic distribution of atomic hydrogen, in
which we allowed Texc to vary as a function of l and b. This
model fits the line data best and serves as a fiducial model for

the subsequent analysis of the diffuse gamma-ray emission
from the inner Galaxy.
We then updated our model of the diffuse gamma-ray

emission from the inner Galaxy (Macias et al. 2018) with the
new maps of Galactic atomic hydrogen and new templates for
the dust correction. The model comprises components that
describe cosmic-ray induced gamma-ray emission, large-scale
features like the Fermi bubbles, a nuclear bulge, and a boxy
bulge, and minor aspects like the Sun and the Moon. The new
H I map affects the cosmic-ray induced gamma-ray emission
through hadronic interactions and nonthermal bremsstrahlung.
We find with high significance, ΔTS≈ 5000, a much better fit
to the diffuse gamma-ray emission from the inner 40°× 40° of
the Galaxy as observed with the Fermi-LAT, if our new H I
model is used. A similar improvement in fit quality is seen for
all choices of Texc that we probed. The likelihood fit still
requires that templates for the nuclear bulge (Nishiyama et al.
2013) and the boxy bulge (Coleman et al. 2020) are included in
the model, as was the case in earlier analyses. Already without
the boxy bulge, but also with it, there is no evidence for any of
the dark-matter scenarios we tested. These include, with
arbitrary spectral form, cuspy and cored dark-matter profiles
and ellipsoidal versions thereof.
We performed various checks for potential systematic issues

without finding an indication of any. The results appear to be
robust. Compared to previous studies, we now find a much
greater discriminant power for the templates for the Galactic-
center excess. While the dark-matter templates do not
significantly improve the fit, the boxy bulge template is
detected at nearly the 15σ level. We conclude that our new
hydrodynamic gas maps, allowing Texc to vary as a function of
l and b, not only provide an unprecedented reconstruction of
H I line spectra, but also drastically improve the sensitivity to
the spatial morphology of the various components of diffuse
Galactic gamma-ray emission for the much-discussed Galactic
center excess.
We foresee that our new H I maps will be very useful for the

ambitious Galactic center survey program of the forthcoming
Cherenkov Telescope Array (Acharyya et al. 2021) and
particularly for characterizing the high-energy tail of the
GCE at TeV-scale energies (Song et al. 2019; Macias et al.
2021).

We thank Shin’ichiro Ando, Roland M. Crocker, and
Shunsaku Horiuchi for fruitful discussions. We are also

Figure 10. The fractional residuals, (Data −Model)/Model, for the “Base+NB+BB” model. Detailed descriptions of the templates included in the ROI model can be
found in Appendix B, likewise the gamma-ray spectrum for the “Base+NB+BB” model. The images have been smoothed with a Gaussian filter of radius 0°. 6.

Figure 11. $logD ( ) as a function of the stellar density slope, s, with respect to
the primordial formation model, for which s = 1. The GCE data show strong
support for scenarios in which the MSPs are formed in situ.
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analysis ROI
Single diffuse  
& IC template

[Pohl et al., ApJ 929 (2022) 2]

- Model of [M. di Mauro, PRD 103 (2021) 6] using stellar 
and nuclear bulge as baseline.


- Splitting diffuse templates in rings removes 
the preference of NFW profile.

IC (rings)

IC + diffuse (rings)

- Masked 4FGL sources and strip around 
Galactic plane opposed to [Pohl et al., ApJ 929 
(2022) 2] 


- Single diffuse template (although much 
freedom regarding cosmic-ray propagation 
parameters.

Bottom line: Template fitting without accounting for small-scale uncertainties is not viable 
anymore!
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Mind the Gap: Why background 
uncertainties need to be overcome to 
progress on the GCE.
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Our question: Can we quantify when we may trust results? 

The road so far … 

We all agree: There is a significant excess of GeV gamma rays towards the Galactic centre 
measured by Fermi-LAT above known astrophysical backgrounds.

As I stated in the beginning:

The history of non-Poissonian 
template fitting and the debate it 
stirred.
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FIG. 2. Flux posteriors when an artificial DM signal with increasing normalization is injected into the Fermi data, and the
data are analyzed with NFW PS, Disk PS, Isotropic PS, DM, Bubbles, Isotropic and Galactic Di↵use templates (note if any
template has flux peaked below 0.1% (other than DM), it is omitted from the plots for simplicity). Vertical dashed lines
indicate posterior medians and 68% containment bands. Di↵erent amounts of DM flux have been injected in each plot, the
correct amount that should have been recovered is shown as the blue line labeled “Injected DM”. Top-Left: Zero DM injection.
Top-Right: 1.8% DM flux injection. No DM is recovered, and DM is instead attributed to NFW PS. Bottom-Left: 6.7%
DM flux injection. DM is still not recovered, and the NFW PS flux has been pushed up further. Bottom-Right: 15.2% DM
flux injection. Some DM flux is finally identified, albeit clearly not all of it.

sults of a fit on the real data, without any injected DM
signal, to serve as a baseline for comparison. By com-
parison with the no-injection case, we see two important
e↵ects: firstly that (as noted above) the flux attributed
to the DM template is consistent with zero and inconsis-
tent with the injected value, and secondly that the NFW
PS flux fraction increases, approximately absorbing the
injected DM signal. As the DM injection amount in-
creases, we see that the NFW PS flux fraction continues
to increase, until it reaches a saturation point and the
DM template begins to absorb some of the flux. In order

for the DM to be detected with non-zero flux, the in-
jected DM signal appears to require a total flux a factor
& 5 larger than the GCE itself.

Conclusions and Outlook. We have studied examples
of how NPTF methods can be biased in both real and
simulated gamma-ray data, and how this could impact
explanations of the GCE. We have showed a proof-of-
principle example in simulated data where a DM signal
can incorrectly be attributed to PSs by the NPTF, as
a result of PSs with a spatial distribution that is not
described by the standard templates.
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FIG. 13. Testing the morphology of the GCE for all 80 diffuse galactic emission background models. The y-axis gives difference
in the quality of the fit between choices for the GCE morphology, defined as �2 ln(L) for the alternative model minus �2 ln(L) of
the best fit GCE from the entire sample. Colored lines show the resulting GCE using five specific galactic emission background
models, while the gray lines show the GCE under every single background model. Left : assuming spherical symmetry we change
the NFW cuspiness parameter � of Eq. 6, within the range of 0.8 and 1.4. Center : using � = 1.2 we change the ellipticity
parameter ✏ (see text for details). We find some preference for a GCE being elongated either along the galactic disk, which
we explore further in App. A. Right : We compare the GCE with � = 1.2 and ✏ = 1.0 to the Boxy Bulge and the X-shaped
Bulge that have been suggested in [29, 36] as alternative morphologies for the GCE. The NFW with � = 1.2 is systematically
preferred in our fits.

Boxy Bulge with its Nuclear Bulge component and the X-
shaped Bulge templates favored in [29, 36], respectively,
as alternative morphologies for the GCE. Some of the new
diffuse models produced in this work, which differ from
the diffuse models used in [29, 36], lead to a preference
for these alternative templates, but these combinations of
diffuse models and alternative morphologies provide sig-
nificantly poorer overall fits to the data, and the spherical
NFW profile with � = 1.2 is globally preferred in our fits
at the level of �2� ln(L) & 1000. We conclude that these
alternative morphologies cannot accommodate the obser-
vations in the 2�

 |b|  20�, |`|  20� region of interest
with as good of a fit as the moderately contracted spher-
ically symmetric NFW profile when used with the diffuse
templates generated in this work. We also explore fur-
ther the possible contribution of the Stellar Bulge to the
GCE in the 2�

 |b|  20�, |`|  20� region in App. C.

B. The GCE in the North and the South

In Fig. 14, we repeat the same analysis for all diffuse
models listed in Tab. VIII, assuming a spherical GCE
centered at the origin with inner slope � = 1.2, but now
restricting the fit only to either the northern or southern
hemisphere. As in Fig. 12, we show only the GCE com-
ponent of the fit, omitting the galactic diffuse emission
components, the Bubbles, and the isotropic emission. For
clarity, we restrict to the five best models in each hemi-
sphere, although for completeness we again tested all 80
models for the north and the south independently and
found the GCE to be present in both hemispheres for all
models. The bands give the combined 2� fit ranges. As
described above, we allow the normalization of the GCE,
cGCE,j , to be negative, although we require that the total

counts, Cj,p as defined in Eq. 11, is non-negative in each
pixel.

The magenta lines in Fig. 14 show the results for the
GCE normalization in the northern sky only, using the
five best models for that region of the sky. The five best-
fit models in the north are Models XV, XLI, XLIX, L and
LIII from Tab. VIII. The absolute best fit of these models
prefers a negative value for the GCE in the first bin,
which we graphically represent by dropping that data
point. As before, the fit strongly prefers positive values
of the GCE at all energies above 1 GeV.

The cyan lines give the equivalent information from
the southern sky only, using the five best models for that
region of the sky. The five best fit models in the south are
Models X, XLVII, XLVIII, LII and LIII. The fit strongly
prefers positive values of the GCE up to the final energy
bin in our analysis, at which point the fit is compatible
with zero GCE at the 2� level.

For the bulk of the energy range we have tested, the
results from Fig. 14 are compatible with one another and
also with the results for the full 40�

⇥ 40� region shown
in Fig. 12. Below 1 GeV and above 10 GeV, however,
we begin to observe some differences in the fits: at low
(high) energies the preferred value of the GCE is roughly
half (twice) as bright in the north as it is in the south. At
high energies, the results from the north and the south
even appear to be in tension at the 2� level in our penul-
timate energy bin. However, even at high energies, they
both remain compatible with the analysis of the 40�

⇥40�

shown in Fig. 12. Across the whole energy range, these
differences do become meaningful – the GCE has a softer
spectrum in the southern sky than in the north, which
leads to evidently different outcomes in the fits to differ-
ent underlying models, which we discuss in Sec. VII.

For ease of reference, in Tab. IV we provide the cen-

The debate around the GCE’s morphology.
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Machine learning techniques have already been applied to the GCE. Convolutional neural networks 
are great at identifying specific small- and large-scale features in images.  

Pioneering: [S. Caron et al., JCAP 05 (2018) 058] —> The work presented here extends this pioneering study.

CERN, 15 February 2023

(a) Prediction of the average network
versus true values.

(b) Prediction of the full network
versus true values.

(c) Prediction of the network trained on the left
half versus true values.

Figure 8: Network results on the validation set. The different colors represent the 1�, 2�
and 3� bands. The diagonal line represents a perfect prediction.

Table 3: Properties of the network trained on the left half at the predicted value on the real
Fermi result.

Name Value
Predicted output 0.887
1� error 0.105
2� error 0.210
3� error 0.324
Maximum error 0.416

To minimize the researcher bias for the future implementation of this method only the
network trained on the left half of the image was used to predict the real Fermi-LAT data.
The output of this ConvNet is 0.887, putting the network value in the bin with the errors
shown in table 3. We reserve the other half and the full picture for the follow-up work.

The predicted value for fsrc is 0.887±0.105. This value favors an interpretation regarding
point sources for the GCE. However, it is worth noticing that we must not use this ConvNet
on real data as the images used for training and testing the ConvNets use the 4-years 3FGL
catalog while we use about seven years of data. The newer Second Fermi Inner Galaxy catalog
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Recap of their approach:

1. Fit a given diffuse background model, 

FL8Y sources and DM template with 
fixed slope parameter  to real 
Fermi-LAT data (a single energy bin from 
1 - 6 GeV) to obtain total GCE luminosity.


2. Create MSP population whose total 
gamma-ray luminosity is a certain  
fraction ( ) of the determined GCE 
luminosity.


3. Train a network on diffuse background 
template + FL8Y sources +  
        * MSP template + (1- ) DM 
template with output  .

γ = 1.1

fsrc

fsrc fsrc
fsrc

(a) Prediction of the average network
versus true values.

(b) Prediction of the full network
versus true values.

(c) Prediction of the network trained on the left
half versus true values.

Figure 8: Network results on the validation set. The different colors represent the 1�, 2�
and 3� bands. The diagonal line represents a perfect prediction.

Table 3: Properties of the network trained on the left half at the predicted value on the real
Fermi result.

Name Value
Predicted output 0.887
1� error 0.105
2� error 0.210
3� error 0.324
Maximum error 0.416

To minimize the researcher bias for the future implementation of this method only the
network trained on the left half of the image was used to predict the real Fermi-LAT data.
The output of this ConvNet is 0.887, putting the network value in the bin with the errors
shown in table 3. We reserve the other half and the full picture for the follow-up work.

The predicted value for fsrc is 0.887±0.105. This value favors an interpretation regarding
point sources for the GCE. However, it is worth noticing that we must not use this ConvNet
on real data as the images used for training and testing the ConvNets use the 4-years 3FGL
catalog while we use about seven years of data. The newer Second Fermi Inner Galaxy catalog
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Quite simplistic and prone to be affected by 
background uncertainties given the previous 
discussion. Let’s do it better!

mailto:eckner@lapth.cnrs.fr
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Figure 2: Compilation of the spatial (upper panel) and spectral (lower panel) morphology of
all gamma-ray templates used in our baseline setup to model the gamma-ray emission in the
GC region. The upper panel’s first image displays the Fermi-LAT data in our ROI between
1 GeV and 2 GeV, which is the same energy bin chosen for the remaining templates. The
templates are the output of the Fermi Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the
expected events from the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time
in the infinite statistics limit. The color indicates the base-10 logarithm of the number of
expected gamma-ray events per spatial pixel. The spectral properties of the DM and MSP
templates follow the best-fit results for Model 2A as stated in the text (c.f. Fig. 9, which fixes
� = 1.25 in Eq. 2.2. The adjacent MSP template is based on the same spatial profile whereas
the spectral parameters read �L = 0.76 and FMSP = 4.1 ⇥ 10�7 ph/cm2/s.

Millisecond pulsar template. To generate the MSP template together with the spatial
distribution (adopted as above) we need to specify the spectral shape and the luminosity

– 8 –

Our approach: 
Convolutional neural networks trained 
on images of the Galactic centre 
composed of background and signal 
templates to reconstruct the parameters 
of the GeV excess.

— 4 rings for diffuse background model (split  
     into HI and CO contribution)  
     + inverse-Compton (single)  
       [Fermi collab., ApJ. Suppl. 224 (2016) 1]; 
— all 4FGL-DR2 point sources within 20°x20°  
     region of interest (matches period selected  
     for real data) [Fermi collab., ApJ.Suppl. 247 (2020) 1];

— Fermi Bubbles [Fermi collab. ApJ 840 (2017) 1];

— isotropic component

— GCE: smooth DM component + individually  
     drawn MSPs both following a gNFW profile [1, 2] GeV  

CERN, 15 February 2023

Machine learning techniques have already been applied to the GCE. Convolutional neural networks 
are great at identifying specific small- and large-scale features in images.  

Pioneering: [S. Caron et al., JCAP 05 (2018) 058] —> The work presented here extends this pioneering study.

mailto:eckner@lapth.cnrs.fr
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https://doi.org/10.3847/1538-4365/ab6bcb
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.3847/1538-4357/aa6cab
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1. Draw a total GCE luminosity (0.1 - 100 GeV) compatible with the uncertainty band. 
 
Draw individual pulsars: 
2. Draw  from gNFW profile,  
3. Draw MSP luminosity from the luminosity function with current , 
4. Derive spectrum normalisation according to the total luminosity,  
5. Check if the resulting flux < Fermi-LAT detection threshold (3PC version) at this position  
6. If so, add the pulsar to the MSP catalogue if the total GCE luminosity is not yet reached  
    (scenario A) 
    —> prepare scenario B: all drawn MSPs are included 
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Figure 15. Spectrum of the GC excess. Points are derived using the Sample Model described in Section 2.2.

The systematic uncertainty band is derived from taking the envelope of the GC excess fluxes for di↵erent

analysis configurations, and di↵erent models of di↵use gamma-ray emission and sources in Sections from 3

to 6. Our results are compared to previous determinations of the GC excess spectrum from the literature.

Note, that the area of integration varies in di↵erent cases. In this analysis we mask some bright PS, which

e↵ectively masks the GC within about 2� radius. Gordon & Maćıas (2013) have a 7� ⇥ 7� square around

the GC. The flux from Calore et al. (2015) is obtained by taking the intensity in Figure 14 and multiplying

by the area of the ROI (2� < |b| < 20� and |`| < 20�) in their analysis. The ROI in Ajello et al. (2016) is

a 15� ⇥ 15� square around the GC. The two cases that we consider here correspond to the model with the

CR sources traced by the distribution of pulsars (Yusifov & Küçük 2004) where either only overall intensity

(“fit intens”) or both intensity and index (“fit index”) for the di↵use components spectra are fit to the data

(cf. Figure 13 of Ajello et al. 2016).

and modeling of PS. The excess remains significant in all cases in the energy range from 1 GeV to a

few GeV, although its flux is found to vary by a factor of & 3 owing to uncertainties in the modeling

of IC emission, additional CR sources near the GC, and a contribution of the low-latitude emission

from the Fermi bubbles.

Figure 15 also shows that our determination of the GC excess spectrum is generally consistent with

previous determinations in the literature, but our assessment of systematic uncertainties is generally

larger than that reported in other studies. We note that the ROIs used to determine the flux and

the flux profiles assumed are di↵erent for di↵erent analyses, thus the curves cannot be compared

quantitatively. The main purpose of the figure is to show that there is a qualitative agreement.

8. MORPHOLOGY OF THE GALACTIC CENTER EXCESS

Characterizing the morphology of the GC excess is important to understand its nature. In partic-

ular, spherical symmetry is expected for DM annihilation as well as, to a good approximation, for a

population of MSPs in the bulge of the Milky Way (e.g., Brandt & Kocsis 2015) or young pulsars

produced as a result of star formation near the GC (O’Leary et al. 2015), while a continuation of

MSP population generated from spatial profile (same as DM) and luminosity function + common 
spectral shape.

minimal and maximal GCE luminosity 
(blue-shaded band) defines lower 
and upper limit for the total 
luminosity from a population of 
(unresolved) MSP population

 [Fermi-LAT collab., ApJ 840 (2017) 1]

dN
dL ∝ 1

L exp[− (log10 L − log10 L0)2

2σ2
L ]
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Network architecture: 
— Bayesian convolutional networks to determine the simulation parameters in an inference task   
    —> input: (5, 120, 120) images of the GC: 5 energy bins ([0.5, 1], [1, 2], [2, 7],[7, 20], >20 GeV)  
    —> predict every template parameter with uncertainty

— Deep ensemble networks to also predict uncertainties due to the network itself: What would 
     have happened if the network was initialised differently (initial parameters, ordering of images, etc.)? 
     —> mean and scatter evaluated per  
            network run and later combined 
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Figure 1: Visualisation of domain adaptation. The background model to generate the GC
images is expanded in dimensionality to make more complex (and hopefully more accurate
models). Model 1 is embedded into Model 2, which is embedded in Model 3. Addition-
ally, there are two scenarios that are separate parameter spaces but follow the same domain
adaptation procedures. This results in six different background models. The output space
of all background models is always the same: a GC image with 5 energy bins. This output
is always the input of the neural networks that predict the input parameters of the models.
For every background model we trained a neural network. So there is a "Model 1, scenario
A network" which is trained on images generated from background Model 1, Scenario A, and
also for Model 2 and 3 and Scenario B. Additionally, it is possible to apply a network trained
on simulations from Model 1 on simulations from Model 2 for example. The arrows represent
all experiments we have done: the six straight arrows represent networks that are evaluated
and trained on the same background model. The curved dashed arrows represent experiments
where the neural network of a trained model is used to predict parameters from simulations
of a more complex model (so a network trained on Model 1 which is applied on Model 2, and
the same for Model 2 and 3). The elbow connected dashed lines represent experiments where
a neural network trained on Scenario A is applied on Scenario B and the other way around.

describe the data only due to a wrong or missing component in the simulations. ]132

In this work we systematically approach this problem with three different simulation-models,133

dubbed Models 1, 2 and 3, which have 17, 19 and 24 free parameters respectively. The main134

idea that we follow is to start with models with a minimal number of parameters and then135
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Additional uncertainties: 
— DM and MSP templates follow the  
     same spatial morphology. We are 
     only interested in the fractional  
     contribution of both components.

— The ‘reality gap’ — the  
     discrepancy between modelled and  
     real data — may dominate all  
     reconstruction uncertainties!

— Increase/decrease complexity of  
     the model and check if results 
     remain stable.

CERN, 15 February 2023
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Figure 1: Visualisation of domain adaptation. The background model to generate the GC
images is expanded in dimensionality to make more complex (and hopefully more accurate
models). Model 1 is embedded into Model 2, which is embedded in Model 3. Addition-
ally, there are two scenarios that are separate parameter spaces but follow the same domain
adaptation procedures. This results in six different background models. The output space
of all background models is always the same: a GC image with 5 energy bins. This output
is always the input of the neural networks that predict the input parameters of the models.
For every background model we trained a neural network. So there is a "Model 1, scenario
A network" which is trained on images generated from background Model 1, Scenario A, and
also for Model 2 and 3 and Scenario B. Additionally, it is possible to apply a network trained
on simulations from Model 1 on simulations from Model 2 for example. The arrows represent
all experiments we have done: the six straight arrows represent networks that are evaluated
and trained on the same background model. The curved dashed arrows represent experiments
where the neural network of a trained model is used to predict parameters from simulations
of a more complex model (so a network trained on Model 1 which is applied on Model 2, and
the same for Model 2 and 3). The elbow connected dashed lines represent experiments where
a neural network trained on Scenario A is applied on Scenario B and the other way around.

describe the data only due to a wrong or missing component in the simulations. ]132

In this work we systematically approach this problem with three different simulation-models,133

dubbed Models 1, 2 and 3, which have 17, 19 and 24 free parameters respectively. The main134

idea that we follow is to start with models with a minimal number of parameters and then135
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Reduce to 7 parameters, only 
one for astro diffuse emission  
(relative norm. of astro compo-
nents fixed by likelihood fit) 

compares to [S. Caron et al., JCAP 05 (2018) 058]
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Figure 5: [Gulli: Shouldn’t the second one be COlow?] Compilation of the additional
gamma-ray templates used in Models 2 and 3. The templates are the output of the Fermi
Science Tools routine gtmodel and hence display the [Gulli: number of] expected events from
the respective flux model for the given Fermi-LAT observation time in the infinite statistics
limit. The color indicates the decadic logarithm of the number of expected gamma-ray events
per spatial pixel. For definiteness, we have selected the second energy bin (1 GeV to 2 GeV)
for all shown templates.

Figure 6: The same as Fig. 3, but in the context of Model 2 (Scenario A).

two FBs templates and finds both templates present in the data, with comparable intensities.552

The results in terms of the] [Gulli: derived quantities for the GCE are consistent with the553

previous findings, indicating that our results are not strongly sensitive to the gas structure554

– 18 –

+ spectral freedom —> 
  25 parameters 

Model setup to explore the impact of the background model complexity on the interpretation of the  
GCE with Bayesian convolutional neural networks used in a DeepEnsembles setup. We probe the

‘reality gap’ — the discrepancy between modelled and real data.

scenario A: discard all MSPs above the Fermi 
                   LAT detection threshold

scenario B: keep all MSPs

CERN, 15 February 2023
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Figure 6: The same as Fig. 4, but in the context of Model 2 (Scenario A).

5.2 Model 3

In our final model iteration, we enlarge our template selection (see Fig. 7) to address the
aforementioned issue with the central CO ring. To further alleviate the positive residuals at
high latitudes, we add a template quantifying the emission of the FBs because this component
is the least constrained and potentially one of the most degenerate with the DM template.
In particular,

• We split the innermost CO ring – whose emission shows significant left/right asymmetry
– in two independent templates. For this rather ad-hoc solution, we define a gamma-ray
flux threshold at 25% of the maximal value found in the input gamma-ray flux model
of the first CO ring. Each pixel above this threshold is part of a NCO,1,high template
whereas the remainder of pixels is cast into an independent template to which we assign
the already used label NCO,1.

• We add a second FBs template NFBcatenary, taken from [59]. This template is built
by extracting residual intensity maps from the LAT data, after the application of the
Fermi diffuse model. The edges of the bubbles’ residuals are found to be well reproduced
by two catenary curves (see [59] for parameter values), which also reproduce correctly

– 20 –

Gray band: 1(2) σ scatter of 
the mean prediction in the 
validation dataset 


Error bars: network predicted 
uncertainty for selected points  

Red point: results on real data  
Orange point: results of 
maximum likelihood fit


X/Y-axis: True/predicted value  
(means should fall on the diagonal

CERN, 15 February 2023
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Figure 6: The same as Fig. 4, but in the context of Model 2 (Scenario A).

5.2 Model 3

In our final model iteration, we enlarge our template selection (see Fig. 7) to address the
aforementioned issue with the central CO ring. To further alleviate the positive residuals at
high latitudes, we add a template quantifying the emission of the FBs because this component
is the least constrained and potentially one of the most degenerate with the DM template.
In particular,

• We split the innermost CO ring – whose emission shows significant left/right asymmetry
– in two independent templates. For this rather ad-hoc solution, we define a gamma-ray
flux threshold at 25% of the maximal value found in the input gamma-ray flux model
of the first CO ring. Each pixel above this threshold is part of a NCO,1,high template
whereas the remainder of pixels is cast into an independent template to which we assign
the already used label NCO,1.

• We add a second FBs template NFBcatenary, taken from [59]. This template is built
by extracting residual intensity maps from the LAT data, after the application of the
Fermi diffuse model. The edges of the bubbles’ residuals are found to be well reproduced
by two catenary curves (see [59] for parameter values), which also reproduce correctly
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Bright components 
predicted with high 
precision and consistent 
with the traditional 
likelihood analysis. 

inner gas rings

4FGL
FBs

IC
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Figure 6: The same as Fig. 4, but in the context of Model 2 (Scenario A).

5.2 Model 3

In our final model iteration, we enlarge our template selection (see Fig. 7) to address the
aforementioned issue with the central CO ring. To further alleviate the positive residuals at
high latitudes, we add a template quantifying the emission of the FBs because this component
is the least constrained and potentially one of the most degenerate with the DM template.
In particular,

• We split the innermost CO ring – whose emission shows significant left/right asymmetry
– in two independent templates. For this rather ad-hoc solution, we define a gamma-ray
flux threshold at 25% of the maximal value found in the input gamma-ray flux model
of the first CO ring. Each pixel above this threshold is part of a NCO,1,high template
whereas the remainder of pixels is cast into an independent template to which we assign
the already used label NCO,1.

• We add a second FBs template NFBcatenary, taken from [59]. This template is built
by extracting residual intensity maps from the LAT data, after the application of the
Fermi diffuse model. The edges of the bubbles’ residuals are found to be well reproduced
by two catenary curves (see [59] for parameter values), which also reproduce correctly
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[27]. This finding explains why the old results were more precise but not necessarily more
accurate.
The trend of increasing fsrc from Model 1 to Model 3 rather suggests that the astrophysical

background modeling is the dominating source of systematic uncertainty, an issue we focus
on in the rest of this section.
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Figure 9: Top: Results of the network prediction on the real data in our three Models and
two Scenarios (circle: A; triangle: B) with respect to the parameters of the GCE. Middle:
Comparison of the network’s prediction for fsrc per model and scenario. 3-1D shows the
result of networks trained only on one (fsrc) parameter (treating the rest as nuisance), when
applied to Models 3. Bottom: Reconstructed spectrum of the GCE (purple) according to the
network’s prediction for the DM (blue) and MSP (light red) components based on training
data of Model 3 + Scenario A (Left) and Model 3 + Scenario B (Right) compared with the
spectrum as derived in previous analyses [14, 22, 23]. The colour-shaded bands around each
prediction denote the network’s error estimate. For definiteness, we have fixed � = 1.28,
which is the best-fit value of our network regarding Model 3 in both scenarios.
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Predictions broadly consistent 
among the models (also 
conventional astro 
components), 

BUT there seems to be a trend 
towards lower values of DM 
and high values of MSP 
normalisation when increasing  
the complexity of the models. 
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There is only one gamma-ray sky…  
Machine learning (as any analysis) yields a result, but how to check if 
this particular result is robust? 

+ Such checks especially relevant when using a new (black box?) tool

Two ways to probe the robustness:

How biased is the network when it tries  
to parameterise a wolf in the universe of dogs?

Here:  Validation dataset comprised of 4FGL  
diffuse background model: 
— contains smoothed version of FBs and GeV  
     excess
— other astro components as usual (Model 3A).

training data validation data

How far is a wolf from dogs in the  
world of the neural network?

Machine learning technique called:  
One-Class Deep Support Vector Data  
Description (Deep SVDD)

Classifies images as simulation-like  
or not

CERN, 15 February 2023
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Figure 11: Robustness check of the network trained on Model 3B data by applying a vali-
dation data set that contains the Fermi diffuse background model instead of the gas and IC
templates of Model 3’s set of diffuse components. The line and color style is adopted from
Fig. 4. We only show those parameters of Model 3B that are in common with the validation
data set contain the Fermi diffuse background model.

much larger prediction of distances (green line). Note that the plots are normalized in such
a way that the distance to the maximally different model is set to the value of 1.

7 Summary and Future Prospects

We use DeepEnsemble Networks to perform a detailed gamma-ray analysis of the complex
Galactic center region. By applying the algorithm on the verification data set we demonstrate
that it is capable of recovering components of background emission and the presence of the
GCE. In particular:
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Network trained on Model 3A 
verified on the Fermi diffuse 
model 

However, ISO and DM 
components are under 
predicted and 
(consequentially?) MSP 
template is over predicted

FB templates are over 
predicted as expected  

ILLUSTRATES THAT IN THE 
CASE THERE IS A ‘GAP’ 
BETWEEN THE TRAINING 
AND VERIFICATION DATA, 
RESULTS ARE UNRELIABLE!
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For Deep SVDD we stay in the framework of Model 3:  

— A network trained on Model 3 is then shown validation data from: 
    Model 3, the Fermi diffuse background model, real data and pure 
     Gaussian noise.

— It quantifies the difference (in latent space) between what it ‘knows’  
     (its universe derived from the simulated training data) and what is 
     shown to it. 
— It answers the question: Can this universe produce such an image?

FERMIAI

QUANTIFYING REALITY GAP
25

▸ Use One-Class Deep Support Vector Data Description (Deep SVDD) 

▸ Quantify  the difference in distribution  between our  models, the Pass8 
Fermi  diffuse model, real data and the noise. 

Figure 10: Model 3A.

We use DeepEnsemble Networks to perform a detailed gamma ray analysis of the crowded928

Galactic center region. By applying the algorithm on the verification data set we demonstrate929

that it is capable of recovering the background and the presence of the GCE. In particular:930

• bright components are detected robustly and consistently between our models, see Fig.931

15. They are also detected consistently with the prediction from the traditional likeli-932

hood method. [Gabi: SHALL WE ADD PREDICTION FROM THE LIKELIHOOD933

TO THIS PLOT?]934

• the networks robustly detect the presence of the GCE in all our models, with the935

properties (flux and spatial distribution) consistent with other works (see Fig. 8)936

• the nature of the GCE however, while well predicted within each model, does not appear937

to be robust when networks are applied outside of their domain. We study in detail938

the limitation of our networks to successfully generalize the GCE nature and conclude939

that the reality gap remains the final obstacle in addressing the nature of GCE in our940

framework.941

• Comment SVDD and the possibility to test the models/reality gap before hand942

• this result is noted in many of other approaches CITE, but our work provides the first943

detailed study of such limitation and attempts to quantify the relevance of the reality944

gap when analysing faint components (REFORMULATE)945

• SHALL WE PROVIDE ANY QUANTITATIVE ESTIMATES? SEE OLD summary946

below.947

While the spatial distribution parameter of the GCE (�), as well as the DM and MSP nor-948

malization are detected consistently among all models considered in this work (Fig, 8) , the949

network is incapable of robustly determining the origin of the excess, due to a large uncertainty950

on fSRC parameter.951
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DeepEnsemble Networks are capable of recovering the background and the presence of the  
GCE. We found that:

•  Bright components are detected robustly and consistently between our models. They are also 

detected consistently with the prediction from the traditional likelihood method. 


•  The networks robustly detect the presence of the GCE in all our models, with the properties 
 (flux and spatial distribution) consistent with other works. 


However, the picture is not as clear as we (and everyone else!) wished: 
•  The nature of the GCE however, while well predicted within each model, does not appear to be 

  robust when networks are applied outside of their domain. We can predict anything from 
  no DM to no MSPs by selecting a fitting background model. 

•  Mind the gap: - the fact that reality is not  
 part of  the (background) model has  been  
 a limiting factor of many (all?) current works.  
 What results can we trust at the moment? 

•  Deep SVDDs offer a possibility to test  
 severity of the reality gap. We are currently probing  
 state-of-the-art models of the GC in this way.  
 Stay tuned!

Figure 12: SVDD prediction of the distance in latent space between the encoded vector for
the test data (blue, Model 3A (left) and Model 3B (right)), the Fermi diffuse model (orange),
the real data (red line) )and an image of the same dimensions filled only with Gaussian noise
(green line). Note that the normalized distance in both inset figures is adjusted to better
reflect the proximity of the real data to the training data compared to the pure noise.

• Bright components are detected robustly and consistently between our models, see
Fig. 13. They are also detected consistently with the prediction from the traditional
likelihood method with comparable uncertainties, for most templates.

• The networks robustly detect the presence of the GCE in all our models, with the
properties (flux and spatial distribution) consistent with other works (see Fig. 9).

• The nature of the GCE however, while well predicted within each model, does not
appear to be robust when networks are applied outside of their training domain. We
study in detail the limitation of our networks to successfully generalize the GCE nature
and conclude that the reality gap remains the final obstacle in addressing the nature of
GCE in our framework.

• We further quantify the reality gap by adopting Deep SVDD architecture, which allows
us to compare the distance between the encoded vector for our models and the real
data.

• While this lack of robustness proved to be present in all other attempts to determine the
nature of GCE as evident by the large and sometimes contradicting body of scientific
articles on the nature of the GCE, our work provides the first detailed study of such
limitation. More generally, whenever NN application is strongly dependent on training
data based on theoretical or data-driven models, it is imperative to study and quantify
the reality gap before the results can be claimed robust.

In summary, this work represents an extensive, systematic study of the often disregarded
issue of the reality gap in models of the GC’s gamma-ray emission; an approach never at-
tempted in the literature. While our analysis employs NN as the means to infer the properties
of the GCE – as it allows us to efficiently examine a range of models and to account for various
levels of uncertainties – the implications of our work hold true in more generality irrespective
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Truncated Marginal Neural Ratio Estimation

44Christopher Eckner, eckner@lapth.cnrs.fr 44CERN, 15 February 2023Figure 1: Illustration of our inference framework (see section 2 for details). Left panel: A source
detection network r1 and the corresponding sensitivity network r2 are trained based on the full
simulation model. Right panel: Bright sources are constrained in the truncated simulation model,
while sub-threshold sources vary freely. Two inference networks are trained to capture information
from sub-threshold sources (r3) and detected sources (r4).

Detection as truncation Truncating source priors in eq. (1) is difficult due to the the label switching76

problem (x is invariant under relabeling sources). However, once specific sources are detected,77

they can be labeled and ordered. Let us assume that Ndet sources were detected by the ratio78

estimator in eq. (2) in the regions Ri with i = 1, . . . , Ndet for a given observation of reference79

xo. Our ansatz for the indicator function, which selects a specific prior region, is Ixo(~sdet) =80 QNdet

i=1 Ixo(⌦i 2 Ri)Ixo(Fi � Fth) . Our truncation strategy is now to focus on the parameter space81

where Ixo(~sdet) = 1 for our data of interest xo. We can then write our truncated model as82

p(x,~sdet,~ssub,#, Ixo(~sdet)) = p(x|~sdet,~ssub)p(~sdet|#, Ixo(~sdet))p(~ssub|#)p(#)p(Ixo(~sdet)|#). (5)

Population parameters inference with truncation Given some observation xo, we want to83

estimate the posterior p(#|xo). Since the truncation affects parameters ~sdet whose prior depends on84

population parameters #, the truncation volume is not a constant factor, and the procedure requires85

extra care. We can estimate the posterior p(#|x) by considering the ratio86

r(#;x) =
p(#|x)
p(#)

'
p(#|x, Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

p(#)
=

p(#|x, Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

p(#|Ixo(~sdet) = 1)| {z }
⌘r3(#;x|Ixo (~sdet)=1)

p(#|Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

p(#)| {z }
⌘r(#;Ixo (~sdet)=1)

. (6)

The second step in eq. (6) corresponds to the truncation approximation. It is exact (in the sense87

of leaving p(#|xo) unaffected) in the limit where p(xo|Ixo(~sdet) = 0) ! 0. Training that ratio88

estimator directly with TMNRE would be challenging since Ixo(~sdet) = 1 has very small support in89

the training data. Instead, we split the ratio into two computationally feasible ratios (this is in spirit90

similar to the telescoping ratio estimation approach presented in Rhodes et al. [20].91

The first ratio, r3(#;x|Ixo(~sdet) = 1), can be estimated by training a peak-count network [21–23]92

on targeted data, that is truncated to Ixo(~sdet) = 1. The second ratio can be estimated as93

r(#; Ixo(~sdet) = 1) =
p(Ixo(~sdet) = 1|#)
p(Ixo(~sdet) = 1)

=

Z
d~sdet

p(~sdet|#)
p(~sdet)

p(~sdet)Ixo(~sdet)

p(Ixo(~sdet) = 1)
=

Z
d~sdet

p(~sdet|#)
p(~sdet)| {z }

⌘r4(~sdet;#)

p(~sdet|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) , (7)

so it can be estimated by training a network on detected sources lists on un-truncated training data.94

In practice, we generate weighted samples from the full posterior p(#|x) by sampling #,~sdet ⇠95

p(#)p(~sdet|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) with weights w = r3(#;x|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) · r(#; Ixo(~sdet) = 1).96

In the process, we trained four ratio estimation networks that are directly connected with traditional97

source analysis pipeline components: r1(⌦, Fth;x) performs source detection; r2(d;F,⌦,x) is the98

source sensitivity function; r3(#;x|Ixo(~sdet) = 1) constraints # based on sub-threshold sources99

(because detected sources are assumed to be fixed in the parameter space where Ixo(~sdet) = 1); and100

r4(~sdet;#) constraints # using the detected sources catalog. We show a schematic overview of the101

inference framework used in this work in fig. 1.102

3

[N.A. Montel & C. Weniger, arXiv:2211.09796]

Avenues of future progress: 

- Dedicated searches for bulge millisecond pulsars in the X-ray and/or radio band 
(MeerKAT, SKA).


- Gain understanding of the small-scale uncertainties of the Milky Way’s gas 
distribution and update models in this regard.


- Comprehensive Bayesian study of the GCE using a high-parametric model taking 
into account the full list of gamma-ray components and their associated 
uncertainties. 
—> Simulation-based inference to beat the curse of dimensionality! 


           (toy Fermi-LAT analysis with swyft* seems promising)
*https://swyft.readthedocs.io/en/latest/

mailto:eckner@lapth.cnrs.fr
https://arxiv.org/abs/2211.09796
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∑ Fermi-LAT data

2.44716 5.63231log10 N

=
Many rigid background and signal templates spatially and spectrally binned. 
 
Free parameters: Energy bin normalisation for each template. 
                                   Nparams = Nebins × Ncomp

Fit to Fermi-LAT data usually based on Poisson likelihood function: 

3 Results of the ALP parameters reconstruction References

5. I generate a large number of alternative ALP signals to scan the parameter space according to the
prepared grid. The obtained counts are tabulated together with the parameter values to create an
interpolation function (to save time).

6. To derive the fit contours, I work with a Poisson likelihood function

L(µ|n) =
Y

i

µni
i

(ni)!
e�µi , (2)

where µ denotes the ALP model describing the signal (averaged over multiple Poisson realisations)
whereas n refers to the simulated data (single Poisson realisation) according to the analytic best fit
values of Eq. 1. The index i labels different energy bins of the data or model ALP spectra. For max-
imising the likelihood function I employ MultiNest [1], which also results in the posterior distributions
for the scanned parameters.

3 Results of the ALP parameters reconstruction

Reconstruction of ALP parameters which are not in tension with the assumptions of Eq. 1.
In this test case, we are reconstructing the parameters of a heavy ALP, whose parameters allow for the use
of Eq. 1. The comparison is shown in Fig. 1. The effective formula is a very good approximation to the
actual spectrum calculated from theory. Likewise, the reconstruction works quite well even after convolving
it with the instrument response function of the Fermi-LAT. Especially the average energy !0

a can be tightly
constrained from a future signal detected by the LAT.
Reconstruction of ALP parameters for heavy ALPs beyond the validity of Eq. 1. For this scenario,
we extend the analytical flux prescription by modifying !min

a to make it ma-dependent (but still ignore the
time-dependence), i.e.,

!min
a ⇡ !� +

m2
a

4!�
. (3)

The model alpParams2 represents this case for ma = 100 MeV and ga�� = 0.4 ⇥ 10�12 GeV�1 (we adjusted
the coupling to make it more accessible for the simulation). The analytical formula is not thought to be a
perfect representation of the correct flux and hence we also expect a bad fit regarding simulated data that
is based on Eqs. 1 and 3.
Since there are now four free parameters, the possible combinations of two-dimensional fit contours are
numerous. I am only showing a selection in Fig. 2. There are a couple of observations:

• The best-fitting parameters obtained from the analytical formula are not recovered by the fit based on
simulated data following the same analytic formula. In this sense, the case of heavy ALPs is indeed
badly fit.

• We are sensitive to the parameters of the model. However, their values differ largely from the first case
of ALPs around a mass of one MeV, which makes this discrepancy of spectral parameters the biggest
hint regarding the mass of the particle.

• There is a large degeneracy between some of the parameters. Fig. 2 exemplifies how changing the
spectral index of the flux over a wide range will still lead to a good fit if !0

a is adjusted accordingly.
The ALP mass and the overall normalisation of the ALP spectrum are better reconstructed.

References

[1] F. Feroz, M. P. Hobson, and M. Bridges. MultiNest: an efficient and robust Bayesian inference tool for
cosmology and particle physics. Mon. Not. Roy. Astron. Soc., 398:1601–1614, 2009.

2

Large variety of modifications to the basic approach: 
— modify likelihood function (weighted Poisson likelihood to include instrumental uncertainties),
— inject non-Poissonian noise (as in NPTF),
— deform spatial morphology on the fly (Gaussian processes, etc.).
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Combining templates and image reconstruction 

9

Accounting for systematics with SkyFACT

SkyFACT (Sky Factorization with Adaptive Constrained Templates)

Hybrid between template fitting & image reconstruction

Spatial template Spectral template

Nuisance parametersPoisson likelihood

Regularization of nuisance parameters

Notes
● Typically >105 parameters
● Problem typically convex  →

only one minimum Storm, CW, Calore, 2017
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Accounting for systematics with SkyFACT

SkyFACT (Sky Factorization with Adaptive Constrained Templates)

Hybrid between template fitting & image reconstruction

Spatial template Spectral template

Nuisance parametersPoisson likelihood

Regularization of nuisance parameters

Notes
● Typically >105 parameters
● Problem typically convex  →

only one minimum Storm, CW, Calore, 2017

observed  
gamma-ray  
photons 
in a particular pixel

where T (k)
p and S(k)

b refer, respectively, to the spatial and spectral template for emission

component k. Furthermore, ⌧ (k)
p and �(k)

b are spatial and spectral modulation parameters,
respectively, and ⌫(k) is an overall component normalization factor. Note that, in general, the
overall normalization factor cannot be absorbed into the spatial and/or spectral modulation
parameters: In some cases the spatial and spectral uncertainties might be very small, while
only the overall normalization remains as unconstrained fitting parameter.

The only strict physical constraint on the modulation parameters and the normalization
is non-negativity,

�(k)
b , ⌧ (k)

p , ⌫(k) � 0 . (2.2)

Further constraints are introduced by regularization terms in the likelihood, and will be
discussed below. For di↵use components, the expected photon count in pixel p and energy
bin b is given by

µD
pb =

X

p0

Pbpp0Ebp0�p0b , (2.3)

where Ebp denotes the exposure in the energy bin b and Pbpp0 the e↵ect of the instrument
Point Spread Function, PSF (the probability that a photon from pixel p0 is measured in pixel
p). We neglect here the e↵ects of energy dispersion, although there is no conceptual di�culty
in adding this when required.

The modeling of point sources does not require spatial modulation parameters, so the
model is only bi-linear. The expected number of signal photons in this case is given by

µP
pb =

X

s

Pbp(⌦s)Eb(⌦s) · S(s)
b �(s)

b · ⌫(s) , (2.4)

where the sum is over point sources s at angular locations ⌦s, and the PSF and exposure are
evaluated at the source position. Note that the PSF matrix depends on the exact position of
the source within the analysis pixel (whether it is at the center or at the edges). The total
expected photon count is given by µpb = µD

pb + µP
pb. To keep the notation compact, we use

the symbol of the upper index (s vs k) to discriminate between parameters related to point
sources and related to di↵use components.

2.2 Poisson likelihood and regularization terms

The likelihood function used in this work has two major parts,

ln L = ln LP + ln LR , (2.5)

where LP corresponds to the Poisson likelihood that confronts model predictions with obser-
vations, and LR contains various regularization terms for the modulation parameters.

The Poisson likelihood reads

ln LP =
X

pb

cpb � µpb + cpb ln
µpb

cpb
, (2.6)

where µpb and cpb refer, respectively, to the expectation value and the observed number
of events. We emphasize that we use the full Poisson likelihood in our fits, and do not
assume Gaussian errors. The definition is slightly di↵erent from the commonly adopted
Cash-statistic [55], since we are actually considering the likelihood ratio conditioned on the
observed data (in the sense that ln LP = 0 for µpb = cpb). This version of the Poisson
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Figure 1. Various parameter regularization functions, as shown in Eqs. (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10),
assuming � = 1. We plot

p
RX rather than RX , since this allows a simple interpretation of the

associated penalty in terms of standard deviations. Throughout the paper, we adopt the convex
MEM regularizer, which is motivated by the Maximum Entropy Method, as discussed in the text. It
is a compromise between the classical `2 regularizer, and the non-convex ln2 regularizer.

likelihood is commonly used in X-ray astronomy and is called the “c-statistic” in the widely-
used spectral fitting tool XSPEC1 [56]. It facilitates goodness-of-fit calculations, but has no
e↵ect on parameter regression.

A central ingredient of our method are the large number of modulation parameters.
They can either act as nuisance parameters that e↵ectively account for systematic uncer-
tainties in the adopted templates, or they permit functionality that is akin to image re-
construction. However, even in the case of image reconstruction, it remains important to
regularize the modulation parameters in order to reduce the e↵ects of Poisson noise and
avoid over-fitting of the data. In the present work, the regularization terms are defined as

� 2 ln LR =
X

k

�kRX(⌧ (k)) + �0
kRX(�(k)) + �00

kRX(⌫(k)) + ⌘kS1(⌧
(k)) + ⌘0kS2(�

(k))

+
X

s

�0
sRX(�(s)) + �00

sRX(⌫(s)) + ⌘0sS2(�
(s)) , (2.7)

where X refers to the type of regularization, for each term separately. The first three regular-
ization hyper-parameters, �k, �0

k and �00
k, control respectively the constraints on the spatial,

spectral and overall modulation parameters, for the di↵use components. The regularization
hyper-parameters ⌘k and ⌘0k control the strength of the spatial and spectral smoothing, re-
spectively. Explicit smoothing is for instance useful to reduce the impact of Poisson noise
on the spatial modulation parameters, or to enforce a physically motivated smoothness of
a given emission component. The point source regularization hyper-parameters, �0

s, �00
s and

⌘0s, have an analogous functionality for point sources. We use the vector notation, ⌧ (k) etc,
to indicate that the regularization and smoothing terms depend in general on all parameters
simultaneously. We briefly discuss three choices for the form of the regularization function
RX , although only one of them (MEM) is used in the rest of this paper. The three choices
are equivalent for large values of the regularization parameters, but di↵er in the tails, which

1https://heasarc.nasa.gov/docs/xanadu/xspec/
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Likelihood function:

9

Accounting for systematics with SkyFACT

SkyFACT (Sky Factorization with Adaptive Constrained Templates)

Hybrid between template fitting & image reconstruction

Spatial template Spectral template

Nuisance parametersPoisson likelihood

Regularization of nuisance parameters

Notes
● Typically >105 parameters
● Problem typically convex  →

only one minimum Storm, CW, Calore, 2017

Idea:
- Each pixel can be individually varied 
according to the nuisance parameters. 
- Range of the nuisance parameters is 
controlled by hyper parameters given by 
the user.
- The problem is constrained to stay 
within the uncertainty of the employed 
components.  

Notes:
- Typically > 10^5 parameters
- Problem is typically convex 

—> only one minimum 
- Minimisation via  

L-BFGS-B algorithm

SkyFACT accounts for systematic uncertainties by combining template fitting with methods from image 
reconstruction; it is a hybrid approach.
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Low-latitude Fermi bubbles

Fermi bubbles

Ackermann+ 17

Modulation

parameters

● Low-latitude part of Fermi 

bubbles is not well studied

● However, a MSP component + 

bubble component (hard 

spectrum) decomposition is 

possible

● Suggests strongly enhanced HE 

emission in the inner few 

degrees

● ICS from star formation?

● However, statistically not very 

significant, hard to study

[E. Storm et al. JCAP 08 (2017) 022]
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Figure 4: Per panel: Prediction of the neural network yp (y-axis) compared to the true
parameter value yt (x-axis) based on the validation data set as part of the training data
generated for Model 1A. The observed scatter of the predicted values yp is portrayed as grey
shaded bands whose opacity (dark to light) denotes the 1�/2� containment while the solid
black line traces the respective median value. The black data points are randomly chosen
from the validation data set with the length of the error bar reflecting the uncertainty of the
prediction including the epistemic uncertainty of the network derived via the deep ensembles
method and the aleatoric uncertainty summed in quadrature. In addition, we display the
network’s prediction on the real Fermi-LAT data as red points while the best-fit results of the
likelihood analysis on the real data are shown as orange points. The green dotted line marks
the case of perfect reconstruction; a deviation from this line indicates a bias in the network’s
prediction.

information that was inaccessible in [27]. We find large errors of yp except at both endpoints
of the probed parameter range. There are further arguments why the proof-of-principle study
was able to achieve a smaller uncertainty on fsrc: (i) The previous work used the 3FGL cata-
log based on 4 years of data, but applied it on data collected over 7 years. This inconsistency
in the data could affect the flux of the MSP template, because many of the sources that were
unresolved in 4 years of data become resolvable with the increased exposure. (ii) The prior
range for �L was also different and included more samples with a great deal of bright MSPs.
These two effects might have affected the predictive power of the fsrc parameter, which was
also directly predicted by the network as the only trained parameter in the previous work.
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(a) Prediction of the average network
versus true values.

(b) Prediction of the full network
versus true values.

(c) Prediction of the network trained on the left
half versus true values.

Figure 8: Network results on the validation set. The different colors represent the 1�, 2�
and 3� bands. The diagonal line represents a perfect prediction.

Table 3: Properties of the network trained on the left half at the predicted value on the real
Fermi result.

Name Value
Predicted output 0.887
1� error 0.105
2� error 0.210
3� error 0.324
Maximum error 0.416

To minimize the researcher bias for the future implementation of this method only the
network trained on the left half of the image was used to predict the real Fermi-LAT data.
The output of this ConvNet is 0.887, putting the network value in the bin with the errors
shown in table 3. We reserve the other half and the full picture for the follow-up work.

The predicted value for fsrc is 0.887±0.105. This value favors an interpretation regarding
point sources for the GCE. However, it is worth noticing that we must not use this ConvNet
on real data as the images used for training and testing the ConvNets use the 4-years 3FGL
catalog while we use about seven years of data. The newer Second Fermi Inner Galaxy catalog
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Figure 6: The same as Fig. 4, but in the context of Model 2 (Scenario A).

5.2 Model 3

In our final model iteration, we enlarge our template selection (see Fig. 7) to address the
aforementioned issue with the central CO ring. To further alleviate the positive residuals at
high latitudes, we add a template quantifying the emission of the FBs because this component
is the least constrained and potentially one of the most degenerate with the DM template.
In particular,

• We split the innermost CO ring – whose emission shows significant left/right asymmetry
– in two independent templates. For this rather ad-hoc solution, we define a gamma-ray
flux threshold at 25% of the maximal value found in the input gamma-ray flux model
of the first CO ring. Each pixel above this threshold is part of a NCO,1,high template
whereas the remainder of pixels is cast into an independent template to which we assign
the already used label NCO,1.

• We add a second FBs template NFBcatenary, taken from [59]. This template is built
by extracting residual intensity maps from the LAT data, after the application of the
Fermi diffuse model. The edges of the bubbles’ residuals are found to be well reproduced
by two catenary curves (see [59] for parameter values), which also reproduce correctly

– 20 –
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Figure 14: Top: The color bar marks the number of MSPs in our mock catalogue that have
a flux above the 4FGL-DR2 detection threshold, for a given choice of �L and total luminosity
of the MSP template FMSP (see Section 2 for details). The spatial distribution is fixed to
� = 1.28. With the dashed vertical line we plot the best fit value of �L obtained in [47], while
the gray zone marks 1 � 3 � uncertainty range. The horizontal, dashed yellow line denotes
the best-fit MSP cumulative flux with respect to Model 3B while the height of the yellow box
displays its 1� error margin. Analogously, the vertical shaded yellow line refers to the best-fit
value of �L in this model and scenario; the width of the box shows the 1� uncertainty of this
parameter. Bottom: Numbers of generated MSPs as a function of their photon flux S (0.1
- 100 GeV) with respect to the best-fit parameters of Model 3B. The grey band marks the
MSP detection threshold (taken from 3PC catalogue and rescaled to our data set). The figure
illustrates that for most of the �L parameter space there is a significant number of MSPs just
below the MSP detection threshold.

Appendix B MSP template without flux detection threshold - Scenario B

In this section we show results of the network in the case where the MSP template generation
proceeds without a high-flux cut-off, i.e. we generate MSPs both below and above of the
LAT detection threshold. This is an approach dubbed Scenario B in Section 2 and illustrated
schematically in Fig 1.
In order to gauge how many sources we add above the 4FGL detection threshold in this

procedure (risking the ’double counting’ issue) we show in Figure 14 the number of sources
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The priors on our MSP luminosity
Function covers two distinct 
regimes and anything in-between:

1. Entirely unresolved MSPs
2. Large number of MSPs above the 

Fermi-LAT detection threshold.
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Detection is truncation: Inferring source population parameters 

Figure 2: Left: Observation of reference xo. Right: In the first row we show samples from our full
simulation model. In the second row we show targeted samples from the truncated model.

3 Results103

Figure 3: Marginal posteriors inferred by TMNRE
on target observation xo for population parame-
ters #. We show constraints from sub-threshold
sources (violet), detected sources (orange), and
combined results (yellow). In the 2D marginal
posterior we indicate the 68% and 95% credible
regions with solid and dashed lines respectively.
For more details see section 3.

We apply the proposed methodology to the tar-104

get observation xo shown in fig. 2. We first train105

the source detection ratio estimator in eq. (2)106

on data simulated from the full model shown107

in eq. (1), and then apply it to xo to obtain108

a detection map. From the detection map we109

derive a catalog of detected sources ~sdet, and110

define a truncated parameter space of interest,111

where Ixo(~sdet) = 1. In order to make source112

detection part of our model, we train the sensi-113

tivity ratio estimator in eq. (3) to estimate the114

sensitivity function S(F,⌦). We then generate115

targeted training data from our truncated simu-116

lation model in eq. (5). We show samples from117

the full model and the truncated one in fig. 2.118

Finally, we train two inference networks to cap-119

ture information regarding population parame-120

ters from sub-threshold and detected sources, as121

explained in section 2. We show the constraints122

on population parameters # from sub-threshold123

sources, detected ones, and their combination124

in fig. 3. The different posteriors are consistent125

with each other, indicating that the proposed in-126

ference framework automatically accounts for127

detection biases. The weaker constraint on the128

flux parameter ⌃ inferred from detected sources129

is due to the fact that in eq. (7) we average over130

different detected sources realisations, always131

re-sampling the parameter ⌃ (see appendix A132

for the hierarchical model details).133

4 Conclusions134

We have introduced a novel method to self-consistently perform point sources detection and source135

population parameters inference using TMNRE. With this approach, we can exploit information136

of detected as well as sub-threshold sources for population-level parameter inference. Detection137

biases are automatically accounted for in our approach. Exemplary results of our approach are138

shown in fig. 3, where we show inference results on source population parameters from both detected139

point sources and sub-threshold sources separately, as well as their combination. Since the proposed140

method is essentially a specific implementation of TMNRE, we expect that it inherits its positive141

properties in terms of simulation-efficiency and scalability [18]. A possible shortcoming of this142

approach is that multiple neural networks need to be trained self-consistently, which on the other143

hand have a clear interpretation in terms of traditional analysis pipeline components.144

4

1. Run ratio estimator  to obtain the detected sources for the observed sky .
2. Now label these detected sources ( ) since we know they must be there.

3. Truncate their priors such that:  

where  is a compact region around the source where .
4. Define a truncated model simulator that varies sub-threshold sources as before but only 

varies the properties of detected sources according to the truncated priors.

r1 x0
1…Ndet

1 = (x0
( ⃗sdet) =

Ndet

∏
i=1

(x0(Ωi ∈ ℛi) (x0(Fi ≥ Fth)
ℛi r1 > 5

Constraining population parameters
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Detection is truncation: Inferring source population parameters 
Performance on toy simulations:

Figure 2: Left: Observation of reference xo. Right: In the first row we show samples from our full
simulation model. In the second row we show targeted samples from the truncated model.
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Figure 3: Marginal posteriors inferred by TMNRE
on target observation xo for population parame-
ters #. We show constraints from sub-threshold
sources (violet), detected sources (orange), and
combined results (yellow). In the 2D marginal
posterior we indicate the 68% and 95% credible
regions with solid and dashed lines respectively.
For more details see section 3.
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is due to the fact that in eq. (7) we average over130

different detected sources realisations, always131

re-sampling the parameter ⌃ (see appendix A132
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4 Conclusions134

We have introduced a novel method to self-consistently perform point sources detection and source135

population parameters inference using TMNRE. With this approach, we can exploit information136

of detected as well as sub-threshold sources for population-level parameter inference. Detection137

biases are automatically accounted for in our approach. Exemplary results of our approach are138

shown in fig. 3, where we show inference results on source population parameters from both detected139

point sources and sub-threshold sources separately, as well as their combination. Since the proposed140

method is essentially a specific implementation of TMNRE, we expect that it inherits its positive141

properties in terms of simulation-efficiency and scalability [18]. A possible shortcoming of this142

approach is that multiple neural networks need to be trained self-consistently, which on the other143

hand have a clear interpretation in terms of traditional analysis pipeline components.144

4

Detected and sub-threshold sources  
complement each other:
— luminosity fct. accessible via  
    sub-threshold sources
— spatial distribution more constrained by  
     detected sources
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